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Conversational Agents integrate computational linguistics techniques and natural language 
to support human-like communication with complex computer systems. There are a 
number of applications in business, education and entertainment, including unmanned call 
centres, or as personal shopping or navigation assistants. Initial research has been 
performed on Conversational Agents in languages other than English. There has been no 
significant publication on Thai Conversational Agents. Moreover, no research has been 
conducted on supporting algorithms for Thai word similarity measures and Thai sentence 
similarity measures. Consequently, this thesis details the development of a novel Thai 
sentence semantic similarity measure that can be used to create a Thai Conversational 
Agent. This measure, Thai Sentence Semantic Similarity measure (TSTS) is inspired by 
the seminal English measure, Sentence Similarity based on Semantic Nets and Corpus 
Statistics (STASIS). A Thai sentence benchmark dataset, called 65 Thai Sentence pairs 
benchmark dataset (TSS-65), is also presented in this thesis for the evaluation of TSTS. 
The research starts with the development a simple Thai word similarity measure called 
TWSS. Additionally, a novel word measure called a Semantic Similarity Measure, based 
on a Lexical Chain Created from a Search Engine (LCSS), is also proposed using a search 
engine to create the knowledge base instead of WordNet. LCSS overcomes the problem 
that a prototype version of Thai Word semantic similarity measure (TWSS) has with the 
word pairs that are related to Thai culture. Thai word benchmark datasets are also 
presented for the evaluation of TWSS and LCSS called the 30 Thai Word Pair benchmark 
dataset (TWS-30) and 65 Thai Word Pair benchmark dataset (TWS-65), respectively. The 
result of TSTS is considered a starting point for a Thai sentence measure which can be 
illustrated to create semantic-based Conversational Agents in future. This is illustrated 
using a small sample of real English Conversational Agent human dialogue utterances 
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1.1 Overview  
Conversational Agents are of increasing importance in the marketplace where the 
consumer is becoming ever increasingly mistrusting of forceful salespersons and looking 
for new ways to conduct their everyday activities. Conversational Agents save firms a lot 
of money these days, whether through unmanned call centres or as personal shopping or 
navigation assistants, as the need to employ staff has been greatly reduced. The term 
‘Conversational Agent’ within this thesis refers to the text dialogue variant, although 
Conversational Agents take many other forms such as the inclusion of an animated ‘avatar’ 
that is able to follow the mouse pointer so that it maintains realistic eye contact and body 
language whilst in communication (Embodied Conversational Agent). The idea of the 
original Conversational Agent started as long ago as the 1950s when a test of a computer’s 
intelligence was benchmarked against a human being by Alan Turing (Turing, 1948; 
Turing, 1950; Turing, 1952) as part of his research. His famous ‘Alan Turing Scrapbook’ 
describes the quest in detail of discovering ‘to what extent (the machine) could think for 
itself’ (Hodges, 1997) and assuming it could think for itself, the drive to find out how well 
it would perform with natural language queries. Certainly, the so called ‘Imitation Game’ 
was a good test of this (Turing, 1950). The game involved a human participant at a 
computer screen engaged in dialogue with the Conversational Agent via a keyboard and 
computer screen and also a human being responding with their keyboard. If a human 
participant could not tell computer and human apart when situated behind a screen when 
receiving the response to his or her questions, the Conversational Agent is said to have 
passed the ‘Turing Test’.  
 
Figure 1.1: The Turing Test (Copeland, 2000) 
Conversational Agents are a good measurement of a computer’s simulated human 
intelligence, although other qualities such as humour and wit need to be included to give 
the agent a social human-like presence. The agent should be able to select the right 
response rather than respond from the prior experience of education from everyday living 
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as a human being would otherwise. It is mainly due to some of these aforementioned 
characteristics that Turing’s prediction of computers being able to fool human beings into 
believing they are real people has still not been fully achieved. Conversational Agents are 
used in many areas of commerce, including as a ‘Help Desk’ (Göker, 1998), ‘Customer 
Self-service’, ‘Fault Diagnosis’ (McSherry, 2001), and ‘Product Recommendation’ (Ricci, 
2002) and many more. The Conversational Agent in most of these areas can be used as a 
‘pattern matcher that has canned responses to anticipated inputs’ (Sammut, 2007). Natural 
Language Processing supports syntactic and semantic analysis and is therefore essential for 
a convincing Conversational Agent.  
Conversational Agents can be separated in two groups:  
• Pattern matching Conversational Agent 
• Semantic-based Conversational Agent. 
Writing a pattern matching Conversational Agent is a time consuming process. Scripting 
using the structural patterns of sentences requires the script writer to consider every 
permutation that the user may send as input (Sammut, 2001). Conversely, a semantic 
similarity measure can compute the similarity of meaning of many diverse human 
utterances against a single prototype sentence, representing the general intention of the 
user (O’Shea et al., 2009). Therefore, whilst a rule capturing the intention of human users 
in a pattern matching Conversational Agent will contain many carefully-crafted patterns, 
each rule in a semantic similarity-based Conversational Agent will contain a few prototype 
sentences (ideally one). Thus, semantic similarity as a scripting technique reduces the 
volume of work and skill required from a scripter. For instance, multiple sentences with 
similar semantics ought not to be incorporated in the same rule. Accordingly, solely one 
permutation could be adequate in most cases. In addition, natural language scripting is 
regarded as significantly easier to maintain and more intuitive to write. This semantic-
based Conversational Agent approach has been conducted in English and a few other 
languages. 
Unfortunately, research is still lacking for a Thai Conversational Agent. Moreover, 
research on natural language resources in Thai is also limited (Aroonmanakun, 2007; 
Thoongsup, 2009). Therefore, the aim of this thesis is to propose a Thai sentence semantic 
similarity measure, called TSTS, which can be used to create a Thai semantic-based 
Conversational Agent. To create a Thai sentence semantic similarity measure, a Thai word 
similarity measure is needed. Again, there is no research on Thai word similarity measures 
at the time of writing. However, related works on English word similarity measures can be 
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used as a starting point. Also, Thai benchmark datasets are needed to evaluate those 
measures. 
The contributions in this thesis are as follows: 
• A review and discussion of Thai natural language resources 
• Creation of the first Thai word semantic similarity measure (TWSS) 
• Methodology for creating the first Thai word semantic similarity benchmark dataset 
(TWS-30) 
• Application of the methodology to rating TWS-30 
• Evaluation of TWSS with TWS-30 
• Creation of a 65 Thai word pairs benchmark dataset (TWS-65) 
• Application of the methodology to rating TWS-65 
• Evaluation of TWS-30 with TWS-65 
• Evaluation of TWSS with TWS-65 
• Creation of a word similarity measure based on a lexical chain created from a 
search engine (LCSS) 
• Creation of a testing dataset (TWS-51) 
• Evaluation of LCSS with TWS-51 
• Creation of a new word measure specifically for the Thai language (nTWSS) 
• Evaluation of nTWSS with TWS-51 
• Creation of a 65 Thai sentence pairs benchmark dataset (TSS-65) 
• The application of the methodology to rate TSS-65 
• Evaluation of TWS-65 with TSS-65 
• Creation of the first Thai sentence similarity measure (TSTS) 
• Evaluation of TSTS with TSS-65 
• An illustration of the use of TSTS with representative dialogue utterances for a 
future Thai Conversational Agent.  
The degree to which the contributions answer the research questions is discussed in 
Chapter 9, Section 9.2. 
 
1.2 Research Questions 
This thesis investigates the following research questions: 
• Can a semantic-based Conversational Agent be developed in Thai? 
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• Can an English word similarity measure be developed for the Thai language by 
translating Thai words into English? 
• Can a WordNet based English word similarity measure produce a similarity rating 
between words that are based on Thai culture? 
• Can a search engine provide an alternative natural language resource for a Thai 
word similarity measure? 
• Can a combination of TWSS and LCSS provide a better model of human 
perception of Thai word semantic similarity than either separately? 
• Can a Thai word measure be used to develop a Thai sentence similarity measure? 
• Is the developed Thai sentence similarity measure feasible to use to develop Thai 
Conversational Agents? 
 
1.3 Thesis Objective 
The objectives of this thesis are to address the research issues: 
1. Adapting an English word similarity measure for Thai words by using translation 
from Thai to English.  
2. Creating Thai word benchmark datasets to evaluate the Thai word similarity 
measure. 
3. Developing a Thai word similarity measure to address weakness in (1) and include 
Thai culture by using a search engine to create the measure’s knowledge. 
4. Developing a sentence similarity measure for the Thai language based on the Thai 
word similarity measure. 
5. Creating a Thai sentence benchmark dataset to evaluate the Thai sentence similarity 
measure. 
6. Illustrating the use of the Thai sentence similarity measure for future Thai 
Conversational Agents. 
 
1.4 Thesis Structure 
This chapter presents an overview of the research. This research proposes three word 
similarity measures, two Thai word benchmark datasets, one Thai sentence similarity 
measure, and one sentence benchmark dataset. The remaining chapters are summarised as 
follows: 
• Chapter 2 presents a background to this thesis that introduces related previous 
research on word and sentence similarity measures, and the fundamentals of the 
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Thai language and current natural language resources research on the Thai 
language. 
• Chapter 3 presents a Thai word similarity measure based on the English WordNet 
(TWSS), the first Thai word benchmark dataset (TWS-30), and evaluates the 
experimental results. 
• Chapter 4 presents a Thai word benchmark dataset (TWS-65) based on Thai culture 
which covers the weakness of TWS-30, and evaluates the experimental results 
between TWS-30 and TWS-65. An evaluation of TWSS and TWS-65 is also 
discussed in this chapter.  
• Chapter 5 proposes a word measure that uses a search engine (LCSS) to produce its 
knowledge and evaluates the experimental results between TWS-65 and LCSS. 
• Chapter 6 proposes a Thai word similarity measure (nTWSS) that results from 
combining TWSS and LCSS judgments and evaluates the experimental results 
between TWS-65 and LCSS. 
• Chapter 7 presents the first Thai word benchmark dataset (TSS-65) that is based on 
Thai culture and evaluates the experimental results between TWS-65 and TSS-65. 
• Chapter 8 proposes a Thai sentence similarity measure (TSTS) that results from 
nTWSS and evaluates the experimental results between TSS-65 and TSTS. This 
chapter also illustrates the potential of TSTS to create a Thai Conversational Agent. 




















Conversational Agents are applied in a broad range of areas including business (Lemon, 
2006), education (Kopp, 2005) and entertainment (Ibrahim, 2002). Conversational Agents 
may be used in unmanned call centres or as personal shopping or navigation assistants to 
reduce operating costs and provide 24/7 access for users. Most Conversational Agents use 
English. However some work has been done in Chinese (Huang, 2000) and Japanese 
(Ehsani, 2000). Little or no work has been done in Thai. 
The chief barrier to deploying Conversational Agents effectively in the real world is the 
labour cost of scripting and maintenance. Consequently, a new generation of sentence 
semantic similarity-based agents is being introduced to overcome the problem. 
This chapter presents a background to this thesis that introduces related previous research 
including English word similarity measures, non-English word similarity measures, 
English sentence similarity measures, non-English sentence similarity measures, and an 
overview of the Thai language and current state of research on Thai WordNet. In addition, 
a review of Thai similarity measures is discussed in this chapter. The aim of this chapter is 
to investigate the research question: Can a semantic-based Conversational Agent be 
developed in Thai? 
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.2 reviews English and 
non-English word semantic similarity measures; Section 2.3 reviews English and non-
English sentence semantic similarity measures; Section 2.4 discusses the benchmark 
datasets; Section 2.5 discusses the fundamentals of the Thai language and Thai linguistics 
resources that are available for this research; and Section 2.6 presents the conclusions. 
 
2.2 Word Semantic Similarity Measure  
This section will give a summary of English and non-English word measures. One of the 
most significant word measures, Li’s measure (Li et al., 2003), is also reviewed in this 
chapter. Li’s measure is also used as a prototype to create a non-English measure. 
 
2.2.1 Word Semantic Similarity Measure in English 
There are numerous approaches to word semantic similarity, including thesaurus based 
(Morris, 1991; Jarmasz, 2004), dictionary based (Kozima, 1993), and WordNet based 
(Rada, 1989; Wu, 1994). All use a lexical resource such as a directed graph or network and 
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their semantic similarity is measured from the particular graph or network. The highlighted 
word measures in English are the following: 
Rada et al. (1989) use the minimum number of edges separating two concepts that contain 
the compared word to calculate the similarity between two target words. This measure is a 
starting point for the edge counting based methods. 
 
Information theory based measures were first proposed by Resnik (1995). Resnik’s 
measure (Resnik, 1995) used an ontology and a corpus together as the measure’s 
knowledge. There are a number of measures developed from the original work of Resnik. 
Jiang and Conrath (1997) proposed an improvement over Resnik’s original measure by 
taking the edge counting based methodology and the information content was added as a 
decision factor. Another measure that developed from Resnik’s measure is one proposed 
by Lin (1998). Lin’s approach (1998) calculated the similarity of two target words by the 
combination of the information content of the compared concepts assuming their 
independence (Li et al., 2003). 
Bollegala et al. (2007) calculated a number of popular relatedness metrics based on page 
counts for a Web search engine such as point-wise mutual information (PMI); three 
coefficients are combined, which are the Dice coefficient, the Jaccard coefficient, and the 
Simpson coefficient with lexico-syntactic patterns as model features. To rank word pairs, 
the model parameters were trained by using Support Vector Machines (SVM). Another 
word measure based on a Web search engine was implemented by Sahami and Heilman 
(2006). A vector is represented in each snippet from the result of a search engine, and 
weighted with the TF*IDF score. The semantic similarity between two queries is 
calculated as the inner product between the centroids of the respective sets of vectors. 
One of the most significant word measures is Li’s measure (Li et al., 2003). Li’s word 
measure is a measure based on WordNet (Miller, 1995). WordNet was developed by 
Princeton University and is a machine-readable lexical database which is organized by 
word senses. Words in WordNet can be broken down into: 'nouns', 'verbs', 'adjectives' and 
'adverbs', which are grouped into sets of synonyms. These synonyms are called 'synsets' 
and are connected by means of 'conceptual-semantic' and 'lexical' relations. Figure 2.1 is 





Figure 2.1: Extract of WordNet 
Li’s measure approximates the semantic similarity between two words by using WordNet, 
which does the estimate by looking up their subsumer of two words in WordNet. The Li 
measure is calculated by the following formulas:  
Given two words,   and  , the semantic similarity ,   (Equation 2.1) can be 
calculated from: 
 ,   	 tanh    

 Equation 2.1 
Where α and β are the length and depth factors respectively, d (Equation 2.2) can be 
calculated from: 
   	    2   Equation 2.2 
 
where  and  are the depth of and  in WordNet, and h is the depth of their least 
common subsumer in WordNet. 
 
2.2.2 Non-English Word Semantic Similarity Measure 
The aim of this section is to give an overview of a non-English word measure that will be 
implemented. There are a number of word measures in a number of languages include 
Chinese, Malay, and Arabic.  
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Guan (2002) proposes a measure of semantic similarity for Chinese words by using 
HowNet (Dong, 2006) as the measure’s knowledge. HowNet is a bilingual common sense 
ontology (Chinese-English) online. There are three steps for this measure. Firstly, a 
concept feature file from HowNet is used to create a sememe network. Secondly, the 
semantic similarity degrees between sememes are given by quantifying their semantic 
paths in the sememe network and using a sememe weighting method. Lastly, the word 
measure for Chinese words is presented by combining these components. 
Noah (2007) proposes a Malay word similarity measure by using a dictionary as 
knowledge. Lesk’s method (Lesk, 1986) is adopted to use with the word measure. The 
similarity of words is calculated by referring to the ratio between the counts of meanings 
containing any of the words in the set of uniquely overlapped words found in the meanings 
with all the meaning associated with the word. 
For Arabic, the Arabic word measure was implemented in 2013. Almarsoomi (2013) 
proposed a method to measure the semantic similarity between two Arabic words in the 
Arabic knowledge base. The measure is modified from the English word measure 
WordNet-based (Li et al., 2003) but uses Arabic WordNet (Elkateb, 2006) as knowledge 
instead. The measure has achieved the Pearson Product-Moment correlation coefficient 
(Blalock, 1979) between the measure and Arabic dataset (Almarsoomi, 2012) at a value of 
0.894. 
 
2.3  Sentence Semantic Similarity Measure in English 
(STSS) 
According to O’Shea et al. (2013), there are at least 50 measures created between 2004 and 
2012, including improvements of existing measures. A number of these measures are 
proposed based on STASIS (Ferri et al., 2007) and on LSA (Jin and Chen, 2008). Example 
of these are WordNet based measure (Kennedy and Szpakowicz, 2008; Quarteroni and 
Manandhar, 2008), or thesaurus-based measures (Inkpen 2007; Kennedy and Szpakowicz, 
2008). Other technique measures include: TF*IDF variants (Kimura et al., 2007); a 
measure based on string similarity (Islam, 2008); other cosine measures (Yeh et al., 2008); 
Jaccard coefficient and other word overlap measures (Fattah and Ren, 2009); grammar 
based measures (Achananuparp et al., 2008); graph or tree based measures (Barzilay and 
McKeown, 2005); concept expansion (Sahami and Heilman, 2006); and a directional 
relation between text fragments measure (Corley et al., 2007). However, this section is 
focused on two significant sentence similarity measures: Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) 
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and Sentence Similarity, based on Semantic Nets and Corpus Statistics (STASIS). Also 
presented is a review of a non-English sentence similarity measure. 
 
2.3.1 Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) 
Latent Semantic Analysis is a theory and method for extracting and representing the 
contextual-usage meaning of words by statistical computations applied to a large corpus of 
text (Landauer et al., 1998). There are two stages of LSA. First, a matrix of words is 
created based on the number of times a word appeared in a specific context; the word order 
in a sentence is not taken into consideration (Landauer et al., 1998).  Second, the 
application of Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is used to decompose the word matrix 
to reduce its size. SVD is a mathematical matrix decomposition technique that reduces the 
dimensional representation of the word matrix by trying to keep the entries that have the 
strongest relationship between the words and their occurrences in sentences. As LSA does 
not take the word order and the word with polysemy (the coexistence of many possible 
meanings for a word), this might cause an inability to analyze the sentence correctly. 
 
2.3.2  Sentence Similarity based on Semantic Nets and Corpus 
Statistics (STASIS) 
STASIS (Li et al, 2006) uses three elements for the determination of sentence similarity: 
word similarity; statistical information such as word frequency; and word order similarity. 
Figure 2.2 shows an overview of STASIS. 




Construction of the Joint Word Set 
Equation 2.3 describes a joint word set T derived from all unique words in two sentences: 
T1 and T2. 
     ∪  = , , ⋯ ,  Equation 2.3 
Giving two sentences T1 and T2 a joint word set is formed using Equation 2.3: 
 :  The lion is the king of the jungle. 
 :  Lion is a mammal. 
A joint word set, T is 
 T= {The lion is the king of the jungle a mammal} 
 
Formation of the Lexical Semantic Vectors 
The vector derived from the joint word set, called the ‘lexical semantic vector’, denoted by 
š. š , is derived from the joint word set for each short text, and m equals the number of 
words in the joint word set. Each entry, ̌ (where i=1, 2, ..., m) is determined by the 
semantic similarity of the corresponding word in the joint word set to a word in the 
sentence. 
For each word in the joint set, there are two possible cases to process when the joint set is 
scanned. 
• Case 1: ̌  is set to 1, if wi appears in the sentence,  
• Case 2: if   is not contained in T1, a semantic similarity score is computed between 
  and each word in the short text T1, using the word measure described in Li et al. 
(2003). The most similar word in T1 to   is that with the highest similarity score. If 
the highest score exceeds a preset threshold, then ̌  is equal the highest score; if not, 
̌  is 0. 
Equation 2.4 shows how the words are weighted according to their information content 
(Resnik, 1999), on the assumption that word frequency influences the contribution of the 
individual words to the overall similarity. Entropy measures are calculated using the 
Brown Corpus (Francis, 1979):   
 ! =  " × #$ × #%&' Equation 2.4 
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Given that   is a word in the joint word set, and ( is its associated word in the sentence, 
#  is the information content of   in the corpus. The value of #  can be [0,1] and it 
is defined as: 
 #  =   )*+,-.)*+/0  Equation 2.5 
Where 1  is the probability of a word wi, and N is the total number of words in the 
corpus, 1  can be calculated as: 
 1  =  20/0 Equation 2.6 
where n is the word frequency of the word w in the corpus. 
 
Calculation of the Semantic Similarity component 
Lastly, the semantic similarity between T1 and T2 (Ss) is calculated using the cosine 
similarity measure between two vectors, as shown in Equation 2.7: 
 S4 =  45×46‖45‖×‖46‖ Equation 2.7 
 
Formation of the Word Order Vectors 
Given two sentences T1 and T2, the following sentence pair illustrates the importance of 
word order: 
T1:  The male lion kills the poor tiger. 
T2: The male tiger kills the poor lion. 
Then, using Equation 2.1 to create joint word set: 
T = {The male lion kills the poor tiger} 
A unique index number is assigned for each word in T1 and T2 by the order of the word that 
appears in the sentence. For instance, in T1 for the word lion, the index number is 3 and 6 
for poor. A word vector 8 and 8 is creating based on the joint word set. From the T1 and 
T2, the vectors 8and 8 are produced as: 
 8: {1 2 3 4 5 6 7} 





Calculation of the Word Order Similarity Component 
Word order similarity (Sr) is calculated as shown in Equation 2.7: 
 S9   1 − ‖;596‖‖;5096‖ Equation 2.7 
 
Calculation of Overall Sentence Similarity 
Finally, the overall similarity between two sentences S,   is calculated using two 
components !< and !;  as in Equation 2.8: 
 S,  = =!< + 1 − =!; Equation 2.8 
where δ is a constant in the range 0.5 <δ < 1 which adjusts the relative contributions of 
semantic and word order. 
 
2.3.3 Sentence Semantic Similarity Measure in Other Languages 
There are a number of non-English sentence measures including in Chinese, Malay, and 
Arabic. The recent Chinese sentence similarity measure is proposed by Ru Li (2009); the 
measure calculates the similarity between two Chinese sentences based on Chinese 
FrameNet (You, 2005) and Chinese Dependency Graph as its knowledge. The measure 
calculates the similarity by distance between two frames in Chinese FrameNet; also 
another component of similarity is obtained by looking from a Chinese Dependency 
Graph. Then, the similarity between two Chinese sentences is combined from those two 
components.  
A sentence similarity measure for two Malay sentences is proposed by Noah (2007). The 
measure uses the method of STASIS (Li et al., 2006) to produce the sentence similarity 
between two Malay sentences. Although there was no short text benchmark dataset 
available at that time, Noah (2007) claims that the experiment has shown consistent and 
encouraging results which indicate the potential use of this modified approach. 
An Arabic sentence similarity measure (Almarsoomi, 2013) is under development, and the 





2.4 Benchmark Datasets 
This section summarises benchmark datasets that are available in English. Using a 
benchmark dataset of word pairs or sentence pairs with similarity values that are obtained 
from human judgment is the only way to authenticate a semantic similarity measure 
(Resnik, 1999; Gurevych and Niederlich, 2005; O’Shea et al., 2013). A semantic similarity 
measure is evaluated by using its correlation (normally Pearson’s Product-Moment 
correlation coefficient) with the human ratings.  
This section can be separated into two parts: Word benchmark dataset and Sentence 
benchmark dataset. 
 
2.4.1  Word Benchmark Datasets 
Two word benchmark datasets commonly used for an evaluation of word similarity 
measure in English are: 
• Rubenstein and Goodenough word pairs dataset (Rubenstein and Goodenough, 
1965) 
• Miller and Charles word pairs dataset (Miller and Charles, 1991). 
Rubenstein and Goodenough (1965) built the most influential English word benchmark 
dataset. There are two steps to create this word dataset. The first is creating 65 word pairs 
ranging from maximum to minimum similarity of meaning. A list of 48 English nouns 
were separated into two groups (A and B); the 65 word pairs dataset is produced by 
choosing one word from group A and one from group B. The second step is to collect the 
human similarity ratings of the 65 word pairs. The participants were asked to rate the 
similarity of word pairs. The words pairs were scaled using a rating scale that ran from 0 
(minimum similarity) to 4 (maximum similarity). The Rubenstein and Goodenough 
dataset, nevertheless, was published without grounds for the specific choices of 48 nouns 
and the method of choosing the word pairs. 
After 25 years from the creation of the Rubenstein and Goodenough dataset, Miller and 
Charles (1991) recreated the Rubenstein and Goodenough experiment, but examined only 
30 word pairs from the 65 word pairs of the Rubenstein and Goodenough dataset to avoid 
an inherent bias towards low similarity. The participants, 38 undergraduate students, were 
asked to rank the 30 word pairs using the same rating scale as Rubenstein and Goodenough 
from 0 to 4; the participants were all native English speakers. Comparing human ratings 
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from the two datasets, a correlation coefficient of 0.97 was obtained, which is a high value. 
Moreover, in 1995, the Miller and Charles experiment was reproduced by Resnik (1995). 
The 10 participants, comprising computer science graduate students and post-doctoral 
students were asked to rank the subset of 30 word pairs from Miller and Charles. A 
correlation coefficient of 0.96 was obtained from this experiment. From the results of two 
reproduced experiments, it indicates the Rubenstein and Goodenough dataset has shown 
stability over the years. Plus, this stability indicates that the use of human ratings could be 
a reliable reference for the purpose of comparison with similarity measures. 
Over 5 decades, the Rubenstein and Goodenough dataset is still valuable (Pirro, 2009). 
Therefore, the Rubenstein and Goodenough dataset methodology was chosen for use in 
producing a Thai word benchmark dataset. However, following the Miller and Charles 
experiment which used only 30 word pairs should be a good starting point. The creation of 
30 Thai word pairs (TWS-30) is explained in detail in Chapter 3. O’Shea (2013) 
established that a combination of Rubenstein and Goodenough sorting, Charles’ semantic 
anchors and other instruction produced ratings can be treated as ratio scale.    
 
2.4.2  Sentence Benchmark Dataset 
There are four notable datasets that demonstrate the ongoing state of sentence benchmark 
datasets which are: 
• LEE50 (Lee et al., 2005)  
• STSS-65 (Li et al., 2006),  
• Mitchell400 (Mitchell and Lapata, 2008)  
• S2012-T6 (Agirreet et al., 2012).  
• STSS-131 (O’Shea et al., 2013). 
LEE50 was made in 2005 using all distinct combinations of 50 email reviews of headline 
news stories (in the range of 51-126 words); that is, 1,225 text pairs with human ratings. 
Published in 2006, STSS-65 was created by replacing the words with naturalistic sentences 
(in the range of 5–33 words) from their dictionary definitions in the Collins Cobuild 
Dictionary (Sinclair, 2001), from the 65 Rubenstein and Goodenough word pairs 
(Rubenstein and Goodenough, 1965). STSS-131 used the best practice established from 
STSS-65 to rate a more representative set of English sentences. Mitchell400, presented in 
2008 (Guo and Diab, 2012; Mitchell and Lapata, 2008), contains 400 pairs of simple 
sentences (in the range of 3 words), built by using intransitive verbs and going with subject 
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nouns extracted from CELEX (Baayen, 1993) and the British National Corpus (Burnard, 
1995). The S2012-T6 dataset contains approximately 5,200 sentence pairs (in the range of 
4-61 words), separated into training set, testing set and evaluation set for Machine 
Learning. 
The Thai sentence benchmark dataset, which will be produced in this thesis, will be based 
on the methodology of creating STSS-65 as the STSS-65 is built specifically for sentence 
similarity measure evaluation (O’Shea et al., 2013). The creation of the Thai sentence 
benchmark dataset will be explained in more detail in Chapter 7. 
 
2.5  Challenges of Thai Language 
The aim of this section is to describe the nature of the Thai language, including the current 
stage of the research in the Thai similarity measure. Also, a review of Thai word order, 
Thai WordNet, and the current stage of Thai similarity research is discussed in this section. 
 
2.5.1 Basis of Thai language 
The Thai language was formalised in 1283 by King Ramakamhaeng of Sukhothai. The 
Thai alphabet is derived from the Khmer alphabet which, in turn, was derived from 
Brahmic script from the Indic family. In the Thai language, there are a number of 
components that are different from European languages, which include consonants, vowel 
characters, tenses, levels of politeness, verb-to-noun conversion. The purpose of this 
section is to provide the information needed to understand the challenges of the Thai 
language. 
 
2.5.1.1 The Thai Alphabet 
The Thai alphabet uses forty-four consonants and fifteen basic vowel characters. These are 
horizontally placed, left to right, with no intervening space, to form syllables, words and 
sentences. Vowels are written above, below, before, or after the consonant they modify, 
although the consonant always sounds first when the syllable is spoken. The vowel 
characters (and a few consonants) can be combined in various ways to produce numerous 





2.5.1.2  The Thai Consonants 
Table 2.1 shows the forty-four consonants in the Thai alphabet which produce twenty-one 
initial consonant sounds when used at the beginning of a syllable. The forty-four 
consonants in the Thai alphabet are divided into three classes, which include: low class 
with twenty-four consonants (shown in blue); middle class with nine consonants (shown in 
green); and high class with eleven consonants (shown in red). The classes are important for 
determining the tone with which a syllable should be spoken. Since many of the 
consonants produce the same sound, each consonant has an acrophonic word (a system in 
which an alphabetic letter is represented by a word that starts with the sound of the initial 
letter) that is conventionally used to identify it uniquely. 
Table 2.1: The Forty-Four Consonants in Thai Language (Simon, 1998) 
Letter Name/Meaning Transliteration Letter Name/Meaning Transliteration 
ก ไก ่ kokai/chicken k ท ทหาร thothahan/soldier th/t 
ข ไข ่ khokai/egg k ธ ธง tho thong/flag th/t 
ฃ ฃวด khokhuat/bottle kh/k น หนู no nu/mouse n 
ค ควาย khokhwai/water buffalo 
kh/k บ ใบไม ้ bobaimai/leaf b/p 
ฅ ฅน khoknon/person kh/k ป ปลา popla/fish p 
ฆ ระฆงั khora-khang/bell kh/k ผ ผึ6ง pho phueng/bee ph 
ง ง ู ngongu/snack ng ฝ ฝา fofa/lid f 
จ จาน chochan/plate ch/j พ พาน pho phan/tray ph/p 
ฉ ฉิ%ง chochang/cymbals ch ฟ ฟัน fo fan/teeth f 
ช ชา้ง chochang/elephant ch/t ภ สําเภา pho samphao/sailing boat 
ph/p 
ซ โซ ่ so so/chain s/t ม มา้ mo ma/horse m 
ฌ เฌอ chochoe/bush ch ย ยกัษ์ yo  yak/ogre y 
ญ หญงิ yoying/women y/n ร เรอื roruea/boat r/n 
ฎ ชฎา do cha-da/hairdress d/t ล ลงิ lo ling/monkey l/n 
ฏ ปฏัก to pa-tak/goad t ว แหวน woweng/ring w 
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ฐ ฐาน thosa-than/base th/t ศ ศาลา so sala/pavilion s/t 
ฑ มณโฑ thonangmon-tho/dancer 
th/t ษ ฤาษี so rue-si/Hermit s/t 
ฒ ผูเ้ฒา่ thophuthao/old person 
th/t ส เสอื so suea/tiger s/t 
ณ เณร no nen/novice monk 
N ห หบี ho hip/chest h 
ด เด็ก do dek/child d/t ฬ จฬุา lo chula/kite l/n 
ต เตา่ to tao/turtle t อ อา่ง o ang/basin o 
ถ ถงุ thothung/sack th ฮ นกฮกู honok-huk/owl k 
 
In the Thai consonants, there are some that never appear at the end of a syllable: ฉ, ซ, ผ, ฝ, 
ห, ฮ. In addition, in the Thai language when consonants appear at the end of a syllable, they 
can be separated into two groups: live consonant endings (k, p and t) and dead consonant 
endings (m, n and ng). Each group produces three final consonant sounds. This distinction 
is important for the tone rules. Table 2.2 below shows six final consonant sounds. 
Table 2.2: The Six Final Consonant Sounds (Thai-language.com, 1999) 
Six Final Consonant Sounds 
sound low mid high 
dead 
-k ค, ฅ, ฆ ก ข, ฃ 
-p พ, ฟ, ภ บ, ป  
-t 
ช, ฌ, ฑ, ฒ, 
ท, ธ 
จ, ฎ, ฏ, ด, ต ฐ, ถ, ศ, ษ, ส 
live 
-m ม   
-n 
ญ, ณ, น, ร, ล, 
ฬ 
  
-ng ง   
 
2.5.1.3  Thai Vowel 
The basic Thai vowel is shown in Figure 2.3. The letter o ang (อ) acts as a silent vowel carrier at 





Figure 2.3: The Vowel in Thai Language (Simon, 1998) 
The vowel karan (◌)์ silences final consonants usually used with foreign words written in 
Thai such as computer (คอมพวิเตอร)์ and cartoon (การต์นู). 
Thai vowels are more complicated to use than English vowels because in English, those 
terms with short and long duration (when using the vowels in spoken language) do not 
impart meaning. This is unlike Thai where each vowel is pronounced using either a short 
or a long duration and do impart meaning. For example, if in Thai, the word “ka (กะ)” is 
spoken with a short duration it means “to estimate something” but if the word is said with 
long duration it is spoken as “kaa (กา)” which means “a crow”. 
 
2.5.1.4 Tone Make 
There are four tones in the Thai language, maiehk, maitoh, maidtree, maijaidtawa and they 
are shown in Figure 2.4. 
Tones are very important as there are so many short words which are spelled differently 
but can sound the same to a Westerner's ear. By having a different tone for each word Thai 
people can then understand what is being said. Basically, there are five tones: middle, low, 
high, rising, and falling. The middle tone is usually produced without any tone mark. 
However, there are some tone rules that can be separated into two parts: tone rules when 






Figure 2.4: The Tone Makes in Thai Language (Simon, 1998) 
2.5.1.4.1 Tone Rule with Tone Marks 
In the case where there are tone marks, these can be separated into three groups of rules by 
consonants classes. 
Tone rule with low class consonants  
There are twenty-four consonants that are low class consonants. Three tones are possible 
(middle, falling, and high) for this class and two of the tone marks can be used, which are 
mai eak, and mai toh. There are two rules for this class of consonant. 
• A low class consonant produced with a mai eak tone mark will create a falling tone. 
• A low class consonant produced with a mai toh tone mark will create a high tone. 
The middle tone can be created without any tone mark. The twenty-four consonants in this 
class are shown below. 
ค ฆ ง ช ซ ฌ ญ ณ ฑ ฒ ท ธ น พ ฟ ม ย ร ล ว ภ ฬ ฮ 
Tone rule with middle class consonants  
There are nine consonants that are middle class consonants. All five tones are possible for 
this class and all four tone marks can be used, which are mai eak, mai toh, mai dtree, and 
mai juttawa. There are four rules for this class of consonant. 
• A middle class consonant produced with a mai eak tone mark will create a low tone. 
• A middle class consonant produced with a mai toh tone mark will create a falling tone. 
• A middle class consonant produced with a mai dtree tone mark will create a high tone. 
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• A middle class consonant produced with a mai juttawa tone mark will create a rising 
tone. 
The middle tone can be created without any tone mark. The nine consonants in this class 
are shown below. 
ก จ ด ฎ ฏ ด ต บ ป อ 
Tone rule with high class consonants  
There are eleven consonants that are high class consonants. Three tones are possible (low, 
falling and rising) for this class and two of the tone marks can be used, which are mai eak, 
and mai toh. There are two rules for this class of consonant. 
• A high class consonant produced with a mai eak tone mark will create a low tone. 
• A high class consonant produced with a mai toh tone mark will create a falling tone. 
The rising tone can be created without any tone mark. The nine consonants in this class are 
shown below. 
ข ฉ ฐ ถ ผ ฝ ศ ษ ส ห 
2.5.1.4.2 Tone Rule without Tone Mark 
In a case when there are no tone marks, it can be separated into two groups of rules by a 
live or a dead syllable. 
Tone rule with live syllable 
A live syllable is either:  
• an open syllable with a long vowel 
• a closed syllable with a live consonant ending. 
Two tones are possible (middle and rising) for live consonant endings. All rules for live 
syllables are shown below. 
• A low class consonant produced with a live syllable will create a middle tone. 
• A middle class consonant produced with a live syllable will create a middle tone. 
• A high class consonant produced with a live syllable will create a rising tone. 
Tone rule with dead syllable 
A dead syllable is either:  
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• an open syllable with a short vowel 
• a closed syllable with a dead consonant ending. 
Three tones are possible (high, falling and rising) for a live consonant ending. All rules for 
a dead syllable are shown below. 
• A low class consonant produced with a short vowel and dead syllable will create a 
high tone. 
• A low class consonant produced with a long vowel and dead syllable will create a 
falling tone. 
• A middle class consonant produced with a dead syllable will create a low tone. 
• A high class consonant produced with a dead syllable will create a low tone. 
 
2.5.1.5  Grammar 
In comparison with English and other European languages, there is very little in the way of 
fixed rules in Thai grammar. There are no definite or indefinite articles, no verb 
conjugations, noun declensions or object pronouns.  Moreover, past and future tenses are 
often indicated only by context, or with the words "already (laaeo: แลว้)" or "will (ja: จะ)" 
tacked on. This may make it seem quite simple, but the lack of structure can end up 




In the Thai language, verbs do not change with the person, tense, voice, or number as 
English does. However, tenses are often indicated only by context or tense markers before 
or after the verb. 
Typically, the past tense can be indicated by laaeo (แลว้) after the verb. In addition, dai 
(ได)้ is also used to indicate the past tense by being placed before the verb. It is also 
possible to have those two words in one sentence.  
For instance: 
• dai (ได)้   
Sentence:    เขาไดก้นิ 




Translation:  S/he ate 
• laaeo (แลว้) 
Sentence:    เขากนิแลว้ 
Transliteration: khao kin laaeo 
Translation:  S/he ate or He has already eaten 
• dai (ได)้  and laaeo (แลว้) 
Sentence:    เขาไดก้นิแลว้ 
Transliteration: khao dai kin laaeo  
Translation:  S/he ate or He has already eaten 
Moreover, the word muea wan (yesterday: เมื%อวาน) can be an indicated action which took 
place in the past. This word can be added either at the beginning of a sentence or the end of 
a sentence.   
Sentence:    เขากนิแลว้เมอืวานนี6 
Transliteration: khao kin laaeo muea wan nee 
Translation:  S/he already ate yesterday 
The present tense can be often indicated by kamlang (currently: กําลัง) before the verb for 
ongoing action (as in the English -ing form). Also, it can be indicated by yu (อยู)่ after the 
verb, or by both.  
For example:  
• kamlang (currently: กาํลงั) 
Sentence:    เขากําลังว ิ%ง 
Transliteration: khao kamlang wing 
Translation:  S/he is running  
• yu (อยู)่ 
Sentence:    เขาวิ%งอยู ่
Transliteration: khao wing yu 
Translation:  S/he is running  
• kamlang(currently: กาํลงั) and yu (อยู)่ 
Sentence:    เขากําลังว ิ%งอยู ่
Transliteration: khao kamlang wing yu 




The future tense can be indicated by ja (will: จะ) before the verb or by a time expression 
indicating the future.  
For example:  
• ja (will: จะ) 
Sentence:    เขาจะวิ%ง 
Transliteration: khao ja wing 
Translation:  S/he will run or He/She is going to run 
The passive voice is indicated by the insertion of thuk (ถกู) before the verb. This describes 
an action that was experienced by rather than controlled by the person. 
For example: 
• thuk(ถกู) 
Sentence:    เขาถกูต ี
Transliteration: khao thuk ti 
Translation:  S/he is hit 
 
Negation is indicated by placing mai (not: ไม)่ before the verb.  
For example: 
• mai (not:ไม)่ 
Sentence:    เขาไมก่นิ 
Transliteration: khaomai kin 
Translation:  S/he does not eat. 
 
2.5.1.5.2 Adjectives and Adverbs 
In the Thai language, there is no specific rule about where adverbs or adjectives should be. 
There are a number of words that can be used in either function. They follow the word they 
modify, which may be a noun, verb, or another adjective or adverb.  
For instance: 
Sentence:    คนอว้น 
Transliteration: khon uan 




Sentence:    คนอว้นๆ1 
Transliteration: khon uan uan 
Translation:  a very/rather fat person 
 
Sentence:    คนที%อว้นเร็วมาก 
Transliteration: khon thi uan reo mak 
Translation:  a person who becomes/became fat very quickly 
 
Sentence:    คนที%อว้นเร็วมากๆ1 
Transliteration: khon thi uan reo mak mak 
Translation:  a person who becomes/became fat very very quickly 
 
For the comparative in Thai, this is often expressed as "A X kwa (กวา่) B" which means A 
is more X than B.  
For example: 
Sentence:    ฉันอว้นกวา่เขา 
Transliteration: chan uan kwa khao 
Translation:  I am fatter than her/him 
 
In the case of the superlative in Thai, it takes the form "A X thi sut (ที%สดุ)" which means A 
is the most X.  
For example: 
Sentence:    เขาอว้นที%สดุ 
Transliteration: khao uan thi sut 
Translation:  S/he is the fattest 
 
2.5.1.5.3 Nouns and Pronouns 
In Thai, nouns are neither singular nor plural. There are some specific words that can point 
out which nouns are plural. The word called phuak (พวก) can be used as a prefix to a noun 
or pronoun to indicate which noun is plural. 
 
                                                          
1




Sentence:    เด็ก 
Transliteration: dek 
Translation:  Child 
 
Sentence:    พวกเด็ก 
Transliteration: phuak dek 
Translation:  A group of children 
 
In addition, there are some nouns and pronouns that can be used as plural by adding Mai ya 
mohk (ๆ) at the end of the word. 
For example: 
Sentence:    เด็กๆ 
Transliteration: dek dek 
Translation:  A group of children 
 
Subject pronouns are often omitted, while nicknames are often used where English would 
use a pronoun. There are specialised pronouns in the royal (Royal family) and sacred 
(Monk) Thai languages. The nouns and pronouns that often appear in common 
conversation are shown in Table 2.3.     
Table 2.3: Frequently Used Nouns and Pronouns 
Word Transliteration Translation 
ผม phom I (masculine; formal) 
ดฉินั dichan I (feminine; formal) 
ฉนั chan I (masculine or feminine; informal) 
คณุ khun you (polite) 
ทา่น than you (polite to a person of high status) 
เธอ thoe you (informal, usually use with girl/woman) 
เรา rao we/us, I/me/you (casual) 
เขา khao he/him, she/her 
มนั man It 
พวกเขา phuak khao they/them 
 
As shown in Table 2.3, the word rao (เรา: we) can represent the first person (I), second 
person (you), or both (we), depending on the context. Another thing that makes Thai more 
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complicated than European languages is that the word ‘I’ in English can only mean “I” 
unlike in Thai. There are a number of words that can mean ‘I’ such as phom (ผม), chan 
(ฉัน), dichan (ดฉัิน), nuu (หนู), and gra maawm (กระหมอ่ม). Each word expresses a 
different gender, age, level of politeness, status, and relationship between the speaker and 
listener. 
Moreover, there are classifiers (used as a measure word) that are used with plurals. A 
classifier is almost always used in the Thai language unlike in English or European 
languages. There are a number of words that can be classifiers. Examples of those words 
are shown in Table 2.4. 
Table 2.4: The Thai Classifier 
Word Transliteration Used with 
อนั un for small objects, things (in general) 
ฉบบั cha bub  for letters, newspapers 
ชอ่ chaw  for bunches of flowers 
บาน  baan for windows, doors, picture frames, mirrors 
ใบ  bai for round hollow objects , leaves 
ดอก  dork for flowers 
ดวง  duang for stars, postage stamps 
ฟอง fong for poultry eggs 
หอ่  hor for bundles, parcels 
แกว้ gaew for drinking glasses, tumblers 
คาํ cum for words, mouthful of food 
คนั cun for vehicles, umbrellas, cars 
คน kon for a person, a child, human beings 
คู ่ koo for pairs of articles, forks and spoons 
แกว้ gaew for drinking glasses, tumblers 
กลอ่ง gluk  for matchboxes 
กอ้น gon  for lumps of sugar, stones 
กระบอก gra bawk  for guns, cannon 
กอง gong for piles or heaps of stones, sand 
ลํา  lum for boats, ships, aeroplanes 
หลงั lung for houses, mosquito nets 
เลม่ lem for books, candles, scissors 
เม็ด met for smaller things, fruit pits, pills 
มวน muan for cigarettes 
องค ์ ong for holy personages, kings, also for monks 




The Thai classifiers are used with plurals under the term of “noun-number-classifier”. As 
shown in Table 2.4, those words can be only used with specific nouns.  
For example: 
• Cha bub (ฉบบั) 
Sentence:    จดหมายหนึ%งฉบับ 
Transliteration:  joht maay neung cha bap 
Translation:  one letter 
 
• Chaw (ชอ่) 
Sentence:    ดอกไมห้ลายชอ่ 
Transliteration:  daawk maai laay chaw 
Translation:  a bunch of flowers 
 
• Duang (ดวง) 
Sentence:    คนืนี6มดีาวหลายดวง 
Transliteration:  kheuun nee mee daao laay duang 
Translation:  This evening there are many stars. 
 
2.5.1.5.4 Expressions of Time, Place, Quantiy 
In English, the words “what, when, where, why, and who” are mainly used at the 
beginning of a sentence unlike in Thai, where these words are always at the end of a 
sentence. In addition, “khrai (ใคร: who)” and “Tum mai (ทําไหม: why)” can often be used 
at the beginning of the sentence. Examples of question sentences are shown below. 
• A rai (อะไร: what) 
Sentence:    คณุชื%ออะไร 
Transliteration:  kun cheuu a rai  
Translation:  What is your name? 
 
• Meuua rai (เม ื>อไร: when) 
Sentence:    คณุกลับบา้นเมื%อไร 
Transliteration:  kun glab barn meuua rai 





• Tee nhai (ที>ไหน: where) 
Sentence:    คณุมาจากที%ไหน 
Transliteration:  kun mar jarg tee nhai 
Translation:  Where do you come from? 
 
• khrai (ใคร: who) 
Sentence:    คณุคอืใคร 
Transliteration:  kun kheuu khrai 
Translation:  Who are you? 
 
Sentence:    ใครไปกรงุเทพ 
Transliteration:  khrai bpai groong thaehp  
Translation:  Who goes to Bangkok? 
 
• Tum mai (ทําไม: why) 
Sentence:    ทําไมถงึทําแบบนี6 
Transliteration:  tum mai theung tham baaep nee 
Translation:  Why do you do it like that? 
 
Sentence:    ทําแบบนี6ทําไม 
Transliteration:  tham baaep nee tum mai 
Translation:  Why do you do it like that? 
 
2.5.2  Thai Word Order 
A number of similarity measures take word order as an important part to produce the 
semantic similarity between two sentences including STASIS. However, in the Thai 
language, word order is not an important part of determining the meaning of the sentence, 
for instance, in the 5 given sentences: 
 S1: เมื%อวานฝนตกที%กรงุเทพฯ (yesterday raining at Bangkok) 
S2: ฝนตกเมื%อวานที%กรงุเทพฯ (raining yesterday at Bangkok) 
S3: ที%กรงุเทพฯฝนตกเมื%อวาน (at Bangkok raining yesterday) 
S4: ที%กรงุเทพฯเมื%อวานฝนตก (at Bangkok yesterday raining) 
S5: เมื%อวานกรงุเทพฯฝนตก (yesterday Bangkok raining) 
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All five sentences mean exactly the same: ‘It was raining yesterday in Bangkok’. This 
example is the example of one of a number of cases showing that the word order in Thai 
does not play an important role to determine meaning.  
 
2.5.3  Thai WordNet 
There is a Thai WordNet (Thoongsup, 2009) which is still under implementation. Thai 
WordNet is created from English WordNet (Miller, 1995) by using a translation of a Thai-
English dictionary (Sornlertlamvanich, 2008) to create senses in Thai. Figure 2.5 shows the 
current progress on Thai WordNet. 
 
Source: http://th.asianwordnet.org/statistic, Date: 10/01/14 
Figure 2.5: Thai WordNet Progress 
From Figure 2.5, only 63% of Thai words have been approved into Thai WordNet.  Plus, 
Thai WordNet pays no attention to the Thai words that have more than one meaning in 
Thai culture, as Thai WordNet is constructed by using English WordNet (Thoongsup, 
2009). This makes the use of Thai WordNet unreliable to create any similarity measure 
that is based on the Thai language. 
 
2.5.4  Alternative Knowledge Other Than WordNet 
As discussed in Section 2.5.3, Thai WordNet is not reliable. However, there are a number 
of English similarity measures that use alternative knowledge other than WordNet, 
including corpus and search engines. The Thai corpus was first introduced in 2007 by 
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Wirote Aroonmanakun (2007), called “Thai National Corpus”. In 2009, there was a report 
of the current stage of the corpus (Aroonmanakun, 2009). Since 2006, the Thai National 
Corpus could only collect fourteen million words out of its aim of eighty million words 
(Aroonmanakun, 2009). This means the Thai National Corpus had completed only 17.5% 
over three years since the project first started. Therefore, the Thai National Corpus is not 
chosen to develop the Thai similarity measure. 
Further Thai lexical knowledge can be obtained from a search engine. Consequently, a 
search engine will be chosen as lexical knowledge for the Thai measure. This subject will 
be discussed in Chapter 5. 
2.5.5 Previous Research on Thai Semantic Similarity Measure   
Unfortunately, no research has been conducted regarding both Thai word similarity 
measures and Thai sentence similarity measures. Therefore, this was an encouraging factor 
for the novelty of this research. The research in English similarity measures provides a 
good starting point. There are two significant sentence measures in English, which are 
STASIS and LSA. LSA architecture superficially seems to be a good choice to use in 
developing Thai sentence similarity as both LSA and the Thai language pay no attention to 
word order. LSA requires substantial corpora to produce the similarity rating. However, 
due to the lack of natural language resources in Thai, there is only one Thai corpus, which 
is still in the development process as mentioned in Section 2.5.4. Therefore, LSA 
architecture is not suitable at this time. According to Pirro (2009) and Hliaoutakis (2006), 
the STASIS is more effective for larger scale applications as it is simple and fast to 
calculate. Accordingly, the STASIS architecture was chosen to develop a Thai sentence 
similarity measure. Moreover, STASIS architecture has also influenced development in a 
number of languages including Malay and Arabic. As the aim of this thesis is to propose a 
Thai sentence similarity measure that can be applied to create a Thai Conversational 
Agent, a Thai word similarity measure is needed as a first step. Furthermore, Thai word 
and sentence benchmark datasets are also needed for the Thai measure evaluation. The 
creation of the first Thai word measure will be described in more detail in Chapter 3. 
 
2.6 Conclusion 
This chapter presented an overview of word and sentence similarity measures. Also 
reviewed were some of the non-English similarity measures and English benchmark 
datasets; fundamentals and difficulties of Thai language have also been discussed. As 
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mentioned, the aim of this research is to propose a Thai sentence similarity measure. 
Unfortunately, to date, there is no reported work on Thai similarity. Therefore, the research 
question ‘Can a semantic-based Conversational Agent be developed in Thai?’ cannot be 
given an immediate answer ‘YES’. The Thai language simply does not yet have the 
resources to support this. Therefore, the main focus of this work is to create a suitable 
framework to support future work. The STASIS architecture is chosen to develop a Thai 
sentence similarity measure. However, to propose a first Thai sentence similarity measure, 
a Thai word similarity measure is needed. The creation of the first Thai word measure can 




















The aim of this thesis is to develop the first Thai sentence semantic similarity measure.  To 
do this, the first step is to develop a Thai word semantic similarity measure. As mentioned 
in Chapter 2, there has been no research on Thai word semantic similarity. This chapter 
presents an experiment with new benchmark datasets to investigate the application of a 
WordNet-based (Miller, 1995) machine measure to Thai similarity as a starting point for a 
Thai word measure. Because there is no functioning Thai WordNet (Sornlertlamvanich, 
2009; Thoongsup, 2009), as mentioned in Section 2.5.3, the aim of this chapter is to 
investigate the research question: Can a WordNet-based word similarity measure be 
developed for the Thai language by translating Thai words into English and using the 
English Language WordNet in a word similarity algorithm? 
The contributions in this chapter are: 
• Creation of a first Thai word semantic similarity measure (TWSS) 
• Methodology for creating the first Thai word semantic similarity benchmark dataset 
(TWS-30) 
• Application of the methodology to rating TWS-30 
• Evaluation of TWSS with TWS-30. 
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 describes the development of 
the Thai word semantic similarity measure works; Section 3.3 describes the collection of a 
Thai word similarity benchmark dataset from participants using a method based on Miller 
and Charles (1991) and O’Shea et al. (2008); Section 3.4 discusses human and machine 
similarity ratings; and Section 3.5 is the conclusion. 
 
3.2 A prototype version of Thai Word semantic similarity 
measure (TWSS) 
In this research, Li’s word similarity measure (Li et al., 2003) provides a starting point for 
a prototype of a Thai word semantic similarity measure as STASIS architecture was 
chosen to develop a Thai sentence similarity measure, as mentioned in Section 2.5.5. 
However, it is not possible to use Li’s measure (2003) to calculate the Thai words without 
any modification as the Thai and English languages are different, as discussed in Section 
2.5. Also, Thai WordNet is very immature and not suitable for a Thai word similarity 
measure. Therefore, Li’s measure (2003) is modified by using a Thai-English translation as 




Figure 3.1: Overview of TWSS 
Figure 3.1 shows an overview of the prototype Thai Word Semantic Similarity Measure 
(TWSS). The Li algorithm (Li et al., 2003) was adapted by using a machine translation of 
Thai words to English before submitting them to the algorithm. This was done by choosing 
the first sense (the most frequently used sense) returned by the Google translation utility. 
There are two reasons that Google Translate was chosen for use in this research. First, the 
Google translation engine uses the United Nations’ parallel corpus to train their translation 
engine (Och, 2005). The United Nations’ parallel corpus consists of around 300 million 
words per language (Eisele, 2010). Second, apart from English to Thai, it can translate over 
53 languages for which the methodology could be adapted for further research. 
TWSS calculates the similarity between words by looking up their subsumer in WordNet. 
TWSS is processed by the following steps:  
• Given w1 and w2 are two Thai words 
• The two Thai words are translated into English by Google translation 
• Calculate the rating of two Thai words s(w1,w2) by using Li’s measure (Li et al., 
2003). 
The TWSS rating can be calculated as follows: 
Given two words,   and  , the semantic similarity ,   (Equation 3.1) can be 
calculated from: 
 ,   	 tanhβ    
α
 Equation 3.1 
where d can be calculated from Equation 3.2, α = 0.2 and β = 0.6, which is the optimal 
value reported by (Li el at., 2003). 
   	    2   Equation 3.2 
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where  and  are the depth of  and , and h is the depth of their least common 
subsumer in WordNet. 
For example, if w1 is teacher and w2 is boy in Figure3.2, the depth of w1 and w2 are 7 and 
5, respectively, and the synset of person is called the subsumer for the words of teacher 




Figure 3.2: Extract of WordNet (Li et al., 2003) 
3.3  Methodology for Creating a Thai Word Benchmark 
Dataset (TWS-30) 
The aim of this section is to describe the methodology for creating the first Thai word 
benchmark dataset, which will be called “TWS-30”. Also, it will present TWS-30 so that it 
can be used to evaluate the prototype TWSS by calculating and comparing the similarity 
rating between Human and TWSS in Section 3.4. 
 
3.3.1 Participants 
The experiment used 40 participants to provide a safe margin above the group size of 32 
which has been sufficient to obtain statistically significant results in prior work (O’Shea et 
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al., 2013). In addition, prior work has shown that a diverse group of students can represent 
the general population (O’Shea et al., 2013).   
Similarity ratings were collected from 40 native Thai speakers to create a benchmark 
dataset. The participants had an equal number of Art/Humanities and Science/Engineering 
backgrounds. They consisted of 12 undergraduates and 28 postgraduates studying in 4 
different UK universities. The average age of the participants was 25 and standard 
deviation was 2.8, with 23 males and 17 females. The overall breakdown of qualifications 
was: 45% Bachelor’s degrees; 8% PhDs; 42.5% Master’s. This is comparable with 
participant groups used for English word similarity by both Rubenstein and Goodenough 
(1965) and Miller and Charles (1991). 
 
3.3.2    Materials 
Following the previous practice of Miller and Charles (1991) and O’Shea et al. (2008), a 
representative subset of 30 word pairs evenly spread across the similarity range was chosen 
from the Rubenstein and Goodenough dataset (1965). The original Rubenstein and 
Goodenough 65 word pair dataset is biased towards low similarity, and so Miller and 
Charles (1991) selected a subset of 30 word pairs to avoid an inherent bias towards low 
similarity. The important issue has been raised (O’Shea et al., 2008) that these words are 
not a representative sample, consisting of largely concrete nouns. However, the set has 
been widely used in prior word studies (Miller and Charles, 1991; Resnik, 1995; O’Shea et 
al., 2008). The semantic properties of these words are well understood by researchers in 
English and this advantage is considered important in creating a Thai dataset at this early 
stage in the field. Those 30 word pairs were translated into Thai by a native Thai speaker 
using the first meaning from an established Thai-English dictionary (Trakultaweekoon, 
2007). Each word pair was printed on a separate card using a standard Thai font. A 
questionnaire was produced containing instructions for recording similarity ratings and a 
small amount of personal data (Name, Confirmation of being a native Thai speaker, Age, 
Gender, and Academic background) was collected. Semantic anchors were also provided 
to guide the participants. Appendix 1 contains the following examples of experimental 
materials: 
• Appendix 1.1 The Ethics Statement 
• Appendix 1.2 The Instruction Sheet 




• Appendix 1.4 Sample Rating Recording Sheet 
• Appendix 1.5 The Person Data Collection Sheet 
• Appendix 1.6 Semantic Anchors. 
3.3.3    Procedure 
The participants were asked to perform the following established procedure (Rubenstein 
and Goodenough, 1965; Charles, 2000; O’Shea et al., 2008):  
1. Please sort the cards into four groups in a rough order of the similarity of meaning 
of the word pair. 
2. After sorting the cards into groups, order the cards in each group according to 
similarity of meaning (i.e. the card that contains the lowest similarity of meaning is 
at the top of the group).  
3. Please recheck the cards in every group. You may change a word pair to other 
groups at this stage. 
4. Please rate the semantic similarity rating of each pair of words by writing a number 
between 0.0 (minimum similarity) and 0.9 for the first group, 1.0 and 1.9 for the 
second group, 2.0 to 2.9 for the third group, 3.0 and 4.0 (maximum similarity) for 
the fourth group on the recording sheet. You can use the first decimal place (e.g. 
2.5) to show finer degrees of similarity. You may also assign the same value to 
more than one pair. 
The cards were shuffled into a random order before being given to the participants. The 
participants were supervised by the experimenter during the experiment. Previous work 
(O’Shea et al., 2008) has found no evidence to support the idea of the order of presentation 
of the sentences in the pair biasing similarity judgment.   
3.3.4  TWS-30 
The benchmark dataset is shown in Table 3.1. R&G words are the original words from 
Rubenstein and Goodenough (1965). Translated words are the Thai words translated by 
Google translation as described in Section 3.2. Column WP shows the number of the word 





Table 3.1: The Average of Similarity Rating from 40 Native Thai Speakers 
WP 
Word Pair 
Human W1 W2 
R&G Word Translated Word R&G Word 
Translated 
Word 
1 Cord สายไฟ Smile รอยยิ6ม 0.078 
5 Autograph ลายมอืชื%อ Shore ชายฝั%ง 0.022 
9 Asylum ที%หลบภยั Fruit ผลไม ้ 0.068 
13 Boy เด็กผูช้าย Rooster นกตัวผู ้ 0.682 
17 Coast ฝั%งทะเล Forest ป่าไม ้ 0.632 
21 Boy เด็กผูช้าย Sage นักปราชญ ์ 0.598 
25 Forest ป่าไม ้ Graveyard สสุาน 0.548 
29 Bird นก Woodland ป่าเขา 0.595 
33 Hill เนนิเขา Woodland ป่าเขา 2.162 
37 Magician นักมายากล Oracle คําทํานาย 1.260 
41 Oracle คําทํานาย Sage นักปราชญ ์ 1.298 
47 Furnace เตาหลอม Stove เตาไฟ 1.613 
48 Magician นักมายากล Wizard พอ่มด 1.570 
49 Hill เนนิเขา Mound ภเูขา 2.420 
50 Cord สายไฟ String เชอืก 0.882 
51 Glass แกว้ Tumbler ถว้ยแกว้ 3.125 
52 Grin ยิ6มกวา้ง Smile รอยยิ6ม 2.330 
53 Serf ทาส Slave ขา้รับใช ้ 3.345 
54 Journey การเดนิทาง Voyage การทอ่งเที%ยว 2.788 
55 Autograph ลายมอืชื%อ Signature ลายเซน็ 3.223 
56 Coast ฝั%งทะเล Shore ชายฝั%ง 3.218 
57 Forest ป่าไม ้ Woodland ป่าเขา 2.830 
58 Implement อปุกรณ์ Tool เครื%องมอื 3.335 
59 Cock ไกต่วัผู ้ Rooster นกตัวผู ้ 1.515 
60 Boy เด็กผูช้าย Lad เด็กหนุ่ม 2.425 
61 Cushion เบาะ Pillow หมอน 2.035 
62 Cemetery ป่าชา้ Graveyard สสุาน 3.400 
63 Automobile รถยนต ์ Car รถเกง๋ 3.080 
64 Midday เที%ยงวัน Noon กลางวัน 3.008 
65 Gem อญัมณี Jewel เพรชพลอย 3.075 
 
3.3.5 Discussion of TWS-30 
An appropriate measure of consistency is the correlation coefficient. Similarity 
measurements have usually been treated as being on a ratio scale in previous word 
similarity works (Rubenstein and Goodenough, 1965; Miller and Charles, 1991; Resnik, 
1999; Charles, 2000). Previous word similarity work has also made the untested 
assumption that data are normally distributed. However, a recent thorough investigation 
has established that the English STSS methodology used as the model for this work does 
produce data suitable for Pearson Product-Moment correlation coefficient (O’Shea et al., 




Calculating Pearson Product-Moment correlation coefficient between TWS-30 and 
Rubenstein and Goodenough the result is: 
• Pearson’s r = 0.857 (P-Value < 0.01) 
For both r, a value of +1 indicates perfect correlation, 0 indicates no relationship and -1 
indicates a perfect negative correlation. P-values indicate the likelihood of obtaining the 
result by chance. 
 
Figure 3.3: Scatter between TWS-30 and R&G 
Figure 3.3 shows data points between TWS-30 and R&G. Most of the data points are near 
the linear line (dotted line). It is quite reasonable not to have a prefect correlation. This is 
because some of the words are polysemy (the coexistence of many possible meanings for a 
word) e.g. in English, word ‘glass’ and ‘crane’. The same as Thai, the word ‘แกว้’ (glass) 
means either ‘glass’ or ‘crystal’. It has been conjectured that participants adopt the most 
similar pair of senses for polysemous words (Rubenstein and Goodenough, 1965). 
However, there are some data points that are far away from the linear line. The worst data 
point comes from word pair 50 (Cord-String) top-left in the figure. The word pair 50 
(Cord-String) from the R&G English human rating was given as 3.41. Yet, after translation 
into Thai as ‘สายไฟ-เชอืก’, the Thai human rating was given as 0.882. This is because in 
Thai there is the word ‘สายไฟ’ which has a meaning similar to ‘Cable’ in English. Thus, it 
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can be said that Thai humans rate the word pair 50 (Cord-String) according to its meaning 
in Thai. 
3.4    Evaluation of the Thai Word Semantic Similarity 
Measure 
The aim of this section is to describe a series of experiments that were conducted using 
TWS-30 to evaluate the prototype TWSS measure described in Section 3.2. 
3.4.1 Methodology 
To evaluate the prototype TWSS measure, a benchmark dataset is required. The word 
benchmark dataset described in Section 3.3 can now be used to evaluate the TWSS 
measure described in Section 3.2. The methodology is follows: 
• Translate all word pairs in TWS-30 into English using Google translation  
• Calculate the TWSS rating for each word pair in TWS-30. 
The Pearson Product-Moment correlation coefficients (r) between Thai human rating and 
TWSS will be calculated and shown in Section 3.4.3. 
3.4.2 Semantic Similarity Ratings 
Table 3.2 shows the semantic similarity ratings for the translated word pairs. Column WP 
is the number of the word pair as shown in Table 3.1. Column Thai Human Rating is the 
human rating for the Thai word pairs. Column Thai Machine Rating is the machine rating 
for the Thai word pairs using TWSS described in Section 3.2. Column English Human 
Rating is the human rating obtained from Rubenstein and Goodenough (1965) for the 
purposes of comparison. Column English Machine Rating is the machine rating for the 
English word pairs using Li’s word measure (Li et al., 2003). Human ratings are calculated 
as the mean of the ratings provided by the set of participants for each word pair. All of the 

















1 0.020 0.097 0.005 0.070 
5 0.006 0.070 0.015 0.050 
9 0.017 0.016 0.048 0.156 
13 0.171 0.110 0.110 0.107 
17 0.158 0.322 0.212 0.320 
21 0.150 0.365 0.240 0.366 
25 0.137 0.176 0.250 0.175 
29 0.149 0.145 0.310 0.200 
33 0.541 0.322 0.370 0.320 
37 0.315 0.298 0.455 0.245 
41 0.325 0.365 0.652 0.366 
47 0.403 0.448 0.778 0.548 
48 0.393 0.991 0.802 0.366 
49 0.605 1.000 0.822 0.817 
50 0.221 0.214 0.852 0.814 
51 0.781 0.818 0.862 0.817 
52 0.583 0.996 0.865 0.667 
53 0.836 0.544 0.865 0.818 
54 0.697 0.819 0.895 0.547 
55 0.806 0.816 0.898 0.818 
56 0.805 0.801 0.900 0.817 
57 0.708 0.978 0.912 1.000 
58 0.834 0.816 0.915 0.817 
59 0.379 1.000 0.920 1.000 
60 0.606 0.811 0.955 0.670 
61 0.509 0.816 0.960 0.817 
62 0.850 0.999 0.970 1.000 
63 0.770 1.000 0.980 1.000 
64 0.752 1.000 0.985 1.000 
65 0.769 0.999 0.985 1.000 
3.4.3 Discussion 
According to O’Shea et al. (2013), the Pearson correlation coefficient has been suitable for 
measuring the assumption between human and machine rating of semantic similarity since 




Figure 3.4: The Correlation between Thai Human Rating and Thai Machine Rating 
The experimental results in Table 3.2 suggest that the TWSS measure and semantic 
similarity of human rating provides good results. As can be seen in Figure 3.4, most of the 
data points are near the linear line (dotted line). The data points indicate how well the 
measure performs. The closer the data point to the linear line, the better the measure 
performs. The Pearson Product-Moment correlation coefficients obtained from these results 
were:  
• Pearson’s r = 0.823 (P-Value < 0.01) 
Table 3.3 illustrates the agreement of both of the machine measures with human ratings by 
calculating the Pearson Product-Moment correlation coefficients between the human 
ratings and the machine ratings over the dataset. It is important to investigate how effective 
the semantic similarity measure is. This can be achieved by comparing its performance 
with the ‘average’ human. Also, the upper and lower of the expected performance can be 
set using the correlation for the best and worst humans. Leave-one-out resampling 
technique (Resnik, 1995) is used to find the correlation coefficient of each participant with 




Table 3.3: The Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients. 
Correlation r P-value 
Thai human similarity rating and TWSS 0.823 0.000 
English human similarity rating and Li’s measure 0.911 0.000 
Thai human similarity rating and English human similarity 
rating 0.857 0.000 
Average of the correlation of all participant 













Table 3.3 shows the Pearson Product-Moment correlation coefficients. The Thai machine 
measure performs close to the English machine measure, with a difference of 0.088 
between the two correlation coefficients. The Thai machine measure also performs better 
than the correlation between the worst performing human and the rest of the group (r = 
0.606), which supports the view that it could form the basis of an effective algorithm. 
Furthermore, because the best performing human achieved the correlation of 0.933, it 
shows this benchmark dataset is capable of measuring considerable improvement over the 
current algorithm and should be useful to researchers on Thai semantic similarity. 
Word pairs 37 (Magician-Oracle) and 41 (Oracle-Sage) in Table 3.2 illustrate an 
interesting problem. Both pairs of nouns contain the word Oracle. In general, Oracle 
means either ‘a message given by an oracle’ or ‘someone who gave advice to people or 
told them what would happen’; the definition can be found in the Longman Dictionary 
(Mayor, 2009). In this work, the first meaning was taken from the Thai-English dictionary 
(Trakultaweekoon, 2007), which is คําทํานาย is likely to mean ‘prediction’. After we 
translated the word back to English via Google Translate, the first meaning from the 
Google translation was chosen, and is prophecy. Consequently, the TWSS rating that was 
obtained was low because their subsumer is entity. The human rating was significantly 
higher than the machine rating, as shown in Table 3.2. This shows that the way that the 
TWSS calculates the rating for pairs of nouns is based on only this first meaning that 
comes up in the dictionary. In a debriefing session after the experiment, the participants 
reported selecting a word sense based on all of their personal knowledge of a word. The 
TWSS cannot predict which sense a human will use. Table 3.4 illustrates the words found 




Table 3.4: The Exception of Translate Word 
R&G word Thai word Google word R&G word Thai word Google word 
Cord สายไฟ Wire Voyage การทอ่งเที%ยว Travel 
String เชอืก Rope Shore ชายฝั%ง Coast 
Sage นักปราชญ ์ Savant Autograph ลายมอืชื%อ Signature 
Oracle คําทํานาย Prophecy Jewel เพชรพลอย Gem 
Cushion เบาะ Pad Stove เตาไฟ Fireplace 
Rooster นกตัวผู ้ Bird Wizard พอ่มด Necromancer 
Woodland ป่าเขา Forest Implement อปุกรณ์ Equipment 
Serf ทาส Thrall Asylum ที%หลบภยั Shadow 
Automobile รถยนต ์ Car Mound ภเูขา Mountain 
Journey การเดนิทาง Travel 
   
 
Moreover, word pair 64 (Midday-Noon) in Table 3.2 also illustrates another problem. Both 
words translate to the same word, which is ‘เที%ยงวนั’ in Thai, by using the Google 
translation. Nevertheless, in Thai culture, the word Midday (เที%ยงวนั) means 12.00pm but 
the word Noon (กลางวนั) can mean around 11.00am – 13.00pm. This is one of the reasons 
why the Thai Human rating for word pair 64 (0.752) is significantly different from the 
English Human rating (0.985). This means the measure also cannot fully predict the ratings 
for those words that have different meanings in the Thai culture.    
The paired sample t-test was used to find whether or not Thai Human rating and TWSS 
rating over the dataset were statistically significantly different (α=0.05) from the 
hypotheses: 
• H0: There is no statistically significant difference between Human rating 
and TWSS rating. 
• H1: There is a statistically significant difference between Human rating and 
TWSS rating. 
The result is: 
• t = -3.439, df = 29 (P-Value < 0.01) 
As a result, the null hypothesis is rejected. This supports the view that the ratings by 
Human are statistically significantly different from the rating of TWSS in that procedure. 
This means there is room for improvement of TWSS, and TWS-30 is capable of measuring 
future improvement. 
Another paired sample t-test was conducted find whether or not Thai Human ratings and 
English Human ratings from Rubenstein and Goodenough (1965) over the dataset were 
statistically significantly different (α=0.05) from the hypotheses: 
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• H0: There is no statistically significant difference between Thai Human 
ratings and English Human ratings. 
• H1: There is a statistically significant difference between Thai Human 
ratings and English Human ratings. 
The result is: 
• t = -3.439, df = 29 (P-Value < 0.01) 
From the result, the null hypothesis is rejected and that means the ratings by Thai Human 
are statistically significantly different from the ratings by English Human in that 
procedure. This can be explained as the TWS-30 is a dataset whereby the word pairs are 
based on English and translated into Thai. The participants of TWS-30 were native Thai 
speakers and were asked to rate English based word pairs and that makes these two 
datasets statistically significantly different. However, the correlation coefficient between 
the two datasets is still high (r = 0.857). 
The benchmark dataset from Section 3.3.4 is a dataset that represents a subset of 30 word 
pairs chosen from the R&G dataset. Because this dataset was created based on English 
words, the TWSS could not perform very well with the word pairs 54 and 64. Moreover, 
the Human rating and TWSS rating are statistically significantly different from the dataset. 
To clarify this particular problem, a benchmark data set with Thai culture needed to be 
created. This will be explained in more detail in Chapter 4. 
Although the dataset is small, it illustrates that the semantic meaning of words when 
translated from English to Thai is lost. The result of this research is encouraging, however, 
and indicates the potential for the creation of a TWSS measure. 
3.5   Conclusion 
This chapter described how the prototype TWSS measure work was developed and 
described the methodology for the creation of a Thai benchmark dataset (TWS-30) from 
human participants, as well as discussing the experimental results. This work was 
published in Osathanunkul (2011). As mentioned in Section 3.4.3, this measure cannot 
fully predict those word pairs that relate to Thai culture as TWS-30 was built based on an 
English dataset (Rubenstein and Goodenough, 1965). Thus, to experiment on words related 
to the Thai culture, a more effective evaluation is needed before it is possible to accept or 
reject a particular algorithm as a component of a Thai STSS measure. Therefore, a new 


























Chapter 3 established the potential of a Thai word semantic similarity measure (TWSS). 
However, TWSS establishes a baseline against which the performance of a specifically 
Thai-oriented measure can be compared. Chapter 3 also identified shortcomings in the 
English-oriented evaluation benchmark dataset. Further development requires an expanded 
Thai word similarity benchmark dataset. Therefore, the aim of this chapter is to create a 
Thai benchmark dataset (TWS-65) based on Thai culture and should provide a more 
effective evaluation. To date, no prior work has been reported on Thai word benchmark 
datasets. The question is what the right way to create one is; the answer is that there is no 
right way to do so. However, following procedures previously practised in other languages 
prior to the Thai language should prove effective. Hence, this research will create a Thai 
benchmark dataset following the Rubenstein and Goodenough (1965) procedure, and yet 
Thai culture will be taken into account in terms of creation. This TWS-65 will contain 65 
word pairs, the same amount as the original R&G benchmark dataset. This chapter will 
describe the methodology for the creation of TWS-65 and will discuss: 
• The selection of theme words 
• The selection of word pairs which separate into three distinct categories: 
o High similarity word pairs 
o Medium similarity word pairs 
o Low similarity word pairs 
• Collecting ratings from Thai native speakers for all the word pairs. 
The aim of this chapter is to investigate the research question: Can a WordNet based 
English word similarity measure produce a similarity rating between words based on Thai 
culture? 
The contributions in this chapter are: 
• A methodology for creating TWS-65 
• Application of the methodology to rating TWS-65 
• Evaluation of TWS-30 with TWS-65 
• Evaluation of TWSS with TWS-65. 
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 sets out the method of selecting 
theme words for TWS-65; Section 4.3 describes the method of forming high, medium, and 
low word pairs.; Section 4.4 describes the collection of rating for the Thai word similarity 
benchmark dataset from the participants using a method based on Miller and Charles 
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(1991) and O’Shea et al. (2008) with a discussion of TWS-65 versus. TWS-30; Section 4.5 
compares human ratings with TWSS ratings over the TWS-65 dataset and Section 4.6 is 
the conclusion. 
 
4.2 Theme Words 
Prior to the creation of TWS-65, theme words related to the Thai culture need to be 
established. Also, since theme words are required to represent Thai culture, they cannot 
simply be a wholesale replication of Rubenstein and Goodenough (1965). The R&G 
dataset methodology (Rubenstein and Goodenough, 1965) is chosen to produce a TWS-65, 
as discussed in Section 2.4.3. However, The R&G dataset was published without grounds 
for the specific choices of 48 nouns and the method of choosing the word pairs. 
As Rubenstein and Goodenough word pairs are a good starting point for creating a TWS-
65, the first sixteen pairs of theme words which are related to the Thai culture were 
adopted from Rubenstein and Goodenough (1965) whose work was first produced in 1965 
and has been extensively referenced up to the present day. There is no evidence of 
categories for each word pair in the Rubenstein and Goodenough dataset. However, Battig 
and Montague (1969) provide a good source of categories, some of which map to 
Rubenstein and Goodenough categories. The six pairs of theme words are referred from 
Battig and Montague (1969), which separate nouns into 56 categories. These pairs cover 
certain noun categories missing from Rubenstein and Goodenough and these six pairs of 
theme words are related to Thai culture. Now 22 pairs of theme words are selected to 
create TWS-65. However, the Rubenstein and Goodenough (1965) dataset used 24 pairs of 
theme words to create 65 word pairs. The additional two pairs are listed by native Thai 
speakers (NTS). These two pairs are regarded as semantically similar solely in the Thai 
language and have been widely agreed by over 20 native Thai speakers. 
Table 4.1 shows the list of theme words. Column WP shows the number of word pairs. 
Column List of theme words shows 24 pairs of theme words in Group A and Group B. 
Column Source indicates the category of theme word pairs where R&G is Rubenstein and 






Table 4.2: List of Theme Words 
WP 
List of theme words 
Source 
Group A Group B 
1 Autograph ลายมอืชื%อ Signature ลายเซน็ R&G 
2 Boy เด็กผูช้าย Lad เด็กหนุ่ม R&G 
3 Coast ฝั%งทะเล Shore ชายฝั%ง R&G 
4 Cemetery ป่าชา้ Graveyard สสุาน R&G 
5 Journey การเดนิทาง Voyage การทอ่งเที%ยว R&G 
6 Slave ทาส Serf ขา้รับใช ้ R&G 
7 Implement อปุกรณ์ Tool เครื%องมอื R&G 
8 Midday เที%ยงวัน Noon กลางวัน R&G 
9 Gem อญัมณี Jewel เพชรพลอย R&G 
10 Hill เนนิเขา Mound ภเูขา R&G 
11 Forest ป่าไม ้ Woodland พงไพร R&G 
12 Automobile ยานพาหนะ Car รถยนต ์ R&G 
13 Food อาหาร Fruit ผลไม ้ R&G 
14 Glass แกว้ Tumbler ถว้ย R&G 
15 Priest นักบวช Monk พระ R&G 
16 Magician นักมายากล Wizard พอ่มด R&G 
17 Cotton ผา้ฝ้าย Silk ผา้ไหม B&M 
18 Teacher คร ู Lecturer อาจารย ์ B&M 
19 Magazine นติยสาร Book หนังสอื B&M 
20 Temple วัด Church โบสถ ์ B&M 
21 Uncle ลงุ Aunt ป้า B&M 
22 Dog สนัุข Dog หมา B&M 
23 Cinema โรงภาพยนต ์ Theatre โรงละคร NTS 
24 Plant พชื Tree ตน้ไม ้ NTS 
4.3 Methodology of Selecting Word Pairs from Theme 
Words 
The aim of this section is to describe the methodology for selecting Thai word pairs for 
TWS-65 which follows the same way as the Rubenstein and Goodenough (1965) dataset. 
Rubenstein and Goodenough separated 65 word pairs into three classes: 20 high similarity 
word pairs; 21 medium similarity word pairs; and 24 low similarity word pairs. TWS-65 
will have the same number of word pairs in any range of similarity as Rubenstein and 
Goodenough. According to Rubenstein and Goodenough (1965), Miller and Charles (1991) 
and O’Shea et al. (2008), the most difficult word pairs to select are in the medium 
similarity range. To achieve this, an experiment needs to be conducted. Also, an 
experiment was also conducted to find high similarity pairs rather than relying on the 
author’s subjective opinion. However, low similarity word pairs are easy to construct as 
most of the word pairs that are constructed are likely to be low similarity pairs. TWS-65 
word pairs will be presented in Section 4.3.4. This experiment is separated into two phases 
as follows:  
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• Phase 1: Selecting high semantic similarity word pairs 
• Phase 2: Selecting medium semantic similarity word pairs. 
Those two phases of the experiment were done by the same participants on the same day. 
4.3.1 High Semantic Similarity Word Pair 
The aim of this section is to describe the methodology for finding high similarity word 
pairs. 
4.3.1.1 Participants 
To select high similarity word pairs, 20 native Thai speakers were selected. The 
participants had 9 Arts or Humanities backgrounds and 11 Science or Engineering 
backgrounds. They consisted of 8 undergraduates and 12 postgraduates studying in 6 
different UK universities. The average age of the participants was 24; standard deviation 
was 4.8, with 11 males and 9 females. These participants were not the same participants 
who rated the pairs in TWS-30. 
4.3.1.2 Materials 
Twenty-four candidate theme word pairs were chosen from the Rubenstein and 
Goodenough, Battig and Montague, and Thai native speakers, as shown in Table 4.2. Each 
theme word pair was printed in separate groups (A and B), as shown in Table 4.1, in a 
random order using a standard Thai font. A questionnaire was produced containing 
instructions for choosing high similarity word pairs and specifying a small amount of 
personal data (Name, Confirmation of being a native Thai speaker, Age, Gender, and 
Academic background). The examples of experimental materials are: 
• Appendix 1.5 The Person Data Collection Sheet 
• Appendix 2.1 The Instruction Sheet 
• Appendix 2.2 List of Theme Words 
• Appendix 2.3 High Similarity Word Pairs Recording Sheet. 
4.3.1.3 Procedure 
The participants were asked to perform the following procedure:  
1. Please read through all words in Group A and Group B. 
2. Please enter the best 20 word pairs that you think are strongly related in meaning. 




The high semantic similarity word pairs produced from this experiment are shown in Table 
4.2. Twenty word pairs were chosen to be high similarity word pairs. This number of high 
similarity word pairs is the same number as Rubenstein and Goodenough (1965) high 
similarity word pairs in their dataset. Columns W1 and W2 are the word pairs. Participants 
in the column Number indicate the number of participants choosing these word pairs as 
high semantic similarity. As there were 20 participants, the maximum number is 20.  
Table 4.2: High Similarity Word Pairs 
W1 W2 Number 
เด็กผูช้าย Boy เด็กหนุ่ม Lad 20 
เที%ยงวัน Midday กลางวัน Noon 20 
โรงภาพยนต ์ Cinema โรงละคร Theatre 20 
การเดนิทาง Journey การทอ่งเที%ยว Voyage 20 
คร ู Teacher อาจารย ์ Lecturer 20 
นักบวช Priest พระ Monk 20 
ฝั%งทะเล Coast ชายฝั%ง Shore 20 
สนัุข Dog หมา Dog 20 
อญัมณี Gem เพชรพลอย Jewel 19 
เนนิเขา Hill ภเูขา Mountain 19 
ยานพาหนะ Automobile รถยนต ์ Car 18 
ลายมอืชื%อ Autograph ลายเซน็ Signature 18 
อปุกรณ์ Implement เครื%องมอื Tool 18 
นติยสาร Magazine หนังสอื Book 17 
ป่าไม ้ Forest พงไพร Woods 17 
ป่าชา้ Cemetery สสุาน Graveyard 16 
ทาส Slave ขา้รับใช ้ Serf 15 
ผา้ฝ้าย Cotton ผา้ไหม Silk 15 
พชื Plant ตน้ไม ้ Tree 14 
แกว้ Glass ถว้ย Cup 12 
4.3.2 Medium Semantic Similarity Word Pair 




The medium similarity word pairs were collected from 20 native Thai speakers. The 20 





Twenty-four pairs of theme words were selected from the Rubenstein and Goodenough, 
Battig and Montague and Thai native speakers, as shown in Table 4.2. Each theme word 
pair was printed in separate groups (A and B), as shown in Table 4.1, in random order 
using a standard Thai font. A questionnaire was produced containing instructions for 
choosing medium similarity word pairs and a small amount of personal data (Name, 
Confirmation of being a native Thai speaker, Age, Gender, and Academic background). 
The examples of experimental materials are: 
• Appendix 1.5 The Personal Data Collection Sheet 
• Appendix 2.2 List of Theme Words 
• Appendix 2.4 The Instruction Sheet 
• Appendix 2.5 Medium Similarity Word Pairs Recording Sheet. 
4.3.2.3 Procedure 
The participants were asked to perform the following procedure:  
1. Please read through all words in Group A and Group B. 
2. Please enter the best 21 pairs of words that you think are related in meaning, which 
have not been selected in the High semantic similarity word pairs. Each pair of 
words chosen should have one from group A and one from group B. 
4.3.2.4 Results 
The medium semantic similarity word pairs obtained from the experiment are shown in 
Table 4.3. Twenty-one word pairs were chosen to be medium similarity word pairs. This 
number of medium similarity word pairs is the same number as Rubenstein and 
Goodenough (1965) medium similarity word pairs in their dataset. Columns W1 and W2 are 
the word pairs. Participants in the column Number indicate that the number of participants 
choosing these word pairs. As there were 20 participants, the maximum number is 20. This 
number also includes the number of participants that were selecting these word pairs as 
high similarity word pairs; i.e. the column Number is the number of participants choosing 






Table 4.3: Medium Similarity Word Pairs 
W1 W2 Number 
วัด Temple โบสถ ์ Church 20 
อาหาร Food ผลไม ้ Fruit 18 
นักมายกล Magician พอ่มด Wizard 18 
ลงุ Uncle ป้า Aunt 18 
วัด Temple สสุาน Graveyard 15 
นักบวช Priest พอ่มด Wizard 14 
พชื Plant พงไพร Woods 14 
ป่าไม ้ Forest ตน้ไม ้ Tree 14 
ผา้ฝ้าย Cotton ตน้ไม ้ Tree 12 
วัด Temple พระ Monk 12 
เด็กผูช้าย Boy อาจารย ์ Lecturer 11 
อปุกรณ์ Implement รถยนต ์ Car 11 
เนนิเขา Hill ชายฝั%ง Shore 10 
ลงุ Uncle อาจารย ์ Lecturer 10 
ป่าไม ้ Forest ภเูขา Mountain 10 
นักมายกล Magician เครื%องมอื Tool 9 
วัด Temple พงไพร Woods 9 
คร ู Teacher ป้า Aunt 9 
ป่าไม ้ Forest ผลไม ้ Fruit 8 
สนัุข Dog เด็กหนุ่ม Lad 8 
ฝั%งทะเล Coast พงไพร Woods 8 
4.3.3 Low Semantic Similarity Word Pair 
Twenty-four low semantic similarity word pairs were chosen at random from the theme 
word pairs, and these low similarity word pairs are not the same as the high similarity word 
pairs or medium similarity word pairs. Moreover, these low similarity word pairs were 
screened to avoid any higher similarity word pairs by chance. 
 
4.3.4 TWS-65 Word Pairs Dataset 
Table 4.4 exhibits the TWS-65 candidate word pairs. Column Source indicates the 
similarity category of the word pairs. Columns W1 and W2 are the word pairs. The next step 
is to obtain the actual Human rating for the word pairs. 
Table 4.4: TWS-65 Word Pairs 
Source W1 W2 
High เด็กผูช้าย Boy เด็กหนุ่ม Lad 
High เที%ยงวัน Midday กลางวัน Noon 
High โรงภาพยนต ์ Cinema โรงละคร Theatre 
High การเดนิทาง Journey การทอ่งเที%ยว Voyage 
High คร ู Teacher อาจารย ์ Lecturer 
High นักบวช Priest พระ Monk 
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High ฝั%งทะเล Coast ชายฝั%ง Shore 
High สนัุข Dog หมา Dog 
High อญัมณี Gem เพชรพลอย Jewel 
High เนนิเขา Hill ภเูขา Mountain 
High ยานพาหนะ Automobile รถยนต ์ Car 
High ลายมอืชื%อ Autograph ลายเซน็ Signature 
High อปุกรณ์ Implement เครื%องมอื Tool 
High นติยสาร Magazine หนังสอื Book 
High ป่าไม ้ Forest พงไพร Woods 
High ป่าชา้ Cemetery สสุาน Graveyard 
High ทาส Slave ขา้รับใช ้ Serf 
High ผา้ฝ้าย Cotton ผา้ไหม Silk 
High พชื Plant ตน้ไม ้ Tree 
High แกว้ Glass ถว้ย Cup 
Medium วัด Temple โบสถ ์ Church 
Medium อาหาร Food ผลไม ้ Fruit 
Medium นักมายกล Magician พอ่มด Wizard 
Medium ลงุ Uncle ป้า Aunt 
Medium วัด Temple สสุาน Graveyard 
Medium นักบวช Priest พอ่มด Wizard 
Medium พชื Plant พงไพร Woods 
Medium ป่าไม ้ Forest ตน้ไม ้ Tree 
Medium ผา้ฝ้าย Cotton ตน้ไม ้ Tree 
Medium วัด Temple พระ Monk 
Medium เด็กผูช้าย Boy อาจารย ์ Lecturer 
Medium อปุกรณ์ Implement รถยนต ์ Car 
Medium เนนิเขา Hill ชายฝั%ง Shore 
Medium ลงุ Uncle อาจารย ์ Lecturer 
Medium ป่าไม ้ Forest ภเูขา Mountain 
Medium นักมายกล Magician เครื%องมอื Tool 
Medium วัด Temple พงไพร Woods 
Medium คร ู Teacher ป้า Aunt 
Medium ป่าไม ้ Forest ผลไม ้ Fruit 
Medium สนัุข Dog เด็กหนุ่ม Lad 
Medium ฝั%งทะเล Coast พงไพร Woods 
Low ฝั%งทะเล Coast รถยนต ์ Car 
Low อาหาร Food ถว้ย Cup 
Low เที%ยงวัน Midday โรงละคร Theatre 
Low เที%ยงวัน Midday การทอ่งเที%ยว Voyage 
Low ยานพาหนะ Automobile เพรชพลอย Jewel 
Low ทาส Slave หมา Dog 
Low สนัุข Dog เครื%องมอื Tool 
Low การเดนิทาง Journey สสุาน Graveyard 
Low อญัมณี Gem ลายเซน็ Signature 
Low การเดนิทาง Journey กลางวัน Noon 
Low แกว้ Glass ขา้รับใช ้ Serf 
Low อาหาร Food ลายเซน็ Signature 
Low เด็กผูช้าย Boy หมา Dog 
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Low นติยสาร Magazine ป้า Aunt 
Low นักบวช Priest หนังสอื Book 
Low สนัุข Dog เด็กหนุ่ม Lad 
Low วัด Temple พงไพร Woods 
Low ป่าชา้ Cemetery หมา Dog 
Low ฝั%งทะเล Coast พงไพร Woods 
Low นักมายากล Magician เครื%องมอื Tool 
Low คร ู Teacher หนังสอื Book 
Low พชื Plant ผา้ไหม Silk 
Low เนนิเขา Hill ผลไม ้ Fruit 
Low นักมายากล Magician ถว้ย Cup 
4.4 Application of the Methodology to Rating for TWS-65 
The aim of this section is to describe the methodology for evaluating TWS-65. Also, the 65 
Thai word pair benchmark dataset (TWS-65) that can be used to evaluate with TWSS are 
presented in Section 4.4.4. 
4.4.1 Participants 
Similarity ratings were collected from 40 native Thai speakers to create a benchmark 
dataset. Those 40 native Thai speakers were different from the participants who selected 
the word pairs. The participants had an equal number of Art/Humanities and 
Science/Engineering backgrounds. They consisted of 15 undergraduates and 25 
postgraduates studying in 2 different UK universities and 4 Thai universities. The average 
age of the participants was 24 and standard deviation was 2.6, with 22 males and 18 
females. This is comparable with student participant groups used for English word 
similarity for both Rubenstein and Goodenough (1965) and Miller and Charles (1991). 
 
4.4.2 Materials 
Following previous practice, Miller and Charles (1991) and O’Shea et al. (2008), the 
representative subset of 65 word pairs in Table 4.4 were used. Each word pair was printed 
on a separate card using a standard Thai font. A questionnaire was produced containing 
instructions for recording similarity ratings and a small amount of personal data (Name, 
Confirmation of being a native Thai speaker, Age, Gender, and Academic background). 
Semantic anchors were also provided to guide the participants. The examples of 
experimental materials are: 
• Appendix 1.1 The Ethics Statement 
• Appendix 1.2 The Instruction Sheet 
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• Appendix 1.3 A Sample Card 
• Appendix 1.5 The Person Data Collection Sheet 
• Appendix 1.6 Semantic Anchors 
• Appendix 1.7 Sample Rating Recording Sheet. 
4.4.3 Procedure 
The participants were asked to perform the following procedure:  
1. Please sort the cards into four groups in a rough order of the similarity of meaning 
of the word pair. 
2. After sorting the cards into groups, order the cards in each group according to 
similarity of meaning (i.e. the card that contains the lowest similarity of meaning is 
at the top of the group).  
3. Please recheck the cards in every group. You may change a pair of words to other 
groups at this stage. 
4. Please rate the semantic similarity rating of each pair of words by writing a number 
between 0.0 (minimum similarity) and 0.9 for the first group, 1.0 and 1.9 for the 
second group, 2.0 to 2.9 for the third group, 3.0 and 4.0 (maximum similarity) for 
the fourth group on the recording sheet. You can use the first decimal place (e.g. 
2.5) to show finer degrees of similarity. You also may assign the same value to 
more than one pair. 
The cards were shuffled into a random order before being given to the participants.  
4.4.4 TWS-65 
TWS-65 is shown in Table 4.5. These word pairs are the original words pairs from Section 
4.3.4 with the average Thai human participant rating. Column WP is the number of the 
word pair. Columns W1 and W2 are the word pairs. Column Human is the average 
similarity rating from the 40 native Thai speakers. Column SD is the standard deviation. 
Table 4.5: The Average of Similarity Rating from 40 Native Thai Speakers 
WP W1 W2 Human SD 
1 แกว้ Glass ขา้รับใช ้ Serf 0.058 0.162 
2 อาหาร Food ลายเซน็ Signature 0.068 0.206 
3 อญัมณี Gem ลายเซน็ Signature 0.098 0.251 
4 ฝั%งทะเล Coast รถยนต ์ Car 0.110 0.257 
5 สนัุข Dog เครื%องมอื Tool 0.123 0.335 
6 การเดนิทาง Journey สสุาน Graveyard 0.135 0.350 
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7 เที%ยงวัน Midday โรงละคร Theatre 0.175 0.506 
8 เที%ยงวัน Midday การทอ่งเที%ยว Voyage 0.225 0.509 
9 ยานพาหนะ Automobile เพรชพลอย Jewel 0.243 0.511 
10 เนนิเขา Hill ผลไม ้ Fruit 0.278 0.390 
11 นักมายากล Magician ถว้ย Cup 0.278 0.499 
12 ป่าชา้ Cemetery หมา Dog 0.293 0.506 
13 ฝั%งทะเล Coast พงไพร Woods 0.318 0.310 
14 นักมายากล Magician เครื%องมอื Tool 0.320 0.541 
15 การเดนิทาง Journey กลางวัน Noon 0.343 0.581 
16 นติยสาร Magazine ป้า Aunt 0.415 0.560 
17 นักบวช Priest หนังสอื Book 0.420 0.768 
18 เด็กผูช้าย Boy หมา Dog 0.440 0.557 
19 สนัุข Dog เด็กหนุ่ม Lad 0.530 0.743 
20 วัด Temple พงไพร Woods 0.540 0.818 
21 ทาส Slave หมา Dog 0.555 0.636 
22 อาหาร Food ถว้ย Cup 0.650 0.846 
23 คร ู Teacher หนังสอื Book 0.983 0.986 
24 พชื Plant ผา้ไหม Silk 1.043 0.988 
25 เด็กผูช้าย Boy อาจารย ์ Lecturer 1.083 1.007 
26 โรงภาพยนต ์ Cinema โบสถ ์ Church 1.095 1.093 
27 ทาส Slave เด็กหนุ่ม Lad 1.160 0.884 
28 เนนิเขา Hill ชายฝั%ง Shore 1.175 0.905 
29 ยานพาหนะ Automobile เครื%องมอื Tool 1.265 0.996 
30 ผา้ฝ้าย Cotton ตน้ไม ้ Tree 1.283 1.020 
31 อปุกรณ์ Implement รถยนต ์ Car 1.336 0.831 
32 ลงุ Uncle อาจารย ์ Lecturer 1.410 1.000 
33 ป่าไม ้ Forest ผลไม ้ Fruit 1.551 0.805 
34 คร ู Teacher ป้า Aunt 1.625 0.808 
35 นักบวช Priest พอ่มด Wizard 1.720 0.890 
36 แกว้ Glass เพชรพลอย Jewel 1.923 1.007 
37 นักมายากล Magician พอ่มด Wizard 2.010 0.969 
38 วัด Temple สสุาน Graveyard 2.150 0.805 
39 พชื Plant พงไพร Woods 2.210 1.005 
40 ป่าไม ้ Forest ภเูขา Mountain 2.255 1.045 
41 อาหาร Food ผลไม ้ Fruit 2.363 0.935 
42 แกว้ Glass ถว้ย Cup 2.413 0.922 
43 วัด Temple พระ Monk 2.675 0.991 
44 ลงุ Uncle ป้า Aunt 2.743 0.980 
45 ป่าไม ้ Forest ตน้ไม ้ Tree 2.905 0.848 
46 โรงภาพยนต ์ Cinema โรงละคร Theatre 3.018 0.774 
47 เนนิเขา Hill ภเูขา Mountain 3.023 0.787 
48 เด็กผูช้าย Boy เด็กหนุ่ม Lad 3.030 0.407 
49 ผา้ฝ้าย Cotton ผา้ไหม Silk 3.050 0.758 
50 ยานพาหนะ Automobile รถยนต ์ Car 3.105 0.851 
51 ฝั%งทะเล Coast ชายฝั%ง Shore 3.118 0.408 
52 อปุกรณ์ Implement เครื%องมอื Tool 3.120 0.856 
53 ทาส Slave ขา้รับใช ้ Serf 3.140 0.473 
54 การเดนิทาง Journey การทอ่งเที%ยว Voyage 3.188 0.358 
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55 นติยสาร Magazine หนังสอื Book 3.198 0.620 
56 ลายมอืชื%อ Autograph ลายเซน็ Signature 3.210 0.412 
57 เที%ยงวัน Midday กลางวัน Noon 3.235 0.445 
58 ป่าไม ้ Forest พงไพร Woods 3.303 0.438 
59 อญัมณี Gem เพชรพลอย Jewel 3.318 0.346 
60 พชื Plant ตน้ไม ้ Tree 3.410 0.376 
61 นักบวช Priest พระ Monk 3.575 0.311 
62 ป่าชา้ Cemetery สสุาน Graveyard 3.625 0.323 
63 วัด Temple โบสถ ์ Church 3.693 0.230 
64 คร ู Teacher อาจารย ์ Lecturer 3.783 0.262 
65 สนัุข Dog หมา Dog 3.923 0.129 
 
4.4.5 Evaluation of TWS-65 with TWS-30 
TWS-30 and TWS-65 ratings were collected from different groups of participants, but both 
datasets were rated by using the same procedure. Table 4.6 shows the Pearson product 
moment correlation coefficients of TWS-65 with 40 participants; the leave-one-out 
resampling technique was used to find the correlation coefficient of each participant with 
the rest of the group. 
Table 4.6: TWS-65 Correlation Coefficients with Mean Human Judgment 
 Correlation r 
Average of the correlation of all participants 0.883 
Worst participant 0.681 
Best Participant 0.937 
The ANOVA test was used to find whether or not TWS-30 and TWS-65 were statistically 
significantly different (α=0.05) from the hypotheses: 
• H0: There is no statistically significant difference between the two datasets. 
• H1: There is a statistically significant difference between the two datasets. 
To do this, the 14 word pairs, which were common to both datasets, were used. Table 4.7 
shows the 14 word pairs ratings from both datasets. Columns W1 and W2 are the word pairs 
in English. Column TWS-30 is the similarity rating from TWS-30 and column TWS-65 is 
the similarity rating from TWS-65. 
Table 4.7: The Average of Similarity Rating for the 14 Word Pairs in Both Datasets 
W1 W2 TWS-30 TWS-65 
ฝั>งทะเล Coast พงไพร Woods 0.632 0.318 
นกัมายกล Magician พอ่มด Wizard 1.570 2.010 
เนนิเขา Hill ภเูขา Mountain 2.420 3.023 
เด็กผูช้าย Boy เด็กหนุ่ม Lad 2.425 3.030 
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การเดนิทาง Journey การทอ่งเที%ยว Voyage 2.788 3.188 
ป่าไม ้ Forest พงไพร Woods 2.830 3.303 
เที>ยงวนั Midday กลางวัน Noon 3.008 3.235 
อญัมณี Gem เพชรพลอย Jewel 3.075 3.318 
ยานพาหนะ Automobile รถยนต ์ Car 3.080 3.105 
ฝั>งทะเล Coast ชายฝั%ง Shore 3.218 3.118 
ลายมอืชื>อ Autograph ลายเซน็ Signature 3.223 3.210 
อปุกรณ์ Implement เครื%องมอื Tool 3.335 3.120 
ทาส Slave ขา้รับใช ้ Serf 3.345 3.140 
ป่าชา้ Cemetery สสุาน Graveyard 3.400 3.625 
The result is: 
• Pearson’s r = 0.926 (P-Value < 0.01) 
• ANOVA test f = 0.318 , df = 1 (P-Value > 0.05) 
As a result, the P-Value for the ANOVA test is greater than 0.05, meaning we fail to reject 
the null hypothesis, and that it is reliable to assume that the human ratings from TWS-30 
and human ratings from TWS-65 are not statistically significantly different.  
It could be questioned for what reasons the two sets of ratings are not in perfect agreement. 
It should be noted, firstly, that it is illogical to anticipate perfect agreement (correlation = 
1.0). Even when the Rubenstein and Goodenough word experiments were reproduced 
(employing the Miller & Charles 30-word subset), correlations of 0.97 (Miller and Charles, 
1911) and 0.96 (Resnik, 1999) were acquired. 
4.5 Evaluation of the Thai Word Semantic Similarity 
Measure 
The aim of this section is to describe a series of experiments that were conducted using the 
TWS-65 to evaluate the TWSS measure described in Section 3.2. This established a 
baseline for improvement by a dedicated Thai word similarity measure. 
4.5.1 Methodology 
The TWS-65 was used to evaluate the TWSS measure. The TWSS rating was obtained by 
calculating the similarity of English words translated from Thai word pairs, as mentioned 
in Section 3.2.  
• Translate all word pairs in TWS-65 into English via Google translation. 
• Calculate TWSS rating for each word pair in TWS-65. 
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The Pearson Product-Moment correlation coefficients (r) between Thai human ratings and 
TWSS are calculated and presented in Section 4.5.3. 
4.5.2 Semantic Similarity Rating Results 
Table 4.8 shows the semantic similarity ratings for the translated word pairs. Column WP 
is the number of the word pairs, as shown in Table 4.5. Column Human is the human rating 
for the Thai word pairs. Column TWSS is the machine rating for the Thai word pairs using 
the algorithm (TWSS) described in Section 3.2. All of the measures have been scaled in 
the range 0 to 1 to aid comparison. 
Table 4.8: Semantic Similarity between Human Rating and TWSS 
WP Human TWSS WP Human TWSS 
1 0.014 0.144 34 0.406 0.244 
2 0.017 0.216 35 0.430 0.365 
3 0.024 0.176 36 0.481 0.263 
4 0.028 0.144 37 0.503 0.991 
5 0.031 0.044 38 0.538 0.097 
6 0.034 0.014 39 0.553 0.547 
7 0.044 0.097 40 0.564 0.322 
8 0.056 0.044 41 0.591 0.144 
9 0.061 0.132 42 0.603 0.668 
10 0.069 0.144 43 0.669 0.128 
11 0.069 0.157 44 0.686 0.445 
12 0.073 0.079 45 0.726 0.586 
13 0.079 0.144 46 0.754 0.818 
14 0.080 0.097 47 0.756 0.656 
15 0.086 0.053 48 0.758 0.811 
16 0.104 0.128 49 0.763 0.664 
17 0.105 0.145 50 0.776 1.000 
18 0.110 0.108 51 0.779 0.801 
19 0.133 0.108 52 0.780 0.816 
20 0.135 0.197 53 0.785 0.544 
21 0.139 0.445 54 0.797 0.819 
22 0.163 0.360 55 0.799 0.670 
23 0.246 0.105 56 0.803 0.816 
24 0.261 0.360 57 0.809 1.000 
25 0.271 0.365 58 0.826 0.991 
26 0.274 0.448 59 0.829 0.999 
27 0.290 0.544 60 0.853 0.716 
28 0.294 0.520 61 0.894 0.298 
29 0.316 0.244 62 0.906 0.999 
30 0.321 0.548 63 0.923 0.669 
31 0.334 0.445 64 0.946 0.668 
32 0.353 0.244 65 0.981 1.000 




The experimental results in Section 4.5.2 suggest that the TWSS measure and semantic 
similarity of human rating still provides good results. However, there are a number of data 
points far from the linear line (dotted line), as can be seen in Figure 4.1. The Pearson 
Product-Moment correlations obtained from these results are:  
• Pearson’s r = 0.807 (P-Value < 0.01) 
 
Figure 4.1: The Correlation between TWS-65 Rating and TWSS 
Table 4.9 illustrates the agreement of the machine measure with human ratings by 
calculating the Pearson Product-Moment correlations (r) between the human ratings and 
the machine ratings over the TWS-65. Also, the correlation coefficients of each participant 
with the average for the rest of the group over the TWS-65 from Table 4.6 is shown. 
Table 4.9: Correlation Coefficients 
Correlation r 
Thai human similarity rating and machine similarity measure 0.807 
Average of the correlation of all participants 
Worst Thai native speaker participant and the rest of the group 
0.883 
0.708 




The TWSS performs better than the correlation between the worst performing human and 
the rest of the group (r = 0.708), which supports the view that it could form the basis of an 
effective algorithm. Furthermore, because the best performing human achieved the 
correlation of 0.937, it shows this benchmark dataset is capable of measuring considerable 
improvement over the current algorithm.  
The paired sample t-test was used to find whether or not the Human rating and TWSS 
rating over the dataset are statistically significantly different (α=0.05) from the hypotheses: 
• H0: There are no statistically significant differences between the Human 
rating and TWSS rating. 
• H1: There are statistically significant differences between the Human rating 
and TWSS rating. 
The result is: 
• t = 0.313, df = 64 (P-Value > 0.05) 
From the result, the null hypothesis failed to be rejected; that means the rating procedures 
by Human are not statistically significantly different from the rating of TWSS. This means 
that we can accept that the ratings produced by TWSS are representative of human 
perceptions of similarity over the TWS-65. 
Table 4.10: Problem Word Pairs 
WP W1 W2 Human TWSS 
21 ทาส Slave หมา Dog 0.555 1.781 
27 ทาส Slave เด็กหนุ่ม Lad 1.160 2.176 
37 นักมายากล Magician พอ่มด Wizard 2.010 3.964 
38 วัด Temple สสุาน Graveyard 2.150 0.387 
41 อาหาร Food ผลไม ้ Fruit 2.363 0.578 
43 วัด Temple พระ Monk 2.675 0.513 
61 นักบวช Priest พระ Monk 3.575 1.194 
63 วัด Temple โบสถ ์ Church 3.693 2.677 
64 คร ู Teacher อาจารย ์ Lecturer 3.783 2.671 
 
There are nine word pairs that have different ratings between the Human rating and TWSS 
rating of more than 1 in TWS-65, as shown in Table 4.10, called the Problem Word Pairs. 
There are six out of nine word pairs and the human rating is higher than the machine 
rating. 
The Pearson Product-Moment correlations between Human rating and TWSS rating 
obtained from the Problem Word Pairs in Table 4.10 are:  
• Pearson’s r = 0.037 (P-Value > 0.05) 
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Therefore, it was also worth taking a second opinion in the form of Spearman’s ρ (Fenton 
and Pfleeger, 1998), the Rank correlation coefficient for small sets of data, as well as the 
Kendall tau rank correlation coefficient (Kendall, 1938). 
 
• Spearman’s ρ = 0.083 (P-Value > 0.05) 
• Kendall’s tau τ = 0.111 (P-Value > 0.05) 
For r, ρ, and τ, a value of +1 indicates perfect correlation, 0 indicates no relationship and -1 
indicates a perfect negative correlation. The TWSS ratings are statistically significantly 
different from the Human ratings over the Problem Word Pairs (t = 1.232, df = 8, P-value 
> 0.05). This shows insufficiency in rating performance of the TWSS rating with the 
Problem Word Pairs (r = 0.037). As TWSS using WordNet to perform ratings, is English-
based, it results in an inefficient rating performance of these word pairs, which are related 
mainly to Thai culture. In addition, as previously stated, WordNet is an English-based 
machine, which is thus incapable of identifying the subsumer of those pairs and results in a 
lower rating than a human one as seen in those pairs in Table 4.9. Therefore, it could be 
inferred that TWSS is considered not always efficient.  
Accordingly, the flaws of the TWSS rating performance previously mentioned should be 
taken into account as a pathway to improve the TWSS measure. The new approaches to 
develop the improved Thai word similarity measure will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
 
4.6 Conclusion 
This chapter aimed to describe the creation of TWS-65. To begin with, the chapter covered 
the essence of theme words and word pairs. Methods of finding theme words primarily 
related to Thai culture were presented, along with an approach to formulate word pairs 
from the theme word set. The procedure and explanation of the word pairs were thoroughly 
reviewed, leading to the presentation of a methodology for creating a Thai Word 
Benchmark dataset. A rating procedure was adapted from known good practice in English 
and an experiment performed following the procedure. The captured ratings were 
presented and the evaluations of TWSS with TWS-65 were reported and discussed. Lastly, 
although displaying a promising result at this stage, the measure may clearly be improved 
as a predictor for human similarity perception. An analysis of some difficult cases provides 
the motivation for the development of a new Thai word semantic similarity measure, which 
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As observed in Chapter 4, the TWSS is less effective for those word pairs that are related 
to Thai culture due to the problem of TWSS being derived from the English WordNet and 
consequently, it has limited accuracy in terms of words that are associated with the Thai 
culture. There is still no functioning Thai WordNet, which is an essential component in 
many English word semantic similarity measures (Li et al., 2003). The aim of this chapter 
is to create a Thai word semantic similarity measure that will overcome the weakness of 
TWSS, especially in its Thai cultural aspect, to create the new TWSS (nTWSS) without 
relying on an immature Thai WordNet. This is achieved in a novel measure by creating a 
lexical chain using knowledge extracted from the Web by a search engine, called ‘LCSS’. 
This unique measure uses completely different components to calculate the similarity 
rating from other search engine based word measures that are reviewed in Section 2.2.1.  
A “lexical chain” is defined as a sequence of related words in the text, short (adjoining 
words or sentences) or long distances (entire text) (Morris and Hirst, 1991). A chain is 
independent of the grammatical structure of the text. Consequently, it is viewed as a list of 
words that captures a portion of the connected structure of the text. A lexical chain can 
present a context for the resolution of a vague term and enable identification of the notion 
that the term represents (Morris and Hirst, 1991). This work is based on the conjecture that 
a lexical chain can substitute for WordNet in a semantic similarity measure. 
In Chapter 4, TWSS was evaluated with TWS-65, showing statistical significance. 
Although TWSS shows reasonably good performance over the evaluation dataset TWS-65, 
it is clearly capable of improvement. The analysis showed in Chapter 4 that there was an 
impact on performance cause by a subset of word pairs that relate to Thai culture. This is 
explicable because TWSS functions with English WordNet. 
This chapter proposes an LCSS measure which is expected to perform as well with Thai 
culture words as with general concepts already encountered in the English culture. The 
proposed algorithm aims to overcome those problems by using alternative knowledge, 
which will be provided by a search engine. Following a review of current well-known 
search engines, Google was selected for use in this research, as the Google search 
algorithm is a crawler-based engine designed to “crawl” the information on the internet 
and add it to its database, unlike other search engines which mostly use only PageRank 
technology and massive listing (Brin, 1998). Moreover, the Google search engine is the 
most widely used search engine worldwide (Seymour, 2011). There are a number of 
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benefits of using a search engine. Firstly, the search engine can be used in a number of 
languages which means that LCSS can also be adapted to create knowledge in a wide 
range of languages and used to calculate the machine similarity rating in that language. 
Secondly, the data provided from the search engine are up-to–date, meaning this proposed 
algorithm would cover new words which enter a language over a period of time (for 
example, slang and fashion words).  
LCSS has a trainable parameter and independent data are required for training and testing. 
Training set (TWS-30) and testing set (TWS-51) are created in this chapter to find the most 
suitable parameter for the LCSS algorithm. 
The aim of this chapter is to investigate the research question: Can a search engine provide 
an alternative natural language resource for Thai word similarity measure? 
The contributions in this chapter are: 
• Creation of a word similarity measure based on a lexical chain created from a 
search engine 
• Creation of TWS-51 
• Evaluation of LCSS with TWS-51. 
This chapter describes LCSS and outlines the methodology for development. Section 5.2 
aims to explain LCSS and its idea, which is based on the notion that one word represents 
one idea or one unit in a sentence and thus, two sentences containing the same words 
should represent the same ideas in some aspects (Firth, 1957; Simahasan, 2002). Section 
5.3 describes the datasets that were used as a training set and a testing set. Section 5.4 
discusses Thai human semantic similarity ratings and LCSS ratings with the TWS-51 and 
the last section is the conclusion. 
 
5.2 A Semantic Similarity Measure based on Lexical Chain 
Created from Search Engine (LCSS) 
This section presents the LCSS algorithm in detail, from its conception, through the steps 
by which it estimates the semantic similarity between two words and its experimental 
evaluation. The LCSS algorithm works in the Thai language and all experiments were 
conducted using Thai words. However, the examples given in this chapter are in the 
English language to make them easier to understand. 
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According to Simahasan (2002), “ประโยค คอื การนําคําตั 6งเเต ่ ๒ คําขึ6นไป มาเรยีงตอ่
กันเเลว้ไดใ้จความสมบรูณ์ ประโยคประกอบดว้ยภาคประธาน และภาคแสดง”, meaning ‘a 
sentence is to connect more than two words together and make the complete idea. A 
sentence is composed of subject and predicate’ and there is a famous quotation “You shall 
know a word by the company it keeps” (Firth, 1957); the idea for the LCSS algorithm was 
inspired by those sentences. While a sentence represents one idea, a word also symbolizes 
one unit or one idea. Thus, it is fairly easy to suppose that sentence sharing using one or 
more words will be about similar ideas. It can be assumed that the two sentences might 
represent the same idea or could be related in certain aspects. However, it also leads to the 
further question with regards to the two sentences which do not contain any of the same 
words. How can the algorithm know whether the two sentences are related to each other or 
not? This question will be discussed later on in this chapter.  
 
5.2.1 Overview of LCSS Algorithm 
To find the similarity between two words, LCSS first performs a Google search using the 
two words as a single search term. From the results, it extracts the first eight WebPages 
(standard number return by Google) to form a small corpus of text relating the two words. 
This mini-corpus is used to construct a “Chain of words” between the two terms. To 
explain Chain of words, three sentences are given as an example of how to create a chain 
of words, as follows: 
S1: Monk lives in the temple. 
S2: Priest goes to church. 
S3: Churches are Christian and temples are Buddhist. 
Sharing words between sentences creates the chain of words. For example, S1 and S3 are 
connected by sharing the word temple. Likewise, S2 and S3 are connected by sharing the 
word church. Therefore, S1 and S2 are also linked via S3.  An example of these three 
sentences connected by sharing words with each other is shown in Figure 3.1. The function 
words also need to be taken out, discussed in detail later in Section 5.2.4.2. After the 
function words are taken out, the three example sentences are now as follows: 
S1: Monk temple 
S2: Priest church 




Figure 5.1: An Example of the Chain of Words 
As shown in Figure 5.1, the lexical chain between the word Monk and the word Priest that 
can be created from this Chain of words is presented as Monk-temple-Christian-church-
priest. It can be assumed from this lexical chain that the word Monk and the word Priest 
might be related to each other. 
The following steps make use of a database which contains lexical chains linking pairs of 
words. This is based on the conjecture that the lexical database will be populated with the 
most frequent occurrences reducing the need for Google searches. At the start, the database 
is partially populated using processes, which will be described later. The lexical database 
can also be automatically extended during the operation of the algorithm. The extensionis 
saved and becomes a permanent part of a growing linguistic resource.  
 
Figure 5.2: An Overview of LCSS Algorithm 
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Figure 5.2 shows an overview of the LCSS algorithm, given two words: w1 and w2. The 
semantic similarity of the LCSS can be calculated by following these steps: 
• Step 1: Send a request to the search engine (e.g. Google) with “w1 w2” as input. 
• Step 2: Word Extraction from HTML Pages. 
• Step 3: Insert Chain of Words into the lexical database. 
• Step 4: Search the database for all available lexical chains from w1 to w2 in the 
database. 
• Step 5: Select the best lexical chain available using Equation 5.3. 
• Step 6: Calculate the similarity rating s(w1,w2) from Equations 5.4 and 5.5. 
To simplify the concept, in this chapter, the LCSS will be explained by using the word 
Monk and the word Priest as the main two target words. N.B. for the purpose of 
understanding by non-Thai speakers, English examples have been used in some places, 
although the algorithm works in the Thai language.   
 
5.2.2 STEP 1: Send a Request to Search Engine with “w1 w2” as 
Input 
Google was selected for use in this research, as explained in Section 5.1. LCSS estimates 
the semantic similarity between two target words by using data received from Google. 
Generally, using the searching platform “w1 w2” every time that LCSS estimates the 
semantic similarity between words, LCSS functions by sending a request to Google by 
using the Google search API which is an open source code (Technofreak, 2012). The 
Google ajax api script returns the top eight WebPages from the search back and stores it in 
the database. For instance, to estimate the semantic similarity rating between the word 
Monk and the word Priest, they first submit a request to Google which then returns the top 
eight WebPage URLs, which will be used to create the chain of words in the next step. 
However, if the WebPage URL already exists in the database, LCSS has already captured 
the lexical information so that Webpage is ignored. Figure 5.3 shows an example of 




Figure 5.3: An Example of Results from Google 
 
5.2.3 STEP 2: Word Extraction from HTML Pages 
After extracting the WebPage URLs of the top eight WebPages of w1 and w2, LCSS 
performs three more steps to prepare the data before putting the data into the database, as 
follows: 
• Remove the HTML tags. 
• Extract words from sentence. (This step is required in a number of languages where 
the words in a sentence are connected, including the Thai language.)  
• Remove function words. 
Firstly, LCSS reads the source code from the entire eight WebPage URLs acquired from 
STEP1. LCSS deletes all HTML tags by using function strip_tags(); (Php.net, 2001). 
Secondly, for the Thai language, there is no space between words in a sentence. A Thai 
word extraction algorithm (Sornlertlamvanich, 2000) is used to separate words in a 
sentence so that the LCSS can recognise each word in the sentence.  
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Lastly, Thai function words need to be taken out. Function words in themselves are, 
generally speaking, very high frequency. As individual words, they make little or no 
contribution in the semantic content of a sentence, but patterns of function words 
contribute structural information which define dialogue acts and so on.  The two sentences 
are given as an example in Figure 3.4 to illustrate the difference of having and not having 
function words more explicitly. 
 
Figure 5.4: An Example of Two Sentences 
Figure 5.4 shows two sentences. There is a difference in the chain of words that were 
created by the two sentences with and without the presence of function words, as shown in 
Figure 5.5. 
 
Figure 5.5: An Example of Two Sentences with and without the Presence of  
Function Words 
From Figure 5.5, the chain of words between the word Car and the word Friend before 
taking function words out is car-is-friend, while the lexical chain on the right, eliminating 
those function words, yields the lexical chain car-opposite-school-go-friend. Therefore, 
including the word is makes the lexical chain between Car and Friend artificially short. 
Paradoxically, including the function words also leads to more complex and lushly-
connected graphs, as there are thousands of sentences containing function words such as is, 
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to, and, and so on. They make the lexical chain shorter than it should be. Therefore, 
eliminating function words is essential in this process to prevent complications. 
Furthermore, regarding the Thai language, the function words are acquired from the Thai 
National Corpus (Aroonmanakun, 2007).  
For the main example words Monk and Priest, the lexical chain before and after removing 
function words is shown in Figure 5.6 
 
 
Figure 5.6: An Example of Lexical Chain before and after Remove Function Word 
Before taking the function words out, the lexical chain between the word Monk and the 
word Priest is Monk-live-in-the-temple-are-church-to-go-Priest. However, after removing 
the function words, the lexical chain becomes Monk-temple-Christian-church-Priest. 
 
5.2.4 STEP 3: Insert Lexical Chains into the Lexical Database 
In this process, the links are attached to each word in every sentence as a lexical chain. 
Every time the word is inserted into the lexical database, it also counts the word frequency 
and so does the link frequency between words in every sentence. The link frequency is the 
frequency of two words in the sentence that are next to each other. Their link frequency is 
also counted when inserted into the lexical database. Word frequency and link frequency 
will be used to calculate the rating between two target words, which will be explained in 
more detail later in Section 5.2.6. This algorithm contains three main database tables, as 




Figure 5.7: The Database 
• The Word table records each word that is inserted into the database and the field 
count records word frequency.  
• The Link table records each connection between two words in the lexical chain that 
is inserted into the database; field count records its link frequency.  
• The URL table records each WebPage URL between two target words and is 
inserted into the database. 
 
5.2.5 STEP 4: Searching for All Lexical Chain in the Lexical 
Database 
 
Figure 5.8: A Complex Chain of Words 
More complex chains of words can be obtained from the lexical database after LCSS 
receives a new WebPage URL from the search engine. Figure 5.8 is a graph representing 
the lexical database; each X marks a position occupied by a word in the lexical database; 
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word A and word B represent the two target words. A high frequency word may be shared 
by hundreds of sentences making complex chains of words. There are two specific points 
that need to be considered. First, there are possibilities to find a lexical chain from word A 
to word B. Second, a boundary (the maximum range of the lexical chain) must be set on 
the distance from word A to word B to avoid the NP complete problem (Michael, 1979), 
which will be explained in Section 5.2.5.2. It is thus essential to expound the identification 
process. 
 
5.2.5.1 STEP 4.1: Searching All Possible Lexical Chains between the 
Two Target Words 
The algorithm will search and find all possible lexical chains between the two target words 
from the lexical database. 
 
Figure 5.9: A Chain of Words between Word Monk and Word Priest 
Figure 5.9 shows an example of a chain of words between the word Monk and the word 




These three lexical chains will be chosen and used to calculate the semantic similarity 
between the words Monk and Priest. In a case where LCSS cannot find any possible lexical 
chain (within the bound set) from the two target words, it can be assumed that the two 
target words are related very slightly or not related in meaning, as those two words are 
completely separate from each other. The algorithm will rate the word semantic similarity 




5.2.5.2 STEP 4.2: Maximum Range of Lexical Chain 
To avoid the NP complete problem (Michael, 1979), the maximum range for the lexical 
chain is crucial. Also, if there is no maximum range (upper boundary) for the lexical chain, 
LCSS will obtain an infinitely large number of lexical chains for most pairs of target words 
as the algorithm obtains additional data most of the time the algorithm is used. 
Accordingly, on this basis, it is essential that a maximum range standard for the distance 
between the two target words is set. For the Thai language, the maximum range of the 
lexical chain is seven, including the two target words. This number is based on the average 
number of words in a sentence in the Thai language being 6.6 (Aroonmanakun, 2007) 
In the example from Figure 5.9, there are three chains of words available. For the lexical 
chain Monk-temple-Buddhist-graveyard-cemetery-Christian-church-Priest, the two target 
words have to travel through six words to reach each. The number of words in total is eight 
as it includes the two target words. Hence, according to the high range number, it could be 
assumed that either the two words may be related to a low degree or they may not be 
related at all. Thus, the lexical chain Monk-temple-Buddhist-graveyard-cemetery-
Christian-church-Priest will not be selected to calculate the rating for the word Monk and 
the word Priest as it exceeded the maximum range of seven.  
 
5.2.6 STEP 5: Selecting the Best Available Lexical Chain 
Once all lexical chains between the two target words have been obtained from the lexical 
database with the maximum range of no more than seven (in the Thai language), in the 
case of no lexical chain, the word semantic similarity rating of the two target words will be 
0, as explained in Section 5.2.5.1. In the case where there is only one lexical chain for the 
two target words, that lexical chain will be automatically selected to calculate the word 
semantic similarity between the two target words in the next step. If there is more than one 
lexical chain, the extra step in LCSS is to select the best lexical chain available. To do this, 
the word frequency and the link frequency must be considered. Firstly, the word frequency 
is defined as the number of times the word occurred in past web searches and is recorded 
in the database. The higher the number is, the more frequency the words have. The 




Figure 5.10: An Example of Three Sentences 
In Figure 5.10, S1, S2 and S3 are analysed together, the frequency of the words are two for 
the word she, three for goes, two for school, and one for cinema. It can therefore be 
concluded that the word goes has the highest frequency among the other words in this case. 
Secondly, the link between words must be identified prior to counting their frequency. A 
link is defined as the presence of two or more words which appear together in the lexical 
chain. According to Figure 5.10, there are she-goes, he-goes, goes-school, and goes-
cinema, which are called the link between words. Consequently, the link frequency is how 
frequently they appear in sentences. When all S1, S2 and S3 are analysed together, it shows 
that the link she-goes counts two as the frequency, while he-goes is one. Similarly, while 
goes-school has a frequency of two, goes-cinema has one. Hence, in this case, the link she-
goes and goes–school have a higher frequency than the other two links, he-goes and goes–
cinema. 
 
Figure 5.11: A Chain of Word between Word Monk and Priest with Word Frequency 
and Link Frequency 
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Accordingly, the frequency of the links between words needs to be pinpointed and 
established so that the lexical chain can be identified. 
Figure 5.11 is the same as Figure 5.9 with the additional information. Figure 5.11 shows a 
chain of words between the words Monk and Priest with their word frequency and their 
link frequency. The bold numbers under the words represent the word frequency. The italic 
numbers appearing between words represent the link frequency, which is the count of the 
number of times the words were found to be adjacent during the graph construction 
between words. 
After applying the upper boundary length, there were two lexical chains left for the words 
Monk and Priest. These are Monk-temple-church-Priest and Monk-temple-Christian-
church-Priest, respectively. To determine which lexical chain to be selected in LCSS, it 
needs to calculate to find the Link Density of each lexical chain. Link Density can be used 
to determine which lexical chain is most representative of the word pair behaviour in the 
language and therefore should give the most meaningful measure of similarity. 
The link density of the lexical chain is denoted as LD and it can be calculated from 
Equation 5.1: 
 @$AB CA$DE @C = ∑ @G∑ HG Equation 5.1 
where 
n is the total number of words in the lexical chain. 
∑ @G is the abbreviation for ∑ @G → 02 J . It is a sum value of link 
frequency in a lexical chain. In other words, it is a sum value of each 
link frequency (@G → 0) between a pair of words ith and (i+1)th in 
the lexical chain where the i value can be [1, n-1]. 
∑ HG  is the abbreviation for ∑ HG 2 J . It is a sum value of word frequency 
(HG ) from word ith to nth in a lexical chain. 













=  (5+6+5) / (21+15+24+30) 
  =  0.178 
Similarly, the link density of the lexical chain Monk-temple-Christian-church-Priest is: 
 =  (5+2+4+5) / (21+15+14+24+30) 
  =  0.153 
According to the example, it shows that the lexical chain Monk-temple-church-Priest is 
better than the lexical chain Monk-temple-Christian-church-Priest since it has a higher 
value of LD. As a result, the route Monk-temple-church-Priest will be selected to calculate 
the word semantic similarity rating in the next step. 
 
5.2.7 STEP 6: Calculate the Semantic Similarity Rating between Two 
Target Words 
This work adapts an equation for calculating similarity from the path length given in Li et 
al. (2003). This can be generalized to Equation 5.2, where Alpha is a constant and Beta can 
be calculated from Equation 5.3.  
The semantic similarity from the lexical chain between two target words can be calculated 
by using two formulas in Equation 5.2 and Equation 5.3. 
Two words are given, w1 and w2; the semantic similarity 1, 2 can be calculated from 
Equation 5.2: 
 1, 2   =  D]Aℎ^_1ℎ] × `D] Equation 5.2 
The Alpha parameter is a constant value which is decided depending on the language. The 
Alpha parameter of the Thai language will be discussed in the experiment section, Section 
5.4. The value of Beta can be calculated from Equation 5.3: 
 `D] = ∑ KL2 × a
∑ KL0∑ \L
∑ \L b Equation 5.3 
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Equation 5.2 is a well-known method used in STASIS (Li et al., 2003). A number of 
experiments were conducted to determine the most suitable equation for `D]. 
From the example in Figure 5.11, as explained in Section 5.2.6, the lexical chain Monk-
temple-church-Priest is selected as it returns a higher value of link density. Subsequently, 
LCSS calculates the rating by using Equation 5.2 and Equation 5.3 as: 
 
∑ @G  =  5+6+5    =  16 
 
∑ HG  =  21+15+24+30  =  90 
 n =  4 
 Beta  =  cd  ×  
c 0 ef
ef     =  4.711 
Then s(w1, w2)  can be calculated from Equation 5.2: 
Given that the Alpha value is 0.2: 
s(w1, w2)   =  tanh (0.2 × 4.711) 
      =  0.736 
From the calculation, the semantic similarity rating of LCSS between the word Monk and 
the word Priest is 0.736. 
 
5.2.8 An Example of LCSS usage with Thai Word Pairs 
The aim of this section is to present an actual example of LCSS. Given two words,  and 
 as พชื (Plant) and ป่าไม ้ (Forest), the semantic similarity rating can be calculated in 6 
steps.  
 
STEP 1: Send a Request to Search Engine with “W1 (Space Bar) W2” as Input 
The first step to calculate the rating between he words พชื (Plant) and ป่าไม ้(Forest) is to 
send a request to the search engine (Google). Figure 5.12 shows the top eight WebPages of 





Figure 5.12: An Example of Result from Google for words พชื (Plant) and    
ป่าไม ้(Forest) 
STEP 2: Word Extraction from HTML Pages 
For each sentence in the top eight WebPages from STEP 1, the Thai word extraction 
algorithm (Sornlertlamvanich, 2000) is used to separate the words in a sentence. For 
instance, in the paragraph: 
“ประเทศไทยดนิแดนแหง่ความมหัศจรรย ์ อดุมสมบรูณ์ไปดว้ยพชืพันธุน์านาชนดิ มคีวามหลากหลาย
ของพันธกุรรมและทรัพยากรธรรมชาตมิากมายสมควรที%คนไทยควรตระหนัก และรว่มมอืรว่มใจกนั
อนุรักษ์พันธกุรรมและทรัพยากรไทยใหค้งอยู ่คูก่บัคนไทยตลอดไป” 
After each word in a sentence is separated and the function words are removed, the lexical 
chain for each sentence is created as follows: 
• ประเทศไทย – ดนิแดน – แหง่ - ความมหศัจรรย ์
• อดุมสมบรูณ์ – ไป - พชื 
• ความหลากหลาย – พันธกุรรม – ทรัพยากร – ธรรมชาต ิ– คนไทย - ตระหนัก 
• รว่มมอืรว่มใจ – อนุรักษ์ – พันธกุรรม – ทรัพยากร - ไทย 
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• คู ่– คนไทย – ตลอด – ไป 
 
STEP 3: Insert Lexical Chains into the Lexical Database 
Each lexical chain that has been created in STEP 2 is inserted into the lexical database, in 
which the word frequency and the link frequency are also counted. However, starting with 
an empty lexical database is unnecessarily painstaking and so the lexical database is pre-
populating by collecting data from Google following STEP 1-2 for all word pairs in TWS-
65. 
STEP 4: Searching for All Lexical Chains in the Lexical Database 
 
Figure 5.13: A Chain of Words between Word พชื (Plant) and ป่าไม ้(Woods) with 
Word Frequency and Link Frequency 
The chain of words between words พชื (Plant) and ป่าไม ้ (Forest) from the lexical 
database are shown in Figure 5.13. The bold numbers under the words represent the word 
frequency. The italicised numbers appearing between the words represent the link 
frequency 
The possible lexical chains from the chain of words between the words พชื (Plant) to ป่าไม ้
(Forest) in Figure 5.13 are as follows: 
• พชื-ตน้ไม-้ป่าไม ้(Plant-Tree-Forest) 
• พชื-ผลไม-้ป่าไม ้(Plant-Fruit-Forest) 
• พชื-ตน้ไม-้ผลไม-้ป่าไม ้(Plant-Tree-Fruit-Forest) 






STEP 5: Selecting the Best Available Lexical Chain 
Calculate the Link Density from each lexical chain from STEP 4 by using the Equation 
5.2. 





=  (3+2) / (24+17+25) 
  =  0.075 





=  (2+1) / (24+28+25) 
  =  0.038 





=  (3+3+1) / (24+17+28+25) 
  =  0.074 





=  (2+3+2) / (24+28+17+25) 
  =  0.074 
The lexical chain พชื-ตน้ไม-้ป่าไม ้ (Plant-Tree-Forest) is chosen to calculate the word 
semantic similarity rating between the words พชื (Plant) to ป่าไม ้(Forest) since it has the 





STEP 6:  Calculate the Semantic Similarity Rating between Two Target Words 
Calculate the semantic similarity rating between the words พชื (Plant) to ป่าไม ้ (Forest) 
from the lexical chain พชื-ตน้ไม-้ป่าไม ้ (Plant-Tree-Forest) from STEP 5 by using the 
Equation 5.2 and Equation 5.3 as: 
 
∑@G  =  3+2   =  5 
 
∑HG  =  24+17+25  =  66 
 n =  3 
 Beta  =  j
k
 ×  j 0 cccc     =  1.075 
Then s(w1, w2)  can be calculated from: 
Given that the Alpha value is 0.2: 
s(w1, w2)   =  tanh (0.2 × 1.075) 
      =  0.212 
From the calculation, the semantic similarity rating of LCSS between the words พชื (Plant) 
to ป่าไม ้(Forest) is 0.212. 
 
5.3 Training Dataset and Testing Dataset to Evaluate LCSS 
Prior to the present work, there has been no attempt to create a benchmark dataset for Thai 
word similarity measures. Prior work in English has established the high cost of creating a 
gold standard similarity dataset which is of sufficient size for training Machine Learning 
classifiers, although evidence has been found that a small carefully designed dataset can 
provide an acceptable evaluation (O’Shea at el., 2013).  
To provide a meaningful evaluation, LCSS must be tested with a benchmark dataset. 
However, LCSS also has a trainable parameter and independent data are required for 
training and testing and an acceptable value can be established for this parameter with a 
relatively small dataset.       
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The aim of this section is to describe the methodology for creating training and testing sets. 
Also, the training set will be used to experiment with the Alpha parameter in Equation 5.2 
in Section 5.4 and the testing set used to evaluate LCSS in Section 5.5. 
From Chapter 4 Section 4.4.5, an experiment was conducted to find whether TWS-30 and 
the TWS-65 are statistically significantly different. No evidence was found; thus, TWS-30 
and TWS-65 are considered to represent the same population. 
5.3.1 Training Dataset 
TWS-30 from Chapter 3 will be used as a training set to find the most suitable value of 
Alpha parameter, which will be explained in Section 5.4. After the value of the Alpha 
parameter is assigned, the testing data set will be used to evaluate LCSS. 
5.3.2 Testing Dataset 
The TWS-65 is used as a testing set to evaluate the LCSS measure. As mentioned in 
Section 4.4.5, there are 14 word pairs in the table which contain the same meaning in both 
TWS-30 and TWS-65. Hence, those word pairs will not be used as a testing set to avoid 
bias when evaluating with LCSS. Therefore, there are 51 word pairs from TWS-65 that 
will be adopted as the testing set. Those 51 word pairs will be called TWS-51 and can be 
found in Table 5.1. Column WP is the number of the word pairs. Columns W1 and W2 are 
the word pairs. 
Table 5.1: TWS-51 
WP W1 W2 
1 แกว้ Glass ขา้รับใช ้ Serf 
2 อาหาร Food ลายเซน็ Signature 
3 อญัมณี Gem ลายเซน็ Signature 
4 ฝั%งทะเล Coast รถยนต ์ Car 
5 สนัุข Dog เครื%องมอื Tool 
6 การเดนิทาง Journey สสุาน Graveyard 
7 เที%ยงวัน Midday โรงละคร Theatre 
8 เที%ยงวัน Midday การทอ่งเที%ยว Voyage 
9 ยานพาหนะ Automobile เพชรพลอย Jewel 
10 เนนิเขา Hill ผลไม ้ Fruit 
11 นักมายากล Magician ถว้ย Cup 
12 ป่าชา้ Cemetery หมา Dog 
13 นักมายากล Magician เครื%องมอื Tool 
14 การเดนิทาง Journey กลางวัน Noon 
15 นติยสาร Magazine ป้า Aunt 
16 นักบวช Priest หนังสอื Book 
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17 เด็กผูช้าย Boy หมา Dog 
19 สนัุข Dog เด็กหนุ่ม Lad 
20 วัด Temple พงไพร Woods 
21 ทาส Slave หมา Dog 
22 อาหาร Food ถว้ย Cup 
23 คร ู Teacher หนังสอื Book 
24 พชื Plant ผา้ไหม Silk 
25 เด็กผูช้าย Boy อาจารย ์ Lecturer 
26 โรงภาพยนต ์ Cinema โบสถ ์ Church 
27 ทาส Slave เด็กหนุ่ม Lad 
28 เนนิเขา Hill ชายฝั%ง Shore 
29 ยานพาหนะ Automobile เครื%องมอื Tool 
30 ผา้ฝ้าย Cotton ตน้ไม ้ Tree 
31 อปุกรณ์ Implement รถยนต ์ Car 
32 ลงุ Uncle อาจารย ์ Lecturer 
33 ป่าไม ้ Forest ผลไม ้ Fruit 
34 คร ู Teacher ป้า Aunt 
35 นักบวช Priest พอ่มด Wizard 
36 แกว้ Glass เพชรพลอย Jewel 
38 วัด Temple สสุาน Graveyard 
39 พชื Plant พงไพร Woods 
41 อาหาร Food ผลไม ้ Fruit 
42 แกว้ Glass ถว้ย Cup 
43 วัด Temple พระ Monk 
44 ลงุ Uncle ป้า Aunt 
45 ป่าไม ้ Forest ตน้ไม ้ Tree 
46 โรงภาพยนต ์ Cinema โรงละคร Theatre 
47 ผา้ฝ้าย Cotton ผา้ไหม Silk 
49 พชื Plant ตน้ไม ้ Tree 
50 นติยสาร Magazine หนังสอื Book 
57 เนนิเขา Hill ภเูขา Mountain 
60 นักบวช Priest พระ Monk 
62 วัด Temple โบสถ ์ Church 
63 คร ู Teacher อาจารย ์ Lecturer 
65 สนัุข Dog หมา Dog 
The methods for collecting and rating these pairs are described in Section 4.5. 
 
5.4 Experiment to Find the Most Suitable Alpha Parameter 
in LCSS in Thai Language  
The Alpha parameter is the constant in Equation 5.2. It needs to be assigned before 
calculating the LCSS rating. As stated in Section 5.2, LCSS can be used in other languages 
and a suitable (optimal) value should be established for each language. For the Thai 
language, TWS-30 will be used as a training set to find the most suitable value of the 







The following experiment was conducted to find the most suitable Alpha parameter in 
LCSS to use in the Thai language.  
• The lexical database was pre-populated by collecting data from Google following 
STEP1-2 for all word pairs in TWS-30. 
• The LCSS rating for each word pair in the training set was calculated by applying a 
value of the Alpha parameter from 0-1, plus 0.05 each step. 
• The correlation coefficients (r) between Human rating and LCSS were calculated 
for each value of the Alpha parameter 
• The optimal value of Alpha was chosen using the highest correlation coefficient (r) 
that was obtained. 
The Pearson Product-Moment correlation coefficients (r) between the Thai Human rating 
and LCSS rating with the value of the Alpha parameter between 1-0 will be calculated and 
shown in Section 5.4.3 
5.4.2 LCSS Rating with a Different Alpha Parameter 
Column WP shows the word pairs in TWS-30. Column Human shows the Average human 
rating for each word pair. The rest of the columns show similarity ratings of LCSS with the 
value of the Alpha parameter between 1-0. The values of the Alpha parameter 0.45, 0.30, 
0.20, 0.15, 0.10, and 0.05 are shown in Table 5.2 (these 6 values are selected for 
presentation as they are the most promising values from the set tested). 
Table 5.2: The Average of Similarity Rating for the 14 Word Pairs in Both Datasets 
WP Human 
The value of Alpha 
0.45 0.30 0.20 0.15 0.10 0.05 
1 0.020 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
5 0.006 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
9 0.017 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
13 0.171 0.487 0.340 0.232 0.175 0.118 0.059 
17 0.158 0.563 0.401 0.276 0.209 0.141 0.071 
21 0.150 0.498 0.349 0.238 0.180 0.121 0.061 
25 0.137 0.493 0.345 0.235 0.178 0.119 0.060 
29 0.149 0.648 0.473 0.330 0.252 0.170 0.086 
33 0.541 0.479 0.334 0.228 0.172 0.115 0.058 
37 0.315 0.467 0.325 0.221 0.167 0.112 0.056 
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41 0.325 0.750 0.570 0.407 0.313 0.213 0.108 
47 0.403 0.754 0.575 0.411 0.316 0.215 0.109 
48 0.393 0.248 0.167 0.112 0.084 0.056 0.028 
49 0.605 0.493 0.345 0.235 0.178 0.119 0.060 
50 0.221 0.489 0.342 0.233 0.176 0.118 0.059 
51 0.781 0.493 0.345 0.235 0.178 0.119 0.060 
52 0.583 0.645 0.471 0.328 0.250 0.169 0.085 
53 0.836 0.981 0.913 0.773 0.648 0.473 0.252 
54 0.697 0.445 0.308 0.209 0.158 0.106 0.053 
55 0.806 0.809 0.635 0.462 0.358 0.245 0.124 
56 0.805 0.487 0.340 0.232 0.175 0.118 0.059 
57 0.708 0.882 0.727 0.548 0.431 0.298 0.153 
58 0.834 0.907 0.765 0.586 0.465 0.324 0.166 
59 0.379 0.510 0.358 0.245 0.185 0.124 0.062 
60 0.606 0.692 0.513 0.361 0.276 0.187 0.094 
61 0.509 0.923 0.791 0.615 0.491 0.344 0.177 
62 0.850 0.901 0.755 0.576 0.456 0.317 0.163 
63 0.770 0.787 0.610 0.440 0.340 0.232 0.118 
64 0.752 0.960 0.860 0.698 0.570 0.407 0.212 
65 0.769 0.907 0.765 0.586 0.465 0.324 0.166 
 
5.4.3 Results 
The Pearson Product-Moment correlations coefficients for each value of Alpha assigned in 
LCSS are shown in Table 5.3. The best correlation coefficients (r) between the Human 
rating and LCSS similarity rating are obtained from using value of Alpha = 0.20 which are: 
• Pearson’s r = 0.703 (P-Value < 0.01) 
Table 5.3: The Pearson Product-Moment Correlations in Each Value of Alpha 
LCSS Correlation P-Value 
Alpha=0.45 0.696 < 0.01 
Alpha=0.30 0.702 < 0.01 
Alpha=0.20 0.703 < 0.01 
Alpha=0.15 0.695 < 0.01 
Alpha=0.10 0.688 < 0.01 
Alpha=0.05 0.682 < 0.01 
 
As a result, it can be assumed that the most suitable value of the Alpha parameter is 0.20 






5.5 Evaluation of LCSS with the Testing Dataset (TWS-51) 
The aim of this section is to describe the series of experiments conducted using the testing 
dataset to evaluate the LCSS. 
5.5.1 Methodology 
The TWS-51 from Section 5.3.3 was used to evaluate LCSS by comparing the Pearson 
Product-Moment correlation coefficient (r) between human ratings and LCSS ratings over 
the dataset. The methodology is as follows: 
• The lexical database was pre-populated by collecting data from Google following 
STEP1-2 for all word pairs in TWS51.  
• LCSS rating was obtained using calculations as described in Section 5.2, with the 
Alpha value of 0.2, established in Section 5.4.3. 
The Pearson Product-Moment correlation coefficient (r) between Thai human rating and 
LCSS measure will be calculated and shown in Section 5.5.3. 
 
5.5.2 LCSS Semantic Similarity Rating 
Table 5.4 shows the semantic similarity ratings for the Thai word pairs. Column WP is the 
number of the word pairs from the TWS51. Column Human presents the Human rating for 
the Thai word pairs. Column LCSS displays the LCSS rating for the Thai word pairs 
described in Section 5.2. All of the measures have been scaled in the range 0 to 1 to aid 
comparison. 
Table 5.4: Semantic Similarity Rating for Human Participants and LCSS 
WP Human LCSS WP Human LCSS 
1 0.014 0.218 28 0.294 0.319 
2 0.017 0.000 29 0.316 0.567 
3 0.024 0.000 30 0.321 0.223 
4 0.028 0.000 31 0.334 0.678 
5 0.031 0.213 32 0.353 0.202 
6 0.034 0.207 33 0.388 0.201 
7 0.044 0.000 34 0.406 0.561 
8 0.056 0.202 35 0.430 0.204 
9 0.061 0.104 36 0.481 0.202 
10 0.069 0.207 38 0.538 0.564 
11 0.069 0.211 39 0.553 0.364 
12 0.073 0.000 40 0.564 0.568 
14 0.080 0.318 41 0.591 0.558 
15 0.086 0.333 42 0.603 0.698 
16 0.104 0.397 43 0.669 0.697 
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17 0.105 0.203 44 0.686 0.394 
18 0.110 0.360 45 0.726 0.396 
19 0.133 0.494 46 0.754 0.521 
20 0.135 0.209 49 0.763 0.202 
21 0.139 0.399 55 0.799 0.401 
22 0.163 0.201 60 0.853 0.568 
23 0.246 0.566 61 0.894 0.802 
24 0.261 0.221 63 0.923 0.701 
25 0.271 0.221 64 0.946 0.876 
26 0.274 0.000 65 0.981 0.975 
27 0.290 0.202    
 
5.5.3  Discussion 
The experimental results in Section 5.5.2 suggest that the LCSS provides good results on 
TWS-51. The Pearson Product-Moment correlation coefficient (r) between the Thai human 
rating and the LCSS measure is: 
• Pearson’s r = 0.723 (P-Value < 0.01) 
 
Table 5.5 illustrates the agreement of both the machine measures with human ratings, and 
the machine ratings over TWS-51 by calculating the correlation coefficients (r) between 
the human ratings and the machine ratings over the 51 word pairs. Also, the leave-one-out 
resampling technique is used to find the correlation coefficient of each participant with the 
rest of the group. 
Table 5.5: The Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients (r) 
 Correlation r P-value 
Thai human similarity rating and TWSS 





Average Thai native speaker and the rest of the group 0.865 - 
Worst Thai native speaker participant and the rest of the group 






In Table 5.5, the LCSS measure performs better than the correlation between the worst 
performing human and the rest of the group (r = 0.708), which supports the notion that it 
could build up the basis of an effective algorithm. 
The paired sample t-test was used to find whether or not the Human ratings and LCSS 
ratings over the dataset were significantly different (α=0.05) from the hypotheses: 




• H1: There is a statistically significant difference between Human ratings and LCSS 
ratings. 
The result is: 
• t = 0.104, df = 50 (P-Value > 0.05) 
As a result, it fails to reject the null hypothesis, which means the ratings produced by 
humans are not statistically significantly different from the rating of LCSS. This means the 
rating produced by LCSS is not statistically significantly different from the Human rating 
over the TWS-51. As a consequence, LCSS is considered to be part of the nTWSS. 
To calculate Steiger’s z-test between two measures requires the construction of a 
correlation triangle. In this case, we considered comparing the correlation between TWSS 
and the TWS-51 human rating with the correlation between LCSS and the TWS-51 human 
rating. Correlation triangles are formed as shown in Figure 5.14 and the specific triangle 
for this calculation is formed according to Figure 5.15. 
 





Figure 5.15: Specific Correlation Triangle for TWSS vs LCSS 
From Table 5.4: 
r1 rxy TWSS vs Average human    0.752 
r2 rzy LCSS vs Average human    0.723 
n = 51 
Calculate correlation: 
r3 rxz TWSS vs LCSS     0.447 
Applying the test gives the following results: 
• z = 0.346, df = 48 (P-Value > 0.05) 
 
As a result, the null hypothesis is accepted. This means TWSS and LCSS are not 
statistically significantly different from the TWS-51 dataset. 
Table 5.6 shows the Problem Word Pairs, which are the same pairs shown in Table 4.7, 
Section 4.5.3. Those pairs are the pairs where the rating between TWSS and Thai human 







Table 5.6: Problem Word Pairs 
WP W1 W2 Human TWSS LCSS 
21 ทาส Slave หมา Dog 0.555 1.781 1.595 
27 ทาส Slave เด็กหนุ่ม Lad 1.160 2.176 0.810 
37 นักมายากล Magician พอ่มด Wizard 2.010 3.964 2.137 
38 วัด Temple สสุาน Graveyard 2.150 0.387 2.255 
41 อาหาร Food ผลไม ้ Fruit 2.363 0.578 2.232 
43 วัด Temple พระ Monk 2.675 0.513 2.788 
61 นักบวช Priest พระ Monk 3.575 1.194 3.208 
63 วัด Temple โบสถ ์ Church 3.693 2.677 2.805 
64 คร ู Teacher อาจารย ์ Lecturer 3.783 2.671 3.506 
 
The most underperforming word pair of TWSS is word pair 61 for which the human rating 
is 3.575, since the word นักบวช (Priest) is a subset of the word พระ (Monk) in Thai. 
However, TWSS used WordNet as knowledge, based on English, which made TWSS 
underperform for this word pair, giving the rating 1.194, a difference of 2.381 from the 
Thai human rating. On the other hand, the rating from LCSS is 3.208 for word pair 61, 
which performs significantly better than TWSS, with a difference of only 0.367 from the 
Thai human rating. The Pearson Product-Moment correlation coefficients (r), Spearman’s 
rank correlation coefficients (ρ), Kendall’s tau rank correlation coefficients (τ) between the 
Thai human rating and TWSS results are: 
• Pearson’s r = 0.037 (P-Value > 0.05) 
• Spearman’s ρ = 0.083 (P-Value > 0.05) 
• Kendall’s tau τ = 0.111 (P-Value > 0.05) 
Furthermore, the Pearson Product-Moment correlation coefficients (r), Spearman’s rank 
correlation coefficients (ρ), Kendall’s tau rank correlation coefficients (τ) between the Thai 
human rating and LCSS results are: 
• Pearson’s r = 0.900 (P-Value < 0.05) 
• Spearman’s ρ = 0.950 (P-Value < 0.05) 
• Kendall’s tau τ = 0.833 (P-Value < 0.05) 
Steiger’s z-test (Steiger, 1980) is used to find whether or not TWSS and LCSS are 
statistically significantly different (α=0.05) from the hypotheses: 
• H0: There are no statistically significant differences between two measures. 
• H1: There are statistically significant differences between two measures. 
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To calculate Steiger’s z-test between two requires the construction of a correlation triangle. 
In this case, we considered comparing the correlation between TWSS and the Problem 
Word Pairs human rating with the correlation between LCSS and the Problem Word Pairs 
human rating. The specific triangle for this calculation is formed according to Figure 5.16. 
 
Figure 5.16: Specific Correlation Triangle for TWSS vs LCSS with the Problem Word 
Pairs 
From Table 5.6: 
r1 rxy TWSS vs Problem Word Pairs average human 0.037 
r2 rzy LCSS vs Problem Word Pairs average human 0.900 
n = 9 
Calculate correlation: 
r3 rxz TWSS vs LCSS     -0.052 
Applying the test gives the following results: 
• z = -2.334, df = 6 (P-Value < 0.05) 
With the result, the null hypothesis is rejected. This means TWSS and LCSS are 
statistically significantly different from the Problem Word Pairs human rating. 
To compare TWSS and LCSS shows that the correlation coefficients between the Problem 
Word Pairs human rating and LCSS are significantly better than the correlation 
coefficients between the Problem Word Pairs human rating and TWSS with a difference of 
0.863. It can be concluded that LCSS overcomes the problem in the Thai culture aspect as 





This chapter cornered the creation of LCSS, a new Thai word similarity measure. It began 
by describing the details of the problem with the TWSS. Then it provided a step-by-step 
specification of the algorithm. Considerations included the removal of Thai function 
words, maximum length of the lexical chain, and the use of word frequency and link 
frequency. The training and testing datasets were also explained and prepared for the 
evaluation of LCSS. The evaluation of LCSS and the testing set (TWS-51) were 
subsequently discussed. Both the TWSS and LCSS perform well on their own, with TWSS 
significantly better and LCSS marginally better. However, the evidence shows that each 
contributes a different insight into the similarity process. Therefore, a combination may be 

















In Chapter 4, the problem of TWSS was stated and LCSS was shown to provide a different 
insight for words of particular importance in Thai culture in Chapter 5. Thus, the idea of 
creating a better version of TWSS was inspired. Combining the best feature of TWSS and 
LCSS could create a new version of TWSS (nTWSS) with better performance. Therefore, 
the research question investigated in this chapter is whether a combination of TWSS and 
LCSS can provide a better model of human perception of Thai word semantic similarity 
than either separately. 
The contributions in this chapter are: 
• Creation of nTWSS 
• Evaluation of nTWSS.  
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: in Section 6.2 an experiment is designed to 
find the most suitable combination between TWSS and LCSS; Section 6.3 evaluates the 
new algorithm, nTWSS, with respect to human similarity ratings; and the conclusions are 
given in Section 6.4. 
 
6.2 New Thai Word Semantic Similarity Measure (nTWSS) 
As stated in Chapter 5, there are two Thai word measures, TWSS and LCSS. TWSS uses 
Li’s word measure (Li et al., 2003) and translates Thai words into English, and the English 
WordNet (Miller, 1995) is used as its knowledge, as explained in Chapter 3. The LCSS 
algorithm in Chapter 5 uses information derived from a search engine to construct a chain 
of words graph, used to create a lexical chain from which word similarity is derived. In 
Chapter 5, a number of experiments were conducted to evaluate TWSS over the TWS-51 
dataset, which shows that the Pearson Product-Moment correlation coefficients between 
Thai human rating and TWSS rating (r = 0.752, P-Value < 0.01) perform better than the 
correlation between the worst Thai native speaker and the rest of the group (r = 0.708). 
Likewise, the correlation coefficients between the Thai human rating and LCSS (r = 0.723, 
P-Value < 0.01) also perform better than the worst Thai native speaker and the rest of the 
group. This means that both TWSS and LCSS are viable measures in their own right. As 
mentioned in Chapters 4 and 5, the Problem Word Pairs in Table 5.6 are specifically 
grounded in Thai culture. It was found that TWSS performs poorly (r = 0.037) on the 
Problem Word Pairs. However, LCSS performs significantly better then TWSS with a 
correlation coefficient of 0.900 over the Problem Word Pairs, as discussed in Section 
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5.5.3. However, the overall performance of TWSS (r = 0.752) is still better than LCSS (r = 
0.723) over the TWS-51 dataset. This leads to the conjecture that each of the two word 
similarity measures has a different fundamental insight into Thai word similarity. 
Accordingly, the idea of creation of nTWSS is inspired.  
Figure 6.1: An Overview of nTWSS 
Figure 6.1 shows an overview of how nTWSS, TWSS and LCSS will be combined to 
create nTWSS. The similarity rating between two words of nTWSS, s(w1,w2), can be 
calculated as: 
 1,2 	 	=	!l\mm  1  =!Knmm Equation 6.1 
where STWSS is the word similarity rating obtained from TWSS, SLCSS is the word similarity 
rating obtained from LCSS, and δ is a constant in the rage 0 < δ < 1 which adjusts the 
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proportion between the two components. An experiment was conducted to find the most 
suitable value of δ between TWSS and LCSS in Section 6.3. This is a similar approach to 
STASIS, but STASIS uses δ to adjust the rating between semantic component and word 
order component.  
 
6.3 Experiment to Find the Most Suitable δ Parameter 
The aim of this experiment is to find the most suitable δ parameter for a combination 
between TWSS and LCSS by using TWS-30 as a training set described in Section 5.3.1. 
The δ parameter is a constant in Equation 6.1. 
 
6.3.1 Methodology 
The training set and testing set are independent as the testing set removes 14 word pairs 
that consist of the same meaning with the training set, as explained in Section 5.3. This 
training set was also used in the experiment to find the most suitable value of the Alpha 
parameter for the Thai language in Section 5.4, in which the result of the experiment 
assigned the value of the Alpha parameter as 0.2. Thus, in this experiment the Alpha 
parameter will be assigned as 0.2. The values of the δ parameter used in this experiment 
are in the range 0-1. 
For each value of the δ parameter, the procedure is as follows: 
• Calculate the TWSS rating for each word pair in TWS-30 (Thai-English translation 
included).  
• The lexical database was pre-populated by collecting data from Google following 
STEP1-2 in Chapter 5 for all word pairs in TWS-30. 
• Calculate the LCSS rating for each of the word pairs in TWS-30 by applying the 
value of Alpha parameter as 0.2. 
• Calculate the nTWSS by combining ratings from TWSS and LCSS for each 
proportion. 
• Calculate the correlation coefficients (r) between Human rating and nTWSS for 
each proportion. 
Choose the δ parameter from the highest value of correlation coefficients (r). 
The Pearson Product-Moment correlation coefficients (r) between Human rating and 
nTWSS for each proportion will be calculated and shown in Section 6.3.2. 
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6.3.2 nTWSS Rating with Different δ Parameter 
Table 6.1 displays the semantic similarity ratings for the nTWSS. Column WP shows the 
number of the word pairs in the training set. Column Human presents the human rating for 
the Thai word pairs. Column TWSS lists the TWSS rating which can be calculated as 
described in Chapter 3. Column LCSS shows the LCSS rating, where the Alpha value = 
0.2. The columns δ parameter present a series of values of δ (the 5 values are selected for 
presentation as they are the most promising values from the set tested). All of the measures 
have been scaled in the range 0 to 1 to aid comparison. 
Table 6.1: Semantic Similarity Rating of nTWSS 
WP Human TWSS LCSS 
δ Parameter 
0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 
1 0.020 0.097 0.000 0.068 0.058 0.048 0.039 0.029 
5 0.006 0.070 0.000 0.049 0.042 0.035 0.028 0.021 
9 0.017 0.016 0.000 0.011 0.010 0.008 0.006 0.005 
13 0.171 0.110 0.232 0.146 0.159 0.171 0.183 0.195 
17 0.158 0.322 0.276 0.308 0.303 0.299 0.294 0.290 
21 0.150 0.365 0.238 0.327 0.314 0.301 0.289 0.276 
25 0.137 0.176 0.235 0.194 0.200 0.206 0.212 0.218 
29 0.149 0.145 0.330 0.200 0.219 0.237 0.256 0.274 
33 0.541 0.322 0.228 0.293 0.284 0.275 0.265 0.256 
37 0.315 0.298 0.221 0.275 0.268 0.260 0.252 0.244 
41 0.325 0.365 0.407 0.377 0.382 0.386 0.390 0.394 
47 0.403 0.448 0.411 0.437 0.433 0.429 0.426 0.422 
48 0.393 0.991 0.112 0.727 0.639 0.552 0.464 0.376 
49 0.605 1.000 0.235 0.770 0.694 0.618 0.541 0.465 
50 0.221 0.214 0.233 0.220 0.222 0.224 0.225 0.227 
51 0.781 0.818 0.235 0.643 0.585 0.527 0.468 0.410 
52 0.583 0.996 0.328 0.796 0.729 0.662 0.596 0.529 
53 0.836 0.544 0.773 0.613 0.636 0.659 0.682 0.704 
54 0.697 0.819 0.209 0.636 0.575 0.514 0.453 0.392 
55 0.806 0.816 0.462 0.710 0.674 0.639 0.604 0.568 
56 0.805 0.801 0.232 0.630 0.573 0.516 0.460 0.403 
57 0.708 0.978 0.548 0.849 0.806 0.763 0.720 0.677 
58 0.834 0.816 0.586 0.747 0.724 0.701 0.678 0.655 
59 0.379 1.000 0.245 0.773 0.698 0.622 0.547 0.471 
60 0.606 0.811 0.361 0.676 0.631 0.586 0.541 0.496 
61 0.509 0.816 0.615 0.755 0.735 0.715 0.695 0.675 
62 0.850 0.999 0.576 0.872 0.830 0.788 0.745 0.703 
63 0.770 1.000 0.440 0.832 0.776 0.720 0.664 0.608 
64 0.752 1.000 0.698 0.909 0.879 0.849 0.819 0.788 





The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients of a series of proportions between 
TWSS and LCSS ratio over TWS-30 dataset are shown in Table 6.2 
Table 6.2: Correlation Coefficients 
δ Parameter 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 
Correlation 0.865 0.875 0.879 0.875 0.857 
P-Value < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 
 
As seen above, Table 6.2 shows that the best correlation of nTWSS can be obtained by 
using δ = 0.5; i.e. the best correlation can be obtained by using half of the TWSS rating and 
half of the LCSS rating. The Pearson Product-Moment correlation coefficients (r) between 
the Thai human rating and nTWSS result is: 
• Pearson’s r = 0.879 (P-Value < 0.01). 
According to this result, the nTWSS will calculate the word semantic similarity between 
two target words by using δ = 0.5. 
 
6.4 Evaluation of TWS-51 with nTWSS 
The aim of this section is to describe a series of experiments that were conducted using the 
Testing set (TWS-51) from Section 5.3.2 to evaluate the nTWSS.  
 
6.4.1 Methodology 
The Testing dataset (TWS-51) from Section 5.3.2 is used to evaluate nTWSS. The nTWSS 
rating is calculated by using δ = 0.5, found to be the most suitable value (as described in 
Section 6.3). The Alpha parameter will be assigned as 0.2 as explained in Section 5.4. 
The procedure for this experiment is as follows: 
• Translate all word pairs in TWS-51 in to English using Google Translate. 
• Calculate TWSS rating for each word pair in TWS-51. 
• The lexical database was pre-populated by collecting data from Google following 
STEP1-2 in Chapter 5 for all word pairs in TWS-51. 
• Calculate the LCSS rating for each word pair in TWS-51 by applying the value of 
Alpha parameter as 0.2. 
• Calculate the nTWSS by using Equation 6.1. 
• Calculate the correlation coefficients (r) between Human rating and nTWSS. 
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The Pearson Product-Moment correlation coefficients (r) between Thai human rating and 
nTWSS measure is shown in Section 6.4.3. 
6.4.2 Results 
Table 6.3 shows the semantic similarity ratings for the nTWSS. Column WP present the 
number of the word pairs of TWS-65. Column Human displays the human rating for the 
Thai word pairs. Column TWSS shows the TWSS rating for the Thai word pairs described 
in Section 3.2. Column LCSS shows the LCSS rating for the Thai word pairs described in 
Section 5.2. Column nTWSS shows the nTWSS rating, half from TWSS half from the 
LCSS rating, described in Section 6.2. All of the measures have been scaled in the range 0 
to 1 to aid comparison. 
Table 6.3: nTWSS Semantic Similarity Rating 
WP Human TWSS LCSS nTWSS 
1 0.014 0.144 0.218 0.181 
2 0.017 0.216 0.000 0.108 
3 0.024 0.176 0.000 0.088 
4 0.028 0.144 0.000 0.072 
5 0.031 0.044 0.213 0.128 
6 0.034 0.014 0.207 0.110 
7 0.044 0.097 0.000 0.048 
8 0.056 0.044 0.202 0.123 
9 0.061 0.132 0.104 0.118 
10 0.069 0.144 0.207 0.175 
11 0.069 0.157 0.211 0.184 
12 0.073 0.079 0.000 0.040 
14 0.080 0.097 0.318 0.207 
15 0.086 0.053 0.333 0.193 
16 0.104 0.128 0.397 0.262 
17 0.105 0.145 0.203 0.174 
18 0.110 0.108 0.360 0.234 
19 0.133 0.108 0.494 0.301 
20 0.135 0.197 0.209 0.203 
21 0.139 0.445 0.399 0.422 
22 0.163 0.360 0.201 0.280 
23 0.246 0.105 0.566 0.335 
24 0.261 0.360 0.221 0.291 
25 0.271 0.365 0.221 0.293 
26 0.274 0.448 0.000 0.224 
27 0.290 0.544 0.202 0.373 
28 0.294 0.520 0.319 0.419 
29 0.316 0.244 0.567 0.406 
30 0.321 0.548 0.223 0.386 
31 0.334 0.445 0.678 0.562 
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32 0.353 0.244 0.202 0.223 
33 0.388 0.216 0.201 0.208 
34 0.406 0.244 0.561 0.403 
35 0.430 0.365 0.204 0.284 
36 0.481 0.263 0.202 0.233 
38 0.538 0.097 0.564 0.330 
39 0.553 0.547 0.364 0.455 
40 0.564 0.322 0.568 0.445 
41 0.591 0.144 0.558 0.351 
42 0.603 0.668 0.698 0.683 
43 0.669 0.128 0.697 0.413 
44 0.686 0.445 0.394 0.420 
45 0.726 0.586 0.396 0.491 
46 0.754 0.818 0.521 0.669 
49 0.763 0.664 0.202 0.433 
55 0.799 0.670 0.401 0.536 
60 0.853 0.716 0.568 0.642 
61 0.894 0.298 0.802 0.550 
63 0.923 0.669 0.701 0.685 
64 0.946 0.668 0.876 0.772 
65 0.981 1.000 0.975 0.988 
 
6.4.3 Discussion 
The experimental results in Section 6.4.2 suggest that the nTWSS measure and semantic 
similarity of human rating provides good results. As can be seen in Figure 6.2, most of the 
data points are near the linear line (dotted line). The Pearson Product-Moment correlations 
obtained from these results are:  
• Pearson’s r = 0.867 (P-Value = 0.000). 
 
Figure 6.2: The Correlation between TWS-51 and nTWSS 
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Table 6.4 illustrates the agreement of three measures with human ratings by calculating the 
correlation coefficients (r) between the human ratings and the machine ratings over the 
testing dataset. Also, human performance using the leave-one-out resampling technique to 
find the correlation coefficient between each participant and the rest of the group is shown 
in this table. 
Table 6.4: The Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients (r) 
 Correlation r P-Value 
Thai human similarity rating and TWSS 
Thai human similarity rating and LCSS 







Average Thai native speaker and the least of the group 0.865 - 
Worst Thai native speaker participant and the least of the group 






The nTWSS measure performed better than TWSS and LCSS alone, with a difference of 
0.115 between the TWSS and nTWSS correlation coefficients and a difference of 0.144 
between the LCSS and nTWSS correlation coefficients. 
The paired sample t-test was used to find whether or not Human ratings and nTWSS 
ratings over the dataset is statistically significantly different (α=0.05) from the hypotheses: 
• H0: There is no statistically significant difference between Human ratings and 
nTWSS ratings. 
• H1: There is a statistically significant difference between Human ratings and 
nTWSS ratings. 
The result is: 
• t = 0.819, df = 50 (P-Value > 0.05). 
From this result, it fails to reject the null hypothesis, meaning that there is no evidence to 
support the position that the ratings produced by nTWSS are not statistically significantly 
different from the Human ratings. 
Applying Steiger’s z-test (Steiger, 1980) to find whether or not TWSS and nTWSS are 
statistically significantly different (α=0.05), the hypotheses are: 
• H0: There is no statistically significant difference between two measures. 
• H1: There is a statistically significant difference between two measures. 
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To calculate Steiger’s z-test between two measures requires the construction of a 
correlation triangle. In this case, we considered comparing the correlation between TWSS 
and the TWS-51 human rating with the correlation between nTWSS and the TWS-51 
human rating. The specific triangle for this calculation is formed according to Figure 6.3. 
 
Figure 6.3: Specific Correlation Triangles for TWSS vs nTWSS 
From Table 5.4: 
r1 rxy TWSS vs Average human    0.752 
r2 rzy nTWSS vs Average human    0.863 
n = 51 
Calculate correlation: 
r3 rxz TWSS vs nTWSS     0.849 
Applying the test gives the following result: 
• z = 2.736, df = 48 (P-Value < 0.01). 
From its result, the null hypothesis is rejected, meaning TWSS and nTWSS are statistically 
significantly different. This means nTWSS (r = 0.867) performs significantly better than 
TWSS (r = 0.752) with the TWS-51 dataset.  
Moreover, nTWSS performs close to the best performance of the humans and the rest of 
the group (r = 0.928) with a difference of 0.061 between the two correlation coefficients, 
which supports the view that this is an effective algorithm and it should be useful to any 





This chapter described how the nTWSS measure works by combining the best features of 
TWSS and LCSS; showed the experiments conducted to evaluate nTWSS; and discussed 
the experimental results. The nTWSS showed a positive result with the correlation 
coefficients (r = 0.867). Moreover, the subsequent procedure of this research is to create a 
Thai short text semantic similarity measure that uses nTWSS to calculate the rating 
between two target words. To do this, the preliminary stage is to obtain a sentence 



















In Chapter 6, the word measure (nTWSS) gave a promising result (r = 0.867). However, 
the overall aim of this research is to propose a sentence similarity measure suitable for 
Thai Conversational Agents which utilizes nTWSS. To do this, a Thai sentence benchmark 
dataset is needed for the evaluation. The aim of this chapter is to create the first sentence 
semantic similarity dataset (TSS-65) based on the Thai language. As there is no prior Thai 
sentence semantic similarity dataset, a methodology is required to create one. This will be 
the first of its kind and will contribute substantially to future research on the Thai 
language. The proposed methodology adapts procedures previously shown to be effective 
in other languages for the Thai language. Hence, this research will create a Thai sentence 
semantic similarity dataset adapting the methodology used to create the STSS-65 dataset 
(O'Shea et al., 2008; O'Shea et al., 2010) and Thai culture will be taken into account during 
its creation. This Thai sentence semantic similarity benchmark dataset (TSS-65) will 
contain 65 sentence pairs with human ratings. TSS-65 consists of pairs corresponding to 
TWS-65 (i.e. each sentence pair from TSS-65 is created from a word pair in TWS-65). The 
creation of TSS-65 is explained step-by-step as follows: 
• The Methodology for creating TSS-65 
• The Application of the methodology to rating TSS-65 
• Evaluation of TWS-65 with TSS-65. 
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 7.2 describes the methodology for 
creating TSS-65; Section 7.3 describes the methodology to produce TSS-65; Section 7.4 
discusses TSS-65; and Section 7.5 is the conclusion. 
 
7.2 Creation of the TSS-65 Dataset 
The aim of this section is to describe the methodology for finding a set of Thai sentence 
pairs for TSS-65 which follows the procedure from the STSS-65 dataset (O'Shea et al., 
2008, 2010). The reason the STSS-65 procedure was chosen is that, according to O’Shea et 
al. (2008), STSS-65 is specifically created to evaluate STSS measures. The STSS-65 
dataset is adopted by a number English STSS researchers to evaluate or compare their 
algorithms. This methodology was used to create a Gold Standard STSS-65 dataset 
(O'Shea et al., 2010) utilizing word pairs from the R&G dataset (Rubenstein and 
Goodenough, 1965). The sentence pairs in the TSS-65 dataset will correspond to the word 
pairs TWS-65 from Chapter 4 which is the dataset based on the Thai language. TWS-65 
contains 48 nouns arranged in various combinations to make up the 65 word pairs. The 
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TSS-65 dataset is built from TWS-65, by adopting the single Royal Institute dictionary 
definition (Thai Royal Institute, 2011) of the 65 word pairs plus 4 more definitions 
generated by 4 native Thai speakers as the materials. The Royal Institute dictionary was 
chosen over other dictionaries to provide the definitions because this is the official 
dictionary for the Thai language. Also, it is used to teach students at primary and high 
school (Thai Royal Institute, 2011). In addition, for each noun, four native Thai speakers 
were asked to provide a sentence that contains that noun to represent the definition. The 
four definitions from native Thai speakers serve as a substitute in the case that the 
definition from the dictionary is too complicated or not commonly used. An experiment 
was conducted to find the most suitable definition for each noun in TWS-65. TSS-65 will 
be presented in Section 7.3.4. 
 
7.2.1 Experiment to Find the Most Suitable Definition for Each Noun 
in TWS-65 
Following O’Shea et al. (2006), the aim of this experiment is to find the most suitable 
definition for each noun in TWS-65, which will be used to create TSS-65. 
 
7.2.1.1 Participants 
The definition for each noun in TWS-65 was chosen by 20 native Thai speakers to create 
TSS-65. The participants have 12 Art/Humanities and 8 Science/Engineering backgrounds. 
They consisted of 8 undergraduates and 12 postgraduates studying at 6 different Thai 
universities. The average age of the participants was 26, with 8 males and 12 females. 
 
7.2.1.2 Materials 
There are 48 nouns in TWS-65. There are five possible definitions for each noun by 
adopting from one definition from the Thai-Thai dictionary (The Royal Institute, 2011) and 
four more definitions by native Thai speakers.  
The data collection instrument was a questionnaire in which each noun in TWS-65 was 
printed with five definitions for selection in a standard Thai font (see Appendix 3.2) and a 
small amount of personal data (Name, Confirmation of being a native Thai speaker, Age, 
Gender, and Academic background) to ensure a representative sample of the Thai 
population. Examples of experimental materials used are: 
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• Appendix 1.5 The Person Data Collection Sheet 
• Appendix 3.1 The Instruction Sheet 
• Appendix 3.2 Sample Question Sheet. 
7.2.1.3 Procedure 
The participants were asked to perform the following procedure:  
1. Please read through all definitions for each noun. 
2. Please select the definition that you feel is the best definition to represent that noun. 
You can only select one definition for each noun. 
The definitions were shuffled into a random order when presented to the participants. 
7.2.1.4 Results 
Tables 7.1-7.48 show definitions of each noun and number of participants choosing that 
definition. Column Definition shows the five definitions. Column Noun shows the original 
word from TWS-65 and five definitions. Column Number shows number of participants 
choosing the definition.   
Table 7.1: Noun ลายมอืชื>อ (Autograph) 
Definition Noun ลายมอืชื>อ Number 
1 ลายมอืชื%อคอืสญัลักษณ์แทนเจา้ตัว 12 
 
An autograph symbolizes the person.  
2 ลายมอืชื%อคอืลายลักษณ์อกัษรเพื%อแทนตน 4 
 
An autograph is handwriting representing the person.  
3 ลายมอืชื%อคอืชื%อที%ถกูเขยีนเพื%อเป็นสญัลักษณ์แทนผูเ้ขยีน 3 
 
An autograph is a name written to represent the writer.  
4 ลายมอืชื%อคอืชื%อของบคุคลซึ%งเขยีนลงไวเ้พื%อรับรองวา่ตนเป็นผูทํ้าหนังสอื 1 
 
An autograph is a name of individual written in order to verify their 
authenticity of the document. 
 
5 ลายมอืชื%อคอือกัษรชื%อที%เขยีนดว้ยลายมอืชื%อของผูทํ้าธรุกรรม 0 
 




Table 7.2: Noun ลายเซ็น (Signature) 
Definition Noun ลายเซ็น Number 
1 ลายเซน็คอืสญัลักษณ์แทนเจา้ตวั 12 
 
A signature symbolizes the person.  
2 ลายเซน็คอืสญัลักษณ์ที%ถกูเขยีนเพื%อรับรองผูเ้ขยีน 4 
 
A signature is a symbol written to verify the writer.  
3 ลายเซน็คอืสญัลักษณ์แทนลายมอืชื%อ 3 
 
A signature symbolizes an autograph.  
4 ลายเซน็คอืลายมอืชื%อที%เขยีนหวดั 1 
 
A signature is a scribbled autograph.  
5 ลายเซน็คอืลายมอืชื%อ 0 
 




Table 7.3: Noun เด็กผูช้าย (Boy) 
Definition Noun เด็กผูช้าย Number 
1 เด็กผูช้ายคอืมนุษยว์ัยเยาวเ์พศผู ้ 6 
 
A boy is a young male human. 
2 เด็กผูช้ายคอืมนุษยเ์พศผูท้ี%อยูร่ะหวา่งการเกดิและวัยแรกรุน่ 4 
 




A boy is a male individual aged over 7 years but not exceeding 15 years 
old. 
4 เด็กผูช้ายคอืมนุษยเ์พศผูก้อ่นวัยเจรญิพันธุ ์ 3 
 
A boy is a male before the reproductive age. 
5 เด็กผูช้ายคอืผูช้ายที%มอีายไุมถ่งึ ๑๕ ปีบรบิรูณ์ 3 
 
A boy is a male aged not over 15 years old. 
 
 
Table 7.4: Noun เด็กหนุม่ (Lad) 
Definition Noun เด็กหนุม่ Number 
1 เด็กหนุ่มคอืผูช้ายอายนุอ้ย 10 
 
A lad is a young man. 
2 เด็กหนุ่มคอืวัยรุน่ชาย 8 
 
A lad is a male teenager. 
3 เด็กหนุ่มคอืชายที%มอีายพุน้วยัเด็ก 1 
 
A lad is a male whose age is over childhood. 
4 เด็กหนุ่มคอืชายที%ยงัดไูมแ่กต่ามวัย 1 
 
A lad is a man whose look is not as old as his age. 
5 เด็กหนุ่มคอืชายที%มอีายตุั 6งแต ่๑๕-๓๐ ปี 0 
 
A lad is a man aged between 15-30 years old. 
 
 
Table 7.5: Noun ฝั>งทะเล (shore) 
Definition Noun ฝั>งทะเล Number 
1 ฝั%งทะเลคอืชายฝั%งที%ตดิทะเล 5 
 
A shore is a coast close to the sea. 
2 ฝั%งทะเลคอืที%ดนิตดิรมิทะเล 4 
 
A shore is land close to the sea 
3 ฝั%งทะเลคอืหาดทะเล 4 
 
A shore is a beach. 
4 ฝั%งทะเลคอืบรเิวณบกที%ประชดิกบัทะเล 4 
 
A shore is an area close to the sea. 
5 ฝั%งทะเลคอืรมิหาดทะเล 3 
 






Table 7.6: Noun ชายฝั>ง (coast) 
Definition Noun ชายฝั>ง Number 
1 ชายฝั%งคอืชายทะเล 6 
 
A coast is a beach. 
2 ชายฝั%งคอืแนวแผน่ดนิจากทะเลเป็นตน้ไปบนบก 5 
 
A coast is a land line from the sea onwards. 
3 ชายฝั%งคอืฝั%งบนบกในแนวทะเล 3 
 
A coast is an area on the land alongside the sea line. 
4 ชายฝั%งคอืแถบแผน่ดนินับจากแนวชายทะเลขึ6นไปบนบกจน 3 
 
A coast is a land line from the sea line to the land. 
5 ชายฝั%งคอืแนวชายทะเลขึ6นไปบนบกจนถงึบรเิวณ 3 
 
A coast is a sea line up to the land. 
 
 
Table 7.7: Noun ป่าชา้ (Cemetery) 
Definition Noun ป่าชา้ Number 
1 ป่าชา้คอืสถานที%ฝังศพ 15 
 
A cemetery is a place to bury corpses. 
2 ป่าชา้คอืสถานที%รวบรวมหลมุศพ 3 
 
A cemetery is a place that gathers corpses. 
3 ป่าชา้คอืสถานที%จัดเตรยีมไวเ้พื%อทําพธิกีรรมหลังความตาย 1 
 
A cemetery is a place organized for the after death ritual. 
4 ป่าชา้คอืสถานที%รวบรวมศพผูต้าย 1 
 
A cemetery is the place that gathers dead people. 
5 ป่าชา้คอืป่าหรอืที%ซ ึ%งจัดไวเ้ป็นที%ฝังหรอืเผาศพ 0 
 
A cemetery is a forest or a place used for burying or burning corpses. 
 
 
Table 7.8: Noun สสุาน (graveyard) 
Definition Noun สสุาน Number 
1 สสุานคอืสถานที%เก็บศพ 14 
 
A graveyard is a place to store corpses. 
2 สสุานคอืที%ฝังหรอืเผาศพ 4 
 
A graveyard is place for burying or burning corpses. 
3 สสุานคอืที%ฝังศพผูต้าย 2 
 
A graveyard is a place for burying corpses. 
4 สสุานคอืสถานที%ทําลายศพผูต้าย 0 
 
A graveyard is a place to destroy corpses. 
5 สสุานคอืหลมุศพ 0 
 






Table 7.9: Noun การเดนิทาง (Journey) 
Definition Noun การเดนิทาง Number 
1 การเดนิทางคอืการเคลื%อนยา้ยจากสถานที%หนึ%งไปยงัที%หนึ%ง 11 
 
A journey is to travel from one place to another. 
2 การเดนิทางคอืการสญัจร 5 
 
A journey is to travel. 
3 การเดนิทางคอืการยา้ยตําแหน่งของสงิมชีวีติ 2 
 
A journey is a movement of a living thing. 
4 การเดนิทางคอืการไปที%โน่นที%นี%เรื%อยไป 1 
 
A journey is to travel around. 
5 การเดนิทางคอืการเคลื%อนที%เพื%อจดุประสงคใ์ดจดุประสงคห์นึ%ง 1 
 
A journey is a movement for a specific purpose. 
 
 
Table 7.10: Noun การทอ่งเที>ยว (Travelling) 
Definition Noun การทอ่งเที>ยว Number 
1 การทอ่งเที%ยวคอืการเดนิทางในชว่งขณะหนึ%งเพื%อพักผอ่น 8 
 
Travelling is to travel at a certain time for leisure. 
2 การทอ่งเที%ยวคอืการเดนิทางเผื%อผอ่นคลาย 6 
 
Travelling is a journey for leisure. 
3 การทอ่งเที%ยวคอืการเตร็ดเตรไ่ปเพื%อหาความสนุกเพลดิเพลนิตามที%ตา่งๆ 4 
 
Travelling is to wander around for leisure and entertainment in places. 
4 การทอ่งเที%ยวคอืการทัศนาจร 1 
 
Travelling is an excursion. 
5 การทอ่งเที%ยวคอืการเปลี%ยนตําแหน่งชั%วคราวเพื%อการผักผอ่น 1 
 
Travelling is a temporary movement for leisure. 
 
 
Table 7.11: Noun ทาส (Slave) 
Definition Noun ทาส Number 
1 ทาสคอืขา้รับใช ้ 14 
 
A slave is a thrall. 
2 ทาสคอืขี6ขา้หรอืบรวิาร 4 
 
A slave is a thrall or servant. 
3 ทาสคอืผูไ้มม่อีสิระในตัว 2 
 
A slave is a person with no freedom. 
4 ทาสคอืผูท้ี%อทุศิตนแกส่ิ%งที%เลื%อมใสศรัทธา 2 
 
A slave is a person who devotes himself to what he has faith in. 
5 ทาสคอืผูท้ี%ยอมตนใหต้กอยูใ่นอํานาจสิ%งใดสิ%งหนึ%ง 0 
 






Table 7.12: Noun ขา้รบัใช ้(Serf) 
Definition Noun ขา้รบัใช ้ Number 
1 ขา้รับใชค้อืผูรั้บใช ้ 8 
 
A serf is a servant. 
2 ขา้รับใชค้อืคนใชข้องเจา้นาย 8 
 
A servant is a serf of the master. 
3 ขา้รับใชค้อืผูด้แูล 4 
 
A servant is a care-taker. 
4 ขา้รับใชค้อืผูแ้วดลอ้มหรอืผูต้ดิตาม 0 
 
A serf is an entourage. 
5 ขา้รับใชค้อืผูไ้มม่อีสิระในตวั 0 
 
A servant is a person with no freedom. 
 
 
Table 7.13: Noun อปุกรณ์ (Equipment) 
Definition Noun อปุกรณ์ Number 
1 อปุกรณ์คอืเครื%องมอือํานวยความสะดวก 8 
 
Equipment is facilities. 
2 อปุกรณ์คอืสิ%งของสําหรับใชใ้นการงาน 7 
 
Equipment is tools used for work. 
3 อปุกรณ์คอืวตัถทุี%นํามาใชง้าน 2 
 
Equipment is an object used for work. 
4 อปุกรณ์คอืเครื%องชว่ยหรอืเครื%องประกอบ 2 
 
Equipment is a helping tool. 
5 อปุกรณ์คอืเครอืงใชต้า่งๆ 1 
 
Equipment is tools. 
 
 
Table 7.14: Noun เครื>องมอื (Tool) 
Definition Noun เครื>องมอื Number 
1 เครื%องมอืคอืสิ%งทีSใชเ้พื%อทนุแรง 7 
 
Tools are used for labour-saving devices. 
2 เครื%องมอืคอืสิ%งของอํานวยความสะดวก 7 
 
Tools are facilities. 
3 เครื%องมอืคอือปุกรณ์เพื%อชว่ยเหลอืหรอืชว่ยเสรมิ 3 
 
Tools are helping equipment. 
4 เครื%องมอืคอือปุกรณ์หรอืบคุคลที%ถกูใช ้ 3 
 
Tools are equipment or people being used. 
5 เครื%องมอืคอืสิ%งของสําหรับใชใ้นการงาน 0 
 






Table 7.15: Noun เที>ยงวนั (Midday) 
Definition Noun เที>ยงวนั Number 
1 เที%ยงวันคอืเวลาสบิสองนาฬกิา 6 
 
Midday is the time at noon. 
2 เที%ยงวันคอืเวลาเที%ยงตรง 5 
 
Midday is at noon. 
3 เที%ยงวันคอืจดุตรงกลางระหวา่งวัน 4 
 
Midday is the middle point of the day. 
4 เที%ยงวันคอืจดุหนึ%งของเวลากลางวัน 3 
 
Midday is a point during the daytime. 
5 เที%ยงวันคอืเวลาในกลางวัน 2 
 
Midday is the time during the day. 
 
 
Table 7.16: Noun กลางวนั (Noon) 
Definition Noun กลางวนั Number 
1 กลางวันคอืระยะเวลาราว ๆ เที%ยงวัน 16 
 
Noon is the time around twelve o’clock. 
2 กลางวันคอืเวลารุง่สางถงึโพลเ้พล ้ 2 
 
Noon is dawn to the sunset. 
3 กลางวันคอืเวลาที%พระอาทติยข์ี6น 1 
 
Noon is the time when the sun rises. 
4 กลางวันคอืระยะเวลาตั 6งแตยํ่%ารุง่ถงึยํ%าคํ%า 1 
 
Noon is the duration from dawn to late evening. 
5 กลางวันคอืสว่นของวันตั 6งแตรุ่ง่ถงึคํ%า 0 
 
Noon is part of the day from dawn to early night. 
 
 
Table 7.17: Noun อญัมณี (Gem) 
Definition Noun อญัมณี Number 
1 อญัมณีคอืแรธ่รรมชาตทิี%มมีลูคา่ 7 
 
Gem is a natural mineral of value. 
2 อญัมณีคอืรัตนชาตทิี%เจยีระไนแลว้ 4 
 
Gem is the precious jewels. 
3 อญัมณีคอืแกว้มณีอื%นๆนอกจากเพชรพลอย 4 
 
Gem is other precious stone other than jewels. 
4 อญัมณีคอืเพชรนลิจนิดา 3 
 
Gem is jewellery. 
5 อญัมณีคอืมวลของแข็งที%ประกอบไปดว้ยแรช่นดิเดยีวกนั 2 
 






Table 7.18: Noun เพชรพลอย (Jewel) 
Definition Noun เพชรพลอย Number 
1 เพชรพลอยคอืเครื%องประดบัที%มมีลูคา่ 7 
 
Jewel is accessories of value. 
2 เพชรพลอยคอืชื%อแกว้ที%แข็งมนํี6าแวววาว 7 
 
Jewel is a sparkling precious stone. 
3 เพชรพลอยคอืเครื%องเพชรพลอย 4 
 
Jewel is precious stone 
4 เพชรพลอยคอืเครื%องประดบัมมีลูคา่ 2 
 
Jewel is accessories of value. 
5 เพชรพลอยคอือญัมณี 0 
 
Jewel is gem. 
 
 
Table 7.19: Noun เนนิเขา (Hill) 
Definition Noun เนนิเขา Number 
1 เนนิเขาคอืลักษณะภมูปิระเทศสงูขึ6นไปเล็กนอ้ย 6 
 
Hill is a little high-up terrain. 
2 เนนิเขาคอืโคกขนาดใหญท่ี%คอ่ยลาดสงูขึ6นจากระดับเดมิ 6 
 
Hill is a high-up slope. 
3 เนนิเขาคอืพนืที%ลาดสงูขึ6นจากระดับเดมิ 4 
 
Hill is a high-up place from the same level. 
4 เนนิเขาคอืที%สงูหรอืที%ดอน 2 
 
Hill is the high place. 
5 เนนิเขาคอืพื6นที%ที%มรีะดบัสงูขึ6นจากบรเิวณรอบๆแตไ่มส่งูมากเทา่ภเูขา 2 
 
Hill is the area high up from other places but not as high as a mountain. 
 
 
Table 7.20: Noun ภเูขา (Mountain) 
Definition Noun ภเูขา Number 
1 ภเูขาคอืลักษณะภมูปิระเทศสงูขึ6นไปมาก 11 
 
Mountain is very high-up terrain. 
2 ภเูขาคอืเนนิหนิที%สงูขึ6นเป็นจอมใหญ ่ 3 
 
Mountain is a pile of rocks. 
3 ภเูขาคอืเขาขนาดใหญห่รอืสงู 3 
 
Mountain is a big or high hill. 
4 ภเูขาคอืพื6นที%สงูชนั 2 
 
Mountain is the steep area. 
5 ภเูขาคอืพื6นที%ที%มรีะดับสงูขึ6นจากบรเิวณรอบๆ ตั 6งแต ่๖๐๐ เมตรขึ6นไป 1 
 






Table 7.21: Noun ป่าไม ้(Forest) 
Definition Noun ป่าไม ้ Number 
1 ป่าไมค้อือาณาเขตซึ%งอดุมไปดว้ยตน้ไม ้ 9 
 
Forest is an area of abundant trees. 
2 ป่าไมค้อืดนิแดนที%เต็มไปดว้ยพรรณตน้ไม ้ 6 
 
Forest is land full of plants. 
3 ป่าไมค้อืที%ที%มตีน้ไมต้า่งๆ ขึ6นมา 2 
 
Forest is a place with many plants. 
4 ป่าไมค้อืที%ดนิที%ยงัมไิดม้บีคุคลไดม้าตามประมวลกฎหมายที%ดนิ 2 
 
Forest is land which has not been acquired by anyone according to the 
law. 
5 ป่าไมค้อืที%ดนิที%ไมม่บีคุคลใดบคุคลหนึ%งครอบครอง 1 
 
Forest is land with no owner. 
 
 
Table 7.22: Noun พงไพร (Woods) 
Definition Noun พงไพร Number 
1 พงไพรคอืป่าไมช่นดินงึ 6 
 
Woods are one kind of forest. 
2 พงไพรคอืคงหญา้หรอืดงไมท้ี%รวมกนัเป็นผนืป่า 5 
 
Woods are bushes formed into a forest. 
3 พงไพรคอืพื%นที%ป่า 4 
 
Woods are forest areas. 
4 พงไพรคอืพื%นที%ที%อดุมไปดว้ยพรรณไม ้ 4 
 
Woods are the areas of abundant plants. 
5 พงไพรคอืป่ารกชฏั 1 
 
Woods are overgrown forests. 
 
 
Table 7.23: Noun ยานพาหนะ (Vehicle) 
Definition Noun ยานพาหนะ Number 
1 ยานพาหนะคอืเครื%องจักรใชใ้นการเดนิทาง 9 
 
A vehicle is a machine used for transportation. 
2 ยานพาหนะคอืสตัวสํ์าหรับขี%บรรทกุหรอืลากเข็น 7 
 
A vehicle is animals for riding and carrying. 
3 ยานพาหนะคอืเครื%องขบัขี% 3 
 
A vehicle is a riding machine. 
4 ยานพาหนะคอืเครื%องนําไป 1 
 
A vehicle is the guiding machine. 
5 ยานพาหนะคอืเครื%องขบัขี%มรีถและเรอืเป็นตน้ 0 
 






Table 7.24: Noun รถยนต ์(Car) 
Definition Noun รถยนต ์ Number 
1 รถยนตค์อืยานพาหนะสี%ลอ้ 17 
 
A car is a four-wheeled vehicle. 
2 รถยนตค์อืพาหนะชนดิหนึ%ง 1 
 
A car is a vehicle. 
3 รถยนตท์ี%มลีอ้ตั 6งแต3่ ลอ้และเดนิดว้ยกําลังเครื%องยนต ์ 1 
 
A car with more than 3 wheels and driven by a motor. 
4 รถยนตค์อืยานพาหนะที%ขบัเคลื%อนดว้ยเครื%องยนต ์ 1 
 
A car is a vehicle driven by a motor. 
5 รถยนตค์อืยานพาหนะทกุชนดิที%ใชใ้นการขนสง่ทางบก 0 
 
A car is all kinds of vehicle used in land transportation. 
 
 
Table 7.25: Noun อาหาร (Food) 
Definition Noun อาหาร Number 
1 อาหารคอืสิ%งที%ส ิ%งมชีวีติรับประทาน 8 
 
Food is what living creatures eat. 
2 อาหารคอืเครื%องหลอ่เลี6ยงชวีติ 6 
 
Food is what makes people survive. 
3 อาหารคอืสสารใด ๆซึ%งบรโิภคเพื%อเสรมิโภชนาการใหแ้กร่า่งกาย 5 
 
Food is any substances consumed for nutrients. 
4 อาหารคอืของกนิ 1 
 
Food is edible things. 
5 อาหารคอืเครื%องคํ6าจนุชวีติ 0 
 
Food is what makes people live. 
 
 
Table 7.26:  Noun ผลไม ้(Fruit) 
Definition Noun ผลไม ้ Number 
1 ผลไมค้อือาหารที%ไดจ้ากตน้ไม ้ 6 
 
Fruit is food derived from a tree. 
2 ผลไมค้อืลกูไม ้ 4 
 
Fruit is fruit. 
3 ผลไมค้อืลกูหรอืผลของตน้ไม ้ 4 
 
Fruit is fruit from tree. 
4 ผลไมค้อืผลผลติจากพชิเพื%อการขยายพันธุ ์ 4 
 
Fruit is a product of a plant for reproduction. 
5 ผลไมค้อืผลที%เกดิจากการขยายพันธุข์องตน้ไม ้ 2 
 






Table 7.27: Noun แกว้ (Glass) 
Definition Noun แกว้ Number 
1 แกว้คอืภาชนะบรรจขุองเหลว 14 
 
A glass is a container containing liquid. 
2 แกว้คอืภาชนะที%ทําดว้ยแกว้สําหรับใสนํ่6ากนิ 3 
 
Glass is a container for water, made of glass. 
3 แกว้คอืวสัดแุข็งที%มรีปูลักษณะอยูต่ัวและเป็นเนื6อเดยีว 2 
 
Glass is a solid material. 
4 แกว้คอืหนิแข็งใสแลลอดเขา้ไปขา้งในได ้ 1 
 
Glass is a transparent stone. 
5 แกว้คอืของที%ไดจ้ากการใชท้รายขาว 0 
 
Glass derives from white sand. 
 
 
Table 7.28: Noun ถว้ย (Bowl) 
Definition Noun ถว้ย Number 
1 ถว้ยคอืภาชนะทรงโคง้หงายใชเ้พื%อบรรจขุองเหลว 7 
 
A bowl is a rounded container containing liquid. 
2 ถว้ยคอืภาชนะกน้ลกึมรีปูตา่งๆ สําหรับใสนํ่6าหรอืของบรโิภค 5 
 
A bowl is container for water or anything for consumption. 
3 ถว้ยคอือปุกรณ์กน้ลกึบรรจขุองตา่งๆ 3 
 
A bowl is an equipment containing object. 
4 ถว้ยคอืชามขนาดเล็กมรีปูตา่งๆ 3 
 
A bowl is a small bowl with different shapes. 
5 ถว้ยคอืลกัษณนามเรยีกถว้ยที%มสี ิ%งของบรรจ ุ 2 
 
A bowl is a classifier used to call a bowl with something in it. 
 
 
Table 7.29: Noun นกับวช (Priest) 
Definition Noun นกับวช Number 
1 นักบวชคอืผูถ้อืศลีทางศาสนาครสิต ์ 16 
 
A priest is a person observing the precepts in Christianity. 
2 นักบวชคอืผูส้บืทอดศาสนา 3 
 
A priest is a person pertaining to religion. 
3 นักบวชคอืบรรพชติ 1 
 
A priest is a priest. 
4 นักบวชคอืผูท้รงศลี 0 
 
A priest is a person observing the precepts. 
5 นักบวชคอืผูถ้อืบวช 0 
 






Table 7.30: Noun พระ (Monk) 
Definition Noun พระ Number 
1 พระคอืผูถ้อืศลีอาศัยอยูใ่นวดั 7 
 
A monk is a person living in a temple. 
2 พระคอืนักบวชในศาสนา 6 
 
A monk is a priest in relations. 
3 พระคอืพระสงฆ ์ 3 
 
A monk is a monk. 
4 พระคอืพระพทุธรปู 2 
 
A monk is a statue of Buddha. 
5 พระคอืคําใชแ้ทนชื%อเรยีกภกิษุสงฆ ์ 2 
 
A monk is a word used to represent monk. 
 
 
Table 7.31: Noun นกัมายากล (Magician) 
Definition Noun นกัมายากล Number 
1 นักมายากลแสดงราวกบัใชเ้วทมนต ์ 6 
 
A magician performs as if using magic. 
2 นักมายากลคอืนักเลน่กล 5 
 
A magician is a magician. 
3 นักมายากลคอืนักแสดงกล 5 
 
A magician performs magic. 
4 นักมายากลคอืผูม้คีวามสามารถพเิศษ 3 
 
A magician is a person with special abilities. 
5 นักมายากลคอืผูแ้สดงที%ลวงตาใหเ้ห็นเป็นจรงิ 1 
 
A magician is a person performing as if it is real. 
 
 
Table 7.32: Noun พอ่มด (Wizard) 
Definition Noun พอ่มด Number 
1 พอ่มดคอืผูใ้ชเ้วทมนตเ์พศผู ้ 7 
 
A wizard is male person using magic. 
2 พอ่มดคอืผูว้เิศษ 4 
 
A wizard is a magic person. 
3 พอ่มดคอืผูใ้ชค้าถาอาคม 4 
 
A wizard is a person using magic. 
4 พอ่มดคอืผูใ้ชอํ้านาจเหนอืธรรมชาต ิ 3 
 
A wizard is a person using super power. 
5 พอ่มดคอืชายที%ใชอํ้านาจทําอะไรไดผ้ดิธรรมดา 2 
 






Table 7.33: Noun ผา้ฝ้าย (Muslin) 
Definition Noun ผา้ฝ้าย Number 
1 ผา้ฝ้ายคอืผา้ที%ผลติมาจากดอกฝ้าย 8 
 
Muslin is a cloth produced from cotton. 
2 ผา้ฝ้ายคอืสิ%งทอจากดอกฝ้าย 4 
 
Muslin is a cloth produced from cotton. 
3 ผา้ฝ้ายคอืเครื%องนุ่งหม่ทําดว้ยดอกฝ้าย 3 
 
Muslin is clothes made of cotton. 
4 ผา้ฝ้ายคอืสิ%งที%ทําดว้ยเยื%อใยโดยวธิทีอหรอือดัดอกฝ้าย 3 
 
Muslin is made of the tissue of cotton. 
5 ผา้ฝ้ายคอืผลติภณัฑช์นดิหนงึจากดอกฝ้าย 2 
 
Muslin is a product made of cotton. 
 
 
Table 7.34: Noun ผา้ไหม (Silk) 
Definition Noun ผา้ไหม Number 
1 ผา้ไหมคอืผา้ที%ผลติมาจากเสน้ใยจากตวัไหม 8 
 
Silk is a cloth produced from silkworm fibres. 
2 ผา้ไหมคอืสิ%งทอจากใยจากตัวไหม 5 
 
Silk is clothes from silkworm fibres. 
3 ผา้ไหมคอืเครื%องนุ่งหม่ทําดว้ยใยจากตวัไหม 3 
 
Silk is clothes from silkworm. 
4 ผา้ไหมคอืสิ%งที%ทําดว้ยเยื%อใยโดยวธิทีอหรอือดัใยจากตวัไหม 2 
 
Silk is made of tissue from silkworm fibres. 
5 ผา้ไหมคอืผลติภณัฑช์นดิหนงึจากใยจากตัวไหม 2 
 
Silk is a product produced from silkworm fibres. 
 
 
Table 7.35: Noun คร ู(Teacher) 
Definition Noun คร ู Number 
1 ครคูอืผูส้อนในโรงเรยีน 14 
 
A teacher is someone teaching at school. 
2 ครคูอืผูส้ั%งสอนศษิย ์ 4 
 
A teacher is a person teaching students. 
3 ครคูอืผูถ้า่ยทอดความรูใ้หแ้กศ่ษิย ์ 2 
 
A teacher is a person sharing knowledge with students. 
4 ครคูอืผูม้คีวามหนักแน่น 0 
 
A teacher is a steady person. 
5 ครคูอืผูค้วรแกก่ารเคารพ 0 
 






Table 7.36: Noun อาจารย ์(Lecturer) 
Definition Noun อาจารย ์ Number 
1 อาจารยค์อืผูส้อนในมหาวทิยาลัย 15 
 




A Lecturer is a word used as the title of person to show respect as an 
expert in a field. 
3 อาจารยค์อืคณุคร ู 0 
 
A Lecturer is a teacher. 
4 อาจารยค์อืนักปราชญ ์ 0 
 
A Lecturer is a philosopher. 
5 อาจารยค์อืผูส้อนวชิาและความประพฤต ิ 0 
 
A Lecturer is a person teaching subjects and behaviours. 
 
 
Table 7.37: Noun นติยสาร (Magazine) 
Definition Noun นติยสาร Number 
1 นติยสารคอืหนังสอืออกรายสปัดาหห์รอืรายเดอืน 8 
 
A magazine is a book published weekly or monthly. 
2 นติยสารคอืหนังสอืพมิพท์ี%ออกเป็นรายคาบ 6 
 
A magazine is a newspaper published in a period. 
3 นติยสารคอืงานเขยีนที%ออกเป็นรายคาบ 4 
 
A magazine is writing published in a period. 
4 นติยสารคอืรายงานหรอืบนัทกึที%ออกเป็นรายคาบ 2 
 
A magazine is a report or record published in a period. 
5 นติยสารคอืสิ%งพมิพร์ายคาบที%ออกเป็นระยะสําหรับผูอ้า่นทั%วไป 0 
 
A magazine is printed matter published in a period for general readers. 
 
 
Table 7.38: Noun หนงัสอื (Book) 
Definition Noun หนงัสอื Number 
1 หนังสอืคอืสิ%งบนัทกึตัวอกัษร 6 
 
A book is a recorder of letters. 
2 หนังสอืคอืงานเขยีน 6 
 
A book is writing. 
3 หนังสอืคอืรายงานหรอืบนัทกึ 4 
 
A book is a report or record. 
4 หนังสอืคอืสิ%งพมิพ ์ 2 
 
A book is printed matter. 
5 หนังสอืคอืสิ%งพมิพเ์ก็บความรู ้ 2 
 






Table 7.39: Noun วดั (Temple) 
Definition Noun วดั Number 
1 วัดคอืที%สถานที%พักพงิทางศาสนาพทุธ 11 
 
A temple is a place for Buddhism. 
2 วัดคอืสถานที%ทางศาสนา 3 
 
A temple is a place for religions. 
3 วัดคอืที%อยูข่องสงฆห์รอืนักบวช 3 
 
A temple is a place for monks or priests. 
4 วัดคอืสอบขนาดหรอืปรมิาณของสิ%งตา่งๆ 2 
 
A temple is to measure the size or quantity of things. 
5 วัดคอือาราม 1 
 
A temple is a temple. 
 
 
Table 7.40: Noun โบสถ ์(Church) 
Definition Noun โบสถ ์ Number 
1 โบสถค์อืสถานที%ทางศาสนาครสิต ์ 12 
 
A church is a Christian place 
2 โบสถค์อืสถานที%ที%นักบวชประชมุ 3 
 
A church is a place where priests have meetings. 
3 โบสถค์อืสถานที%ระกอบพธิกีรรมศักดิSสทิธ ิ 2 
 
A church is a place for sacred rituals. 
4 โบสถค์อืสถานที%ประกอบพธิกีรรมของศาสนาอื%นๆที%ไมใ่ชศ่าสนาพทุธ 2 
 
A church is a place for sacred rituals of other religions which are not 
Buddhism. 
5 โบสถค์อืสถานที%สําหรับนักบวชใชป้ระชมุ 1 
 
A church is a place where the priests have meetings. 
 
 
Table 7.41: Noun ลงุ (Uncle) 
Definition Noun ลงุ Number 
1 ลงุคอืพี%ชายของบดิาหรอืมารดา 7 
 
An uncle is a brother of father or mother. 
2 ลงุคอืลักษณะผูช้ายที%ทําตัวแกเ่กนิวัยทั 6งใบหนา้ การแตง่กาย ทศันคต ิ
และการวางตวั 5 
 
Uncle is a characteristic of a male who acts and looks older in terms of 
appearance, attitudes and manner. 
3 ลงุคอืคําเรยีกชายที%ไมรู่จั้กแตม่กัจะมอีายแุกก่วา่พอ่หรอืแม ่ 4 
 
Uncle is a term used to call a male stranger, usually older than parents. 
4 ลงุคอืชายที%มวีัยไลเ่ลี%ยแตแ่กก่วา่พอ่หรอืแม ่ 3 
 
Uncle is a man of similar and older age to parents. 
5 ลงุคอืสามขีองป้า 1 
 






Table 7.42: Noun ป้า (Aunt) 
Definition Noun ป้า Number 
1 ป้าคอืพี%สาวของบดิาหรอืมารดา 7 
 
An aunt is a sister of father or mother. 
2 ป้าคอืลกัษณะผูห้ญงิที%ทําตวัแกเ่กนิวัยทั 6งใบหนา้ การแตง่กาย ทัศนคต ิ
และการวางตวั 6 
 
Aunt is a characteristic of a female who acts and looks older in terms of 
appearance, attitudes and manner. 
3 ป้าคอืคําเรยีกหญงิที%ไมรู่จั้กแตม่กัจะมอีายแุกก่วา่พอ่หรอืแม ่ 3 
 
Aunt is a term used to call a female stranger, usually older than parents. 
4 ป้าคอืหญงิที%มวีัยไลเ่ลี%ยแตแ่กก่วา่พอ่หรอืแม ่ 3 
 
Aunt is a woman of similar and older age to parents. 
5 ป้าคอืภรรยาของลงุ 1 
 
Aunt is uncle's husband. 
 
 
Table 7.43: Noun สนุขั (Dog) 
Definition Noun สนุขั Number 
1 สนัุขคอืหมาใชใ้นภาษาทางการ 14 
 
A dog is a dog in official language. 
2 สนัุขคอืหมา 3 
 
A dog is a dog 
3 สนัุขคอืชื%อสตัวเ์ลี6ยงลกูดว้ยนมชนดิหนึ%ง 2 
 
A dog is one kind of mammal. 
4 สนัุขคอืสตัวท์ี%เฝ้าบา้น 1 
 
A dog is a domestic animal. 
5 สนัุขคอืสตัวเ์ลี6ยงลกูดว้ยนมมเีขี6ยว 2 คู ่ตนีหนา้ม ี5 นิ6ว ตนีหลังม ี4 นิ6ว 0 
 




Table 7.44: Noun หมา (Dog) 
Definition Noun หมา Number 
1 หมาคอืสตัวเ์ลี6ยงลกูดว้ยนมชนดิหนึ%ง 9 
 
Dog is one kind of mammal. 
2 หมาคอืสตัวเ์ลี6ยงลกูดว้ยนมมเีขี6ยว 2 คู ่ตนีหนา้ม ี5 นิ6ว ตนีหลังม ี4 นิ6ว 4 
 
A dog is a mammal with two fangs, five-finger forelegs and four-finger 
back legs. 
3 หมาคอืสนัุขในภาษาชาวบา้น 3 
 
A dog is a dog in general language. 
4 หมาคอืสตัวท์ี%เฝ้าบา้น 3 
 
A dog is a domestic animal. 
5 หมาคอืสนัุข 1 
 






Table 7.45: Noun โรงภาพยนต ์(Cinema) 
Definition Noun โรงภาพยนต ์ Number 
1 โรงภาพยนตรค์อืสถานที%จัดแสดงภาพยนตร ์ 5 
 
A cinema is a place to show movies. 
2 โรงภาพยนตรค์อืสถานที%ผักผอ่นหยอ่นใจชนดิหนึ%ง 5 
 
A cinema is a place for leisure. 
3 โรงภาพยนตรค์อืสถานที%ฉายภาพยนตร ์ 5 
 
A cinema is a place to show movies. 
4 โรงภาพยนตรค์อืโรงหนังภาพยนตร ์ 3 
 
A cinema is a cinema. 
5 โรงภาพยนตรค์อืสถานที%เฉพาะสําหรับฉายภาพยนตร ์ 2 
 
A cinema is a place only for showing movies. 
 
 
Table 7.46: Noun โรงละคร (Theatre) 
Definition Noun โรงละคร Number 
1 โรงละครคอืสถานที%จัดแสดงละคร 6 
 
A theatre is a place for shows. 
2 โรงละครคอืสถานที%ผักผอ่นหยอ่นใจชนดิหนึ%ง 6 
 
A theatre is a place for leisure. 
3 โรงละครคอืสถานที%ฉายละคร 4 
 
A theatre is a place showing dramas. 
4 โรงละครคอืสถานที%เลน่ละคร 3 
 
A theatre is the place for playing dramas. 
5 โรงละครคอืสถานที%เฉพาะสําหรับฉายละคร 1 
 
A theatre is the place only for showing dramas. 
 
 
Table 7.47: Noun พชื (Plant) 
Definition Noun พชื Number 
1 พชืคอืสิ%งมชีวิติสเีขยีว 8 
 
A plant is a green living thing. 
2 พชืคอืเมล็ดพันธุไ์มส้ ิ%งที%จะเป็นพันธุต์อ่ไป 4 
 
A plant is a seed to be reproduced. 
3 พชืคอืพรรณไมท้ี%งอกอยูต่ามที%ตา่งๆ 4 
 
A plant is plant growing in places. 
4 พชืคอืตน้ไมต้า่งๆ 2 
 
A plant is trees. 
5 พชืคอืสว่นใดสว่นหนึ%งของพชืที%แยกแลว้ก็ยงัสามารถจะงอกได ้ 2 
 





Table 7.48: Noun ตน้ไม ้(Tree) 
Definition Noun ตน้ไม ้ Number 
1 ตน้ไมค้อืพชืคอืสิ%งมชีวิติสเีขยีวชนดินงึ 8 
 
A tree is a type of plant. 
2 ตน้ไมค้อืคํารวมเรยีกพชืทั%วไปโดยปกตชินดิมลํีาตน้ 6 
 
A tree is a general term to call a plant, normally having a trunk. 
3 ตน้ไมค้อืไมย้นืตน้ขนาดใหญ ่ 2 
 
A tree is a big perennial tree. 
4 ตน้ไมค้อืพชืที%มอีายยุนืยาว 2 
 
A tree is a long-living plant. 
5 ตน้ไมค้อืพชืชนดิที%มลํีาตน้ใหญม่กี ิ%งแยกออกไป 2 
 
A tree is a plant with a huge trunk and branches. 
The definitions are those which were chosen by the highest number of participants. 
However, if there were two or more definitions that obtained the same number of 
participants, the definition for that word was randomly chosen from the most popular 
definitions. 
7.2.1.5  TSS-65 Sentence Pairs 
TSS-65 is created by replacing the words from the TWS-65 with the most suitable 
definition from Section 7.2.1.4. Table 7.49 shows the TSS-65 sentence pairs. Column SP is 
the sentence pair number. Column TSS-65 is the sentence pair corresponding with the word 
pair in TWS-65 in Column TWS-65. 
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Table 7.49: TSS-65 Sentence Pairs 
SP 
TWS-65 TSS-65 
W1 W2 S1 S2 
1 แกว้ ขา้รับใช ้ แกว้คอืภาชนะบรรจขุองเหลว ขา้รับใชค้อืผูร้ับใช ้
 
Glass Serf A glass is a container containing liquid A serf is a servant. 
2 อาหาร ลายเซน็ อาหารคอืสิ%งที%ส ิ%งมชีวีติรับประทาน ลายเซน็คอืสญัลักษณ์แทนเจา้ตวั 
 
Food Signature Food is what living creatures eat. A signature symbolizes the person. 
3 อญัมณี ลายเซน็ อญัมณีคอืแรธ่รรมชาตทิี%มมีลูคา่ ลายเซน็คอืสญัลักษณ์แทนเจา้ตวั 
 
Gem Signature Gem is a natural mineral of value. A signature symbolizes the person. 
4 ฝั%งทะเล รถยนต ์ ฝั%งทะเลคอืชายฝั%งที%ตดิทะเล รถยนตค์อืยานพาหนะสี%ลอ้ 
 
Coast Car A shore is a coast close to the sea. A car is a four-wheeled vehicle. 
5 สนุัข เครื%องมอื สนุัขคอืหมาใชใ้นภาษาทางการ เครื%องมอืคอืสิ%งที%มนุษยใ์ชเ้พื%อทนุแรง 
 
Dog Tool A dog is a dog in official language. Tool is used for a labour-saving device. 
6 การเดนิทาง สสุาน การเดนิทางคอืการเคลื%อนยา้ยจากสถานที%หนึ%งไปยงัที%หนึ%ง สสุานคอืสถานที%เก็บศพ 
 
Journey Graveyard Journey is to travel from one place to another. A graveyard is a place to store corpses. 
7 เที%ยงวัน โรงละคร เที%ยงวันคอืเวลาสบิสองนาฬกิา โรงละครคอืสถานที%จัดแสดงละคร 
 
Midday Theatre Midday is the time at noon. A theatre is a place for shows. 
8 เที%ยงวัน การทอ่งเที%ยว เที%ยงวันคอืเวลาสบิสองนาฬกิา การทอ่งเที%ยวคอืการเดนิทางในชว่งขณะหนึ%งเพื%อพักผอ่น 
 
Midday Voyage Midday is the time at noon. Journey is to travel at a certain time for leisure. 
9 ยานพาหนะ เพรชพลอย ยานพาหนะคอืเครื%องจักรใชใ้นการเดนิทาง เพชรพลอยคอืเครื%องประดบัที%มมีลูคา่ 
 
Automobile Jewel A vehicle is a machine used for transportation. Jewel is accessories of value. 
10 เนนิเขา ผลไม ้ เนนิเขาคอืลักษณะภมูปิระเทศสงูขึ6นไปเล็กนอ้ย ผลไมค้อือาหารที%ไดจ้ากตน้ไม ้
 
Hill Fruit Hill is a little high-up terrain. Fruits are food derived from a tree. 
11 นักมายากล ถว้ย นักมายากลแสดงราวกบัใชเ้วทมนต ์ ถว้ยคอืภาชนะทรงโคง้หงายใชเ้พื%อบรรจขุองเหลว 
 
Magician Cup A magician performs as if using magic. A bowl is a rounded container containing liquid. 
12 ป่าชา้ หมา ป่าชา้คอืสถานที%ฝังศพ หมาคอืสตัวเ์ลี6ยงลกูดว้ยนมชนดิหนึ%ง 
 
Cemetery Dog A cemetery is a place to bury corpses. Dog is one kind of mammal. 
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13 ฝั%งทะเล พงไพร ฝั%งทะเลคอืชายฝั%งที%ตดิทะเล พงไพรคอืป่าไมช่นดินงึ 
 
Coast Woods A shore is a coast close to the sea. Woods are one kind of forest. 
14 นักมายากล เครื%องมอื นักมายากลแสดงราวกบัใชเ้วทมนต ์ เครื%องมอืคอืสิ%งที%มนุษยใ์ชเ้พื%อทนุแรง 
 
Magician Tool A magician performs as if using magic. Tool is used for a labour-saving device. 
15 การเดนิทาง กลางวัน การเดนิทางคอืการเคลื%อนยา้ยจากสถานที%หนึ%งไปยงัที%หนึ%ง กลางวันคอืระยะเวลาราว ๆ เที%ยงวัน 
 
Journey Noon Journey is to travel from one place to another. Noon is around twelve o’clock. 
16 นติยสาร ป้า นติยสารคอืหนังสอืออกรายสปัดาหห์รอืรายเดอืน ป้าคอืพี%สาวของบดิาหรอืมารดา 
 
Magazine Aunt A magazine is a book published weekly or monthly. An aunt is a sister of father or mother. 
17 นักบวช หนังสอื นักบวชคอืผูถ้อืศลีทางศาสนาครสิต ์ หนังสอืคอืสิ%งบนัทกึตัวอกัษร 
 
Priest Book A priest is a person observing the precepts in Christianity. A book is a recorder of letters. 
18 เด็กผูช้าย หมา เด็กผูช้ายคอืมนุษยว์ัยเยาวเ์พศผู ้ หมาคอืสตัวเ์ลี6ยงลกูดว้ยนมชนดิหนึ%ง 
 
Boy Dog A boy is a young male human. Dog is one kind of mammal. 
19 สนุัข เด็กหนุ่ม สนุัขคอืหมาใชใ้นภาษาทางการ เด็กหนุ่มคอืผูช้ายอายนุอ้ย 
 
Dog Lad A hound is a dog in official language. A lad is a young man. 
20 วัด พงไพร วัดคอืที%สถานที%พักพงิทางศาสนาพทุธ พงไพรคอืป่าไมช่นดินงึ 
 
Temple Woods A temple is a place for Buddhism. Woods are one kind of forest. 
21 ทาส หมา ทาสคอืขา้รับใช ้ หมาคอืสตัวเ์ลี6ยงลกูดว้ยนมชนดิหนึ%ง 
 
Slave Dog A slave is a thrall. Dog is one kind of mammal. 
22 อาหาร ถว้ย อาหารคอืสิ%งที%ส ิ%งมชีวีติรับประทาน ถว้ยคอืภาชนะทรงโคง้หงายใชเ้พื%อบรรจขุองเหลว 
 
Food Cup Food is what living creatures eat. A bowl is a rounded container containing liquid. 
23 คร ู หนังสอื ครคูอืผูส้อนในโรงเรยีน หนังสอืคอืสิ%งบนัทกึตัวอกัษร 
 
Teacher Book A teacher is someone teaching at school. A book is a recorder of letters. 
24 พชื ผา้ไหม พชืคอืสิ%งมชีวิติสเีขยีว ผา้ไหมคอืผา้ที%ผลติมาจากเสน้ใยจากตวัไหม 
 
Plant Silk A plant is a green living thing. Silk is a cloth produced from silkworm fibres. 
25 เด็กผูช้าย อาจารย ์ เด็กผูช้ายคอืมนุษยว์ัยเยาวเ์พศผู ้ อาจารยค์อืผูส้อนในมหาวทิยาลัย 
 
Boy Lecturer A boy is a young male human. A teacher is a person teaching at university. 




Cinema Church A cinema is a place to show movies. A church is a Christian place. 
27 ทาส เด็กหนุ่ม ทาสคอืขา้รับใช ้ เด็กหนุ่มคอืผูช้ายอายนุอ้ย 
 
Slave Lad A slave is a thrall. A lad is a young man. 
28 เนนิเขา ชายฝั%ง เนนิเขาคอืลักษณะภมูปิระเทศสงูขึ6นไปเล็กนอ้ย ชายฝั%งคอืชายทะเล 
 
Hill Shore Hill is a little high-up terrain. A coast is a beach. 
29 ยานพาหนะ เครื%องมอื ยานพาหนะคอืเครื%องจักรใชใ้นการเดนิทาง เครื%องมอืคอืสิ%งที%มนุษยใ์ชเ้พื%อทนุแรง 
 
Automobile Tool A vehicle is a machine used for transportation. Tool is used for labour-saving device. 
30 ผา้ฝ้าย ตน้ไม ้ ผา้ฝ้ายคอืผา้ที%ผลติมาจากดอกฝ้าย ตน้ไมค้อืพชืชนดินงึ 
 
Cotton Tree Muslin is a cloth produced from cotton. A tree is a type of plant. 
31 อปุกรณ์ รถยนต ์ อปุกรณ์คอืเครื%องมอือํานวยความสะดวก รถยนตค์อืยานพาหนะสี%ลอ้ 
 
Implement Car Equipment is a tool used as facilities. A car is a four-wheeled vehicle. 
32 ลงุ อาจารย ์ ลงุคอืพี%ชายของบดิาหรอืมารดา อาจารยค์อืผูส้อนในมหาวทิยาลัย 
 
Uncle Lecturer An uncle is a brother of father or mother. A teacher is a person teaching at university. 
33 ป่าไม ้ ผลไม ้ ป่าไมค้อือาณาเขตซึ%งอดุมไปดว้ยตน้ไม ้ ผลไมค้อือาหารที%ไดจ้ากตน้ไม ้
 
Forest Fruit Forest is an area of abundant trees. Fruit is food derived from a tree. 
34 คร ู ป้า ครคูอืผูส้อนในโรงเรยีน ป้าคอืพี%สาวของบดิาหรอืมารดา 
 
Teacher Aunt A teacher is someone teaching at school. An aunt is a sister of father or mother. 
35 นักบวช พอ่มด นักบวชคอืผูถ้อืศลีทางศาสนาครสิต ์ พอ่มดคอืผูใ้ชเ้วทมนตเ์พศผู ้
 
Priest Wizard A priest is a person observing the precepts in Christianity. A wizard is a male person using magic. 
36 แกว้ เพชรพลอย แกว้คอืภาชนะบรรจขุองเหลว เพชรพลอยคอืเครื%องประดบัที%มมีลูคา่ 
 
Glass Jewel A glass is a container containing liquid. Jewel is accessories of value. 
37 นักมายากล พอ่มด นักมายากลแสดงราวกบัใชเ้วทมนต ์ พอ่มดคอืผูใ้ชเ้วทมนตเ์พศผู ้
 
Magician Wizard A magician performs as if using magic. A wizard is a male person using magic. 
38 วัด สสุาน วัดคอืที%สถานที%พักพงิทางศาสนาพทุธ สสุานคอืสถานที%เก็บศพ 
 
Temple Graveyard A temple is a place for Buddhism. A graveyard is a place to store corpses. 
39 พชื พงไพร พชืคอืสิ%งมชีวิติสเีขยีว พงไพรคอืป่าไมช่นดินงึ 
 
Plant Woods A plant is a green living thing. Woods are one kind of forest. 
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40 ป่าไม ้ ภเูขา ป่าไมค้อือาณาเขตซึ%งอดุมไปดว้ยตน้ไม ้ ภเูขาคอืลักษณะภมูปิระเทศสงูขึ6นไปมาก 
 
Forest Mountain Forest is an area of abundant trees. Mountain is very high-up terrain. 
41 อาหาร ผลไม ้ อาหารคอืสิ%งที%ส ิ%งมชีวีติรับประทาน ผลไมค้อือาหารที%ไดจ้ากตน้ไม ้
 
Food Fruit Food is what living creatures eat. Fruit is food derived from a tree. 
42 แกว้ ถว้ย แกว้คอืภาชนะบรรจขุองเหลว ถว้ยคอืภาชนะทรงโคง้หงายใชเ้พื%อบรรจขุองเหลว 
 
Glass Cup A glass is a container containing liquid. A bowl is a rounded container containing liquid. 
43 วัด พระ วัดคอืที%สถานที%พักพงิทางศาสนาพทุธ พระคอืผูถ้อืศลีอาศัยอยูใ่นวดั 
 
Temple Monk A temple is a place for Buddhism. A monk is a person living in a temple. 
44 ลงุ ป้า ลงุคอืพี%ชายของบดิาหรอืมารดา ป้าคอืพี%สาวของบดิาหรอืมารดา 
 
Uncle Aunt An uncle is a brother of father or mother. An aunt is a sister of father or mother. 
45 ป่าไม ้ ตน้ไม ้ ป่าไมค้อือาณาเขตซึ%งอดุมไปดว้ยตน้ไม ้ ตน้ไมค้อืพชืคอืสิ%งมชีวิติสเีขยีวชนดินงึ 
 
Forest Tree Forest is an area of abundant trees. A tree is a type of plant. 
46 โรงภาพยนต ์ โรงละคร โรงภาพยนตรค์อืสถานที%จัดแสดงภาพยนตร ์ โรงละครคอืสถานที%จัดแสดงละคร 
 
Cinema Theatre A cinema is a place to show movies. A theatre is a place for shows. 
47 เนนิเขา ภเูขา เนนิเขาคอืลักษณะภมูปิระเทศสงูขึ6นไปเล็กนอ้ย ภเูขาคอืลักษณะภมูปิระเทศสงูขึ6นไปมาก 
 
Hill Mountain Hill is a little high-up terrain. Mountain is very high-up terrain. 
48 เด็กผูช้าย เด็กหนุ่ม เด็กผูช้ายคอืมนุษยว์ัยเยาวเ์พศผู ้ เด็กหนุ่มคอืผูช้ายอายนุอ้ย 
 
Boy Lad A boy is a young male human. A lad is a young man. 
49 ผา้ฝ้าย ผา้ไหม ผา้ฝ้ายคอืผา้ที%ผลติมาจากดอกฝ้าย ผา้ไหมคอืผา้ที%ผลติมาจากเสน้ใยจากตวัไหม 
 
Cotton Silk Muslin is a cloth produced from cotton. Silk is a cloth produced from silkworm fibres. 
50 ยานพาหนะ รถยนต ์ ยานพาหนะคอืเครื%องจักรใชใ้นการเดนิทาง รถยนตค์อืยานพาหนะสี%ลอ้ 
 
Automobile Car A vehicle is a machine used for transportation. A car is a four-wheeled vehicle. 
51 ฝั%งทะเล ชายฝั%ง ฝั%งทะเลคอืชายฝั%งที%ตดิทะเล ชายฝั%งคอืชายทะเล 
 
Coast Shore A shore is a coast close to the sea. A coast is a beach. 
52 อปุกรณ์ เครื%องมอื อปุกรณ์คอืเครื%องมอือํานวยความสะดวก เครื%องมอืคอืสิ%งทีSใชเ้พื%อทนุแรง 
 
Implement Tool Equipment is a tool used as facilities. Tool is used for a labour-saving device. 




Slave Serf A slave is a thrall. A serf is servant. 
54 การเดนิทาง การทอ่งเที%ยว การเดนิทางคอืการเคลื%อนยา้ยจากสถานที%หนึ%งไปยงัที%หนึ%ง การทอ่งเที%ยวคอืการเดนิทางในชว่งขณะหนึ%งเพื%อพักผอ่น 
 
Journey Voyage Journey is to travel from one place to another. Journey is to travel at a certain time for leisure. 
55 นติยสาร หนังสอื นติยสารคอืหนังสอืออกรายสปัดาหห์รอืรายเดอืน หนังสอืคอืสิ%งบนัทกึตัวอกัษร 
 
Magazine Book A magazine is a book published weekly or monthly. A book is a recorder of letters. 
56 ลายมอืชื%อ ลายเซน็ ลายมอืชื%อคอืสญัลักษณ์แทนเจา้ตัว ลายเซน็คอืสญัลักษณ์แทนเจา้ตวั 
 
Autograph Signature An autograph symbolizes the person. A signature symbolizes the person. 
57 เที%ยงวัน กลางวัน เที%ยงวันคอืเวลาสบิสองนาฬกิา กลางวันคอืระยะเวลาราว ๆ เที%ยงวัน 
 
Midday Noon Midday is the time at noon. Noon is around twelve o’clock. 
58 ป่าไม ้ พงไพร ป่าไมค้อือาณาเขตซึ%งอดุมไปดว้ยตน้ไม ้ พงไพรคอืป่าไมช่นดินงึ 
 
Forest Woods Forest is an area of abundant trees. Woods are one kind of forests. 
59 อญัมณี เพชรพลอย อญัมณีคอืแรธ่รรมชาตทิี%มมีลูคา่ เพชรพลอยคอืเครื%องประดบัที%มมีลูคา่ 
 
Gem Jewel Gem is a natural mineral of value. Jewel is accessories of value. 
60 พชื ตน้ไม ้ พชืคอืสิ%งมชีวิติสเีขยีว ตน้ไมค้อืพชืชนดิหนึ%ง 
 
Plant Tree Plant is a green living thing. A tree is a type of plant. 
61 นักบวช พระ นักบวชคอืผูถ้อืศลีทางศาสนาครสิต ์ พระอาศัยอยูใ่นวดั 
 
Priest Monk A priest is a person observing the precepts in Christianity. A monk is a person living in a temple. 
62 ป่าชา้ สสุาน ป่าชา้คอืสถานที%ฝังศพ สสุานคอืสถานที%เก็บศพ 
 
Cemetery Graveyard A cemetery is a place to bury corpses. A graveyard is a place to store corpses. 
63 วัด โบสถ ์ วัดคอืที%สถานที%พักพงิทางศาสนาพทุธ โบสถค์อืสถานที%ทางศาสนาครสิต ์
 
Temple Church A temple is a place for Buddhism. A church is a Christian place. 
64 คร ู อาจารย ์ ครคูอืผูส้อนในโรงเรยีน อาจารยค์อืผูส้อนในมหาวทิยาลัย 
 
Teacher Lecturer A teacher is someone teaching at school. A teacher is a person teaching at university 
65 สนุัข หมา สนุัขคอืหมาใชใ้นภาษาทางการ หมาคอืสตัวเ์ลี6ยงลกูดว้ยนมชนดิหนึ%ง 
 




7.3 Methodology for Rating TWS-65 
The aim of this section is to describe the methodology for rating the TSS-65 dataset that 
was collected in Section 7.2. This methodology is the same one used with TWS-65. 
Moreover, this section aims to present TSS-65. 
7.3.1 Participants 
Similarity ratings were collected from 40 native Thai speakers to complete the benchmark 
dataset. The participants had an equal number of Art/Humanities and Science/Engineering 
backgrounds. They consisted of 22 undergraduates and 18 postgraduates studying at 4 
different Thai universities. The average age of the participants was 22 and standard 
deviation was 2.4, with 23 males and 17 females. 
 
7.3.2 Materials 
Following the previous practice of O’Shea et al. (2008), the representative subset of 65 
sentence pairs chosen is shown in Table 7.49. Each sentence pair was printed on a separate 
card using a standard Thai font. A questionnaire (see Appendix 4.3) was produced 
containing instructions for recording similarity ratings and a small amount of personal 
data. Semantic anchors were also provided to guide the participants. The examples of 
experimental materials are: 
• Appendix 1.5 The Person Data Collection Sheet 
• Appendix 1.6 Semantic Anchors 
• Appendix 4.1 The Ethics Statement 
• Appendix 4.2 The Instruction Sheet 
• Appendix 4.3 A Sample Card 
• Appendix 4.4 Sample Rating Recording Sheet. 
7.3.3 Procedure 
The participants were asked to perform the following procedure:  
1. Please sort the cards into four groups in a rough order of the similarity of meaning 
of the sentence pair. 
2. After sorting the cards into groups, order the cards in each group according to 
similarity of meaning (i.e. the card that contains the lowest similarity of meaning is 
at the top of the group).  
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3. Please recheck the cards in every group. You may change a pair of sentences to 
other groups at this stage. 
4. Please rate the semantic similarity rating of each pair of sentences by writing a 
number between 0.0 (minimum similarity) and 0.9 for first group; 1.0 and 1.9 for 
second group; 2.0 to 2.9 for third group; and 3.0 and 4.0 (maximum similarity) for 
fourth group on the recording sheet. You can use the first decimal place (for 
example, 2.5) to show finer degrees of similarity. You also may assign the same 
value to more than one pair. 
The cards were shuffled into a random order before being given to the participants.  
7.3.4 TSS-65 
The average Human rating for TSS-65 is shown in Table 7.50. These are the rating for the 
sentence pairs in Table 7.49. Column SP is the number of the sentence pairs in Table 7.49. 
Column Human is the average of similarity rating from 40 native Thai speakers. Column 
SD is the standard deviation. 
Table 7.50: TSS-65 Sentence Pairs with Human Rating 
SP Human SD SP Human SD 
1 0.655 0.650 34 0.525 0.597 
2 0.078 0.097 35 1.678 1.034 
3 0.090 0.209 36 0.525 0.723 
4 0.623 0.665 37 2.923 0.792 
5 0.863 0.848 38 2.645 1.098 
6 0.385 0.490 39 2.023 0.949 
7 0.318 0.437 40 1.430 0.935 
8 0.463 0.411 41 1.828 1.115 
9 0.155 0.308 42 3.820 0.228 
10 1.068 0.782 43 2.145 0.990 
11 0.425 0.535 44 3.425 0.532 
12 0.225 0.484 45 3.270 0.583 
13 1.290 0.967 46 3.248 0.825 
14 0.648 0.646 47 2.950 0.763 
15 0.468 0.578 48 3.535 0.515 
16 0.288 0.376 49 3.215 0.640 
17 0.733 0.721 50 2.778 0.718 
18 0.835 0.731 51 3.178 0.734 
19 0.795 0.777 52 3.323 0.599 
20 1.223 0.998 53 3.818 0.192 
21 0.975 0.886 54 2.833 1.046 
22 0.455 0.538 55 2.588 0.548 
23 1.618 1.146 56 3.768 0.420 
24 0.433 0.458 57 3.185 0.847 
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25 1.403 1.009 58 3.073 0.724 
26 1.353 1.125 59 2.723 0.941 
27 0.543 1.021 60 3.003 0.798 
28 1.360 0.884 61 2.678 0.979 
29 2.170 0.949 62 3.553 0.608 
30 1.975 1.111 63 3.210 0.755 
31 2.325 1.060 64 3.545 0.508 
32 1.123 0.904 65 2.755 1.273 
33 2.410 0.918    
 
7.4 Discussion of the TSS-65 
The fundamental conjecture was that if two words have a particular degree of word 
similarity, their definitions ought to have a consistent degree of sentence similarity. The 
Pearson Product-Moment correlation coefficients are adopted to demonstrate consistency 
of the word and sentence pair similarities over the two datasets.  
In calculating these for the 65 pairs of similarity ratings (words vs. sentences), the results 
are:  
• Pearson’s r = 0.896 (P-Value < 0.01)  
For r, a value of +1 indicates perfect correlation, 0 indicates no relationship and -1 
indicates a perfect negative correlation. P-values indicate the likelihood of obtaining the 
result by chance. 
The ANOVA test was used to find whether or not the Human rating of TWS-65 and TSS-
65 were statistically significantly different (α=0.05) from the hypotheses: 
• H0: There is no statistically significant difference between two datasets. 
• H1: There is a statistically significant difference between two datasets. 
The result is: 
• f = 0.174, df = 1 (P-Value > 0.05) 
With its result, it fails to reject the null hypothesis, which means the human ratings 
procedure in TWS-65 and TSS-65 are not statistically significantly different.  
Table 7.51: Correlation Coefficients with Mean Human Judgment 
 Correlation r 
Average of the correlation of all participants 0.840 
Best participant 0.902 




Table 7.51 shows the Pearson Product-Moment correlation coefficients of 40 participants; 
the leave-one-out resampling technique is used to find the correlation coefficient of each 
participant with the rest of the group. 
 
Figure 7.1: The Correlation between TWS-65 and TSS-65 
Figure 7.1 shows the data point between TWS-65 and TSS-65. The most outliers from 
Figure 7.1 are obtained from sentence pairs the pair 42 and 65. 
Table 7.52: The Odd Pair 
Pair W1 W2 S1 S2  




Glass Cup A glass is a container containing liquid. 
A bowl is a rounded container 
containing liquid. 
 
65 สนัุข หมา สนัุขคอืหมาใชใ้นภาษาทางการ หมาคอืสตัวเ์ลี6ยงลกูดว้ยนมชนดิหนึ%ง  
 




Table 7.52 shows the word pairs 42 and 65 and sentence pairs 42 and 65; the Human rating 
for the word pair 65 (Dog-Dog) is 3.923, which is the highest rating that was obtained in 
TWS-65. Basically, the word สนัุข (Dog) and the word หมา (Dog) mean the same, which is 
‘dog’. However, the Human rating for the sentence pair 65 is 2.756. This is because the 
definitions disambiguate two different word senses for sentence pair 65. The word สนัุข 
(Dog) is normally used formally, which its definition “สนัุขคอืหมาใชใ้นภาษาทางการ” 
explains well in English. On the other hand, the word หมา (Dog), whose definition is ‘หมา
คอืสตัวเ์ลี6ยงลกูดว้ยนมชนดิหนึ%ง’, means ‘Dog is one kind of mammal’. Another odd pair is 
pair 42 (Glass-Cup); the human rating for this word pair is 2.413, while the human rating 
for this sentence pair is 3.821. There are two reasons why the human rating for this 
sentence pair is significantly higher than the word pair. Firstly, in Thai, the word แกว้ 
(Glass) is normally used to describe ‘glass’ but in some cases, it can also be used to 
describe ‘crystal’. This explains why the human rating for word pair is not high, as the 
humans make a subjective judgment regarding which word sense to use. Secondly, the 
human rating of the sentence pair is very high because the definition of the word แกว้ 
(Glass) used in the sentence is ‘แกว้คอืภาชนะบรรจขุองเหลว’ means ‘A glass is a container 
containing liquid’. Therefore, it cannot refer to ‘crystal’. Moreover, both definitions of the 
sentence pair describe แกว้ (Glass) and ถว้ย (Cup) as used to contain liquid. Therefore, it is 
reasonable to say that native Thai speakers see more similarity in the sentence pairs than in 
the word pairs. 
7.5 Conclusion 
This chapter presented the method of selecting definitions to create TSS-65. The sentence 
pairs in TSS-65 correspond with the TWS-65. The methodology to rate TSS-65 was also 
described in this chapter. This chapter presened the first Thai sentence benchmark dataset 
that can be used to evaluate Thai sentence similarity measures. This paves the way for the 

















Chapter 1 set out the aim of this thesis to propose a Thai sentence semantic similarity 
measure (TSTS). A validated Thai word similarity measure and a Thai sentence semantic 
similarity benchmark dataset are needed to produce the Thai sentence similarity measure. 
The Thai word similarity measure (nTWSS) and Thai sentence dataset (TSS-65) were 
presented in Chapters 6 and 7, respectively. nTWSS will be used as a component of 
TSTS and TSS-65 will be used to evaluate TSTS. The aim of this chapter is to 
investigate the research question: Can a Thai word measure be used to develop a Thai 
sentence similarity measure? 
The contributions in this chapter are: 
• Creation of TSTS 
• Evaluation of TSTS with TSS-65 
• An illustration of the use of TSTS with representative dialogue utterances for a 
future Thai Conversational Agents. 
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 8.2 sets out the design and 
implementation of the Thai sentence semantic similarity measure works; Section 8.3 
discusses human and machine sentence similarity ratings; Section 8.4 illustrates the use 
of TSTS for a future Thai Conversational Agents; and Section 8.5 concludes. 
 
8.2 A Thai Sentence Semantic Similarity Measure (TSTS) 
As mentioned in Chapter 2 Section 2.3.4, Semantic Similarity based on Semantic Nets 
and Corpus Statistics, or ‘STASIS’ (Li et al, 2006), is chosen to be used as a prototype to 
develop TSTS. STASIS uses three elements for the determination of sentence similarity, 
which are word similarity, statistical information (such as word frequency), and word 
order similarity. However, as TSTS is a measure based on the Thai language, word order 
similarity will not be used. In Thai, there are a number of cases whereby the order of the 
words in a sentence can be changed whist retaining the meaning, as described in detail in 
Section 2.5.2. Therefore, there are two components that will be used to develop TSTS: 
word similarity and statistical information. The word similarity measure (nTWSS) used 
to calculate the word similarity and the word frequency are referred from the Thai 




Figure 8.1: An Overview of TSTS 
Figure 8.1 shows an overview of TSTS. This algorithm can be separated into three steps, 
as follows: 
• Construction of the Joint Word Set 
• Formation of the Lexical Semantic Vector 
• Calculation of the Sentence Similarity. 
This similarity measure is implemented for the Thai language; however, for more clarity, 
an English example is used to illustrate the algorithm. 
 
8.2.1 Construction of the Joint Word Set 
Equation 8.1 describes a joint word set T derived from all the unique words in two 
sentences: T1 and T2. 
 T  = T1 ∪ T2  = {w1, w2, ..., wm} Equation 8.1 
Given two sentences T1 and T2, a joint word set is formed using Equation 8.1: 
 T1:  The lion is the king of the jungle 
 T2:  Lion is a mammal 
A joint word set, T is 
 T = {The lion is the king of the jungle a mammal} 
 
8.2.2 Formation of the Lexical Semantic Vectors 
The lexical semantic vector for each sentence, denoted by š, is derived from the joint 
word set. The m equals the number of words in the joint word set. Each entry, ši (where 
i=1, 2, ..., m) is determined by the semantic similarity of the corresponding word in the 
joint word set to a word in the sentence.  
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For each word in the joint set, there are two possible outcomes when the joint set is 
scanned:  
• Case 1: ši is set to 1, if wi appears in the sentence,  
• Case 2: If wi is not contained in T1, a semantic similarity score is computed 
between wi and each word in the short text T1, using the nTWSS word measure. 
The most similar word in T1 to wi is that with the highest similarity score. If the 
highest score exceeds a preset threshold, then ši is equal to the highest score; if 
not, ši is 0.  
The threshold is used because it is assumed that the values below the threshold are 
merely contributing noise (Li et al., 2006). It is set as 0.2; this value is the same as an 
original value in STASIS (Li et al, 2006). The choice was made because nTWSS uses 
WordNet as a component, in common with STASIS. The value could be optimized for 
Thai when larger machine learning Thai word similarity datasets become available. 
Equation 8.2 shows how the words are weighted according to their information content 
(Resnik, 1999), on the assumption that word frequency influences the contribution of the 
individual words to the overall similarity. Entropy measures are calculated using the 
Thai National Corpus (Aroonmanakun, 2007): 
 
 si  =  š  ×  I(wi) ×  I(wj) Equation 8.2 
 
Given that wi is a word in the joint word set, and wj is its associated word in the sentence. 
I(wi) is the information content of wi in the corpus. The value of I(wi) can be [0,1] and 
defined as: 
 
 I(wi)  =   )*+,-.
)*+/0
 Equation 8.3 
 
where 1  is the probability of a word wi, and N is the total number of words in the 
corpus. 1  can be calculated as: 
 
 1   =   
20
/0
 Equation 8.4 
 




8.2.3 Calculation of the Sentence Similarity  
Lastly, the semantic similarity between T1 and T2, s(T1,T2), is calculated using a cosine 
similarity measure between two vectors, as shown in Equation 8.5: 
 
 ,  =  <5 × <6‖<5‖×‖<6‖ Equation 8.5   
8.3 Evaluation of the Thai Short Text Semantic Similarity 
Measure 
Semantic similarity is a product of human perception, grounded in consciousness. 
Therefore, the only way to evaluate the TSTS algorithm is against a dataset of Thai 
sentence pairs with human similarity ratings. The accepted measure of agreement 
between human and machine rating is the Pearson Product-Moment correlation 
coefficients (r). The aim of this section is to describe a series of experiments that were 
conducted using TSS-65 from Chapter 7 to evaluate the TSTS measure described in 
Section 8.2. 
8.3.1 Methodology 
To evaluate the TSTS measure, the Thai sentence benchmark dataset is required. There 
is only one Thai sentence benchmark dataset that is available, which TSS-65 from 
Chapter 7. The TSS-65 dataset is used to evaluate. The TSTS rating can be obtained by 
calculating the sentence pairs from the dataset, as explained in Section 8.2. The Pearson 
Product-Moment correlation coefficients (r) between the Thai human rating and TWSS 
will be calculated and shown in Section 8.3.3. 
8.3.2 Results 
Table 8.1 shows the semantic similarity ratings for the translated word pairs. Column SP 
is the number of the sentence pair, as shown in Table 8.1. Column Human is the human 
rating for the Thai sentence pairs. Column STASIS is the STASIS rating for the Thai 
sentence pairs translated in to English by Google translation (Och, 2005). Column TSTS 
is the machine rating for the Thai sentence pairs using the algorithm described in Section 
8.2. All the measures have been scaled in the range 0 to 1 to aid comparison. 
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Table 8.1: Semantic Similarity of Human Rating, STASIS, and TSTS 
SP Human STASIS TSTS SP Human STASIS TSTS 
1 0.164 0.311 0.425 34 0.131 0.462 0.419 
2 0.019 0.525 0.346 35 0.419 0.613 0.565 
3 0.023 0.671 0.624 36 0.131 0.665 0.326 
4 0.156 0.531 0.537 37 0.731 0.904 0.702 
5 0.216 0.669 0.538 38 0.661 0.662 0.589 
6 0.096 0.445 0.415 39 0.506 0.339 0.635 
7 0.079 0.384 0.387 40 0.358 0.326 0.535 
8 0.116 0.218 0.444 41 0.457 0.644 0.525 
9 0.039 0.470 0.620 42 0.955 0.825 0.947 
10 0.267 0.480 0.409 43 0.536 0.424 0.757 
11 0.106 0.369 0.250 44 0.856 0.877 0.946 
12 0.056 0.196 0.653 45 0.818 0.600 0.858 
13 0.323 0.548 0.385 46 0.812 0.805 0.876 
14 0.162 0.646 0.364 47 0.738 0.675 0.921 
15 0.117 0.327 0.225 48 0.884 0.920 0.895 
16 0.072 0.334 0.228 49 0.804 0.779 0.724 
17 0.183 0.389 0.547 50 0.694 0.860 0.707 
18 0.209 0.571 0.561 51 0.794 0.630 0.715 
19 0.199 0.793 0.685 52 0.831 0.331 0.748 
20 0.306 0.376 0.485 53 0.954 0.564 0.912 
21 0.244 0.467 0.474 54 0.708 0.589 0.821 
22 0.114 0.598 0.552 55 0.647 0.668 0.620 
23 0.404 0.404 0.676 56 0.942 0.457 0.943 
24 0.108 0.549 0.682 57 0.796 0.562 0.624 
25 0.351 0.429 0.643 58 0.768 0.638 0.845 
26 0.338 0.566 0.579 59 0.681 0.791 0.785 
27 0.136 0.603 0.562 60 0.751 0.619 0.624 
28 0.340 0.472 0.577 61 0.669 0.346 0.575 
29 0.543 0.684 0.736 62 0.888 0.559 0.867 
30 0.494 0.705 0.624 63 0.803 0.622 0.777 
31 0.581 0.831 0.672 64 0.886 0.788 0.944 
32 0.281 0.392 0.574 65 0.689 0.673 0.779 
33 0.603 0.747 0.564     
 
8.3.3 Discussion 
Figure 8.2 is a scatter plot plotting the rating for the Thai sentence pairs calculated by 
TSTS against their corresponding Thai human ratings. The closer the points to the line of 




Figure 8.2: The Correlation between TSS-65 and TSTS 
The Pearson Product-Moment correlations obtained from these results were:  
• Pearson’s r = 0.809 (P-Value < 0.01) 
Table 8.2 illustrates the agreement of machine measure with human ratings by 
calculating the Pearson Product-Moment correlations coefficient (r) between the human 
ratings and the TSTS over the TSS-65. Also, the correlation coefficient of each 
participant with rest of the group over TSS-65 from Table 7.50 in Section 7.4 is 
presented for comparison. 
Table 8.2: Correlation Coefficients 
 Correlation r P-Value  
TSS-65 and TSTS 






Average of the correlation of all participants 0.840 -  
Worst Thai native speaker participant and the least 




Best Thai native speaker participant and the least of 
the group 0.902 - 
 
 
The Thai sentence measure performs better than the correlation between the worst 
performing human and the least of the group (r = 0.752). This supports the view that it 
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could form the basis of an effective sentence semantic similarity measure for two Thai 
sentences.  
As the TSTS is the first sentence similarity measure for two Thai sentences, there is no 
other Thai sentence similarly measure for comparison. However, omparison with an 
English measure might give an idea how well TSTS performs. The STASIS ratings 
shown in Table 8.1 are obtained by calculating the rating with all the sentence pairs in 
TSS-65 and those sentence pairs are translated from Thai into English by Google 
Translate. A correlations coefficient of 0.510 (P-value < 0.01) was obtained, which was 
markedly below the TSTS value when compared with TSS-65.  
Steiger’s z-test (Steiger, 1980) was applied to find whether or not TSTS and STASIS 
were statistically significantly different (α=0.05) from the hypotheses: 
• H0: There is no statistically significant difference between two measures. 
• H1: There is a statistically significant difference between two measures. 
To calculate Steiger’s z-test between two measures requires the construction of a 
correlation triangle. In this case, we considered comparing the correlation between the 
TSTS and TSS-65 human rating with the correlation between STASIS and the TSS-65 
human rating. The specific triangle for this calculation is formed according to Figure 8.3. 
 
Figure 8.3: Specific Correlation Triangles for TWSS vs nTWSS 
From Table 8.3: 
r1 rxy TSTS vs Average human    0.809 
r2 rzy STASIS vs Average human    0.510 




r3 rxz TSTS vs STASIS     0.511 
Applying the test gives the following results: 
• z = 3.695, df = 62 (P-Value < 0.01) 
From this result, the null hypothesis is rejected; this means TSTS and STASIS are 
statistically significantly different. This means TSTS (r = 0.809) performs significantly 
better than STASIS (r = 0.510) with the TSS-65 dataset.  
One of the reasons that STASIS has not behaved as well as might be expected is the 
“sentence” translation (Thai to English). The Thai and English language structures are 
mostly different, as mentioned in Chapter 2. According to Aiken (2011), the Google 
sentences translations between European languages are usually good, whilst the Asian 
languages are often relatively poor. The Thai-English sentence translation does not 
correspond to human expectation (Kritsuthikul, 2006). For instance, for the sentence 
‘หมาคอืสตัวเ์ลี6ยงลกูดว้ยนมชนดิหนึ%ง’, literally “Dog is one kind of mammal” in sentence 
pairs 19, 21 and 65, the translation from Google was ‘Puppies are okapi’. The meanings 
before translation and after translation are clearly different. However, after cutting the 
word ‘ชนดิหนึ%ง’, meaning ‘a kind of’, the result from Google Translate is ‘Dog is a 
mammal’, which is the expected meaning. This example shows one of the problems with 
the sentence translation.  
Nevertheless, TSS-65 is also translated by a native Thai speaker who has a BA in 
Language and Culture from Chulalongkorn University, one of the best universities in 
Thailand. Those translated sentence pairs are given the similarity rating by STASIS, a 
correlations coefficient of 0.754 (P-value < 0.01), which was an improvement, but still 
below the TSTS value (r = 0.809, P-value < 0.01). This also supports the view that TSTS 
could be a basis for an effective sentence semantic similarity measure for two Thai 
sentences.  
8.4 The Evaluation of TSTS usage with Conversational 
Agent Log Files 
The aim of the evaluation is to find how well TSTS performs with Thai sentence pairs. 





To achieve the aim of the evaluation of the TSTS, 15 specific sentence pairs are selected. 
The 15 sentence pairs can be separated into three groups: High similarity group, Medium 
similarity group, and Low similarity group. These 15 sentence pairs are chosen from 
English Conversational Agent debt adviser log files. These log files come from a real-life 
system. The semantic similarity rating calculated from TSTS is also separated into three 
groups as follows:  
• High similarity group (rating between 0.750-1.00) 
• Medium similarity group (rating between 0.25-0.749) 
• Low similarity group (rating between 0.00-0.249). 
The Medium similarity group has a bigger range because the Medium similarity group 
contains both Medium-High similarity and Medium-Low similarity groups. 
The results are shown in Section 8.4.3. 
 
8.4.2 Materials 
The chosen 15 sentence pairs are shown in Table 8.3. These 15 sentence pairs are 
translated into Thai by a native Thai speaker who has a BA in Language and Culture. 
Column SP is the sentence pair number. Column Prediction is the prediction similarity 
group of sentence pairs (based on my personal judgement). 
Table 8.3: The Chosen 15 Sentence Pairs 
SP S1 S2 Prediction 
1 ฉันสบัสน ฉันยงัสบัสนอยู ่ High 
 
I am confused I am still confused  
2 ฉันไมเ่ขา้ใจ คณุไมเ่ขา้ใจ High 
 
I cannot understand this You do not understand  
3 ฉันเป็นคนตดิการพนัน ฉันเป็นคนตดิพนัน High 
 
I am a gambling addicy I have a gambling addiction  
4 ฉันตอ้งการเงนิ ฉันตอ้งการเงนิสด High 
 
I want money I need cash  
5 ก็ไดฉั้นจะจา่ยสามสว่น ฉันจา่ยไดแ้คส่ามสว่น High 
 
All right I can pay third I can only pay third  
6 ฉันยงัตอ้งจา่ยหนี6อยูไ่หม ฉันไมม่ปัีญหาหนี6สนิ Medium 
 
Do I still have to pay my debt I do not have a debt problem  
7 ฉันสบัสนกบัตวัเลอืกพวกนี6ไปหมดแลว้ ฉันรูส้กึวา่เหตผุลพวกนี6สบัสน Medium 
 
I am confused by all these choices I find all the reasons confusing  
8 ไมส่ามารถจา่ยเงนิได ้ เงนิคา่ที%อยูอ่าศัย Medium 
 
Cannot afford payment My accommodation payment  
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9 นยิามการวัดผลใหฉั้นท ี ฉันยงัไมไ่ดรั้บการวัดผลเลย Medium 
 
Define assessment for me   I did not get my assessment yet 
10 ฉันยงัไมไ่ดเ้งนิ  ฉันตอ้งการเงนิ Medium 
 
I did not get the money I want money  
11 ฉันไมอ่ยากบอกชื%อกบัคณุ ฉันยื%นเรื%องขอรับเงนิไป Low 
 
I do not want to tell you my name I applied for the money  
12 ฉันซื6อรถมา ไมส่ามารถจา่ยเงนิได ้ Low 
 
I bought a car Cannot afford payment  
13 ฉันตอ้งจา่ยที%ไหน ฉันเป็นคนตดิพนัน Low 
 
Where do I pay I have a gambling addiction  
14 ฉันตอ้งการความชว่ยเหลอื ฉันไมแ่น่ใจวา่ควรทําอยา่งไร Low 
 
I need your help I am not sure what I should do  
15 ก็ไดฉั้นจะจา่ยสามสว่น คณุไมเ่ขา้ใจ Low 
 
All right I can pay third You do not understand  
 
8.4.3 Results 
The experiment result is shown in Table 8.4.  Column SP is the sentence pair number. 
Column TSTS is the machine rating for the Thai sentence pairs using the algorithm 
described in Section 8.2. Column Group is the similarity group of TSTS rating. Column 
Prediction is the prediction similarity group of sentence pair from Table 8.3. Column 
Result is the result of the prediction for each sentence pair. 
 
Table 8.4: The Results of the Chosen 15 Sentence Pairs 
SP TSTS Group Prediction Result 
1 0.922 High High Correct 
2 0.894 High High Correct 
3 0.908 High High Correct 
4 0.953 High High Correct 
5 0.843 High High Correct 
6 0.527 Medium Medium Correct 
7 0.612 Medium Medium Correct 
8 0.224 Low Medium Wrong 
9 0.467 Medium Medium Correct 
10 0.726 Medium Medium Correct 
11 0.186 Low Low Correct 
12 0.309 Medium Low Wrong 
13 0.226 Low Low Correct 
14 0.324 Medium Low Wrong 







According to the results shown in Table 8.4, TSTS predicts the High similarity group 
correctly. For the Medium similarity Group, TSTS predicts 4 from 5 Medium sentence 
pairs accurately, while the Low similarity Group TSTS predicts 3 from 5 Low sentence 
pairs accurately. Thus, TSTS predicts 12 from 15 sentence pairs accurately; i.e. 80%. 
The Spearman rank correlation between human prediction and TSTS prediction is:   
• Spearman’s ρ = 0.864 (P-Value < 0.01) 
One of the wrongly predicted sentence pairs from Table 8.4 is sentence pair 8; this 
sentence pair is meant to be in the Medium similarity group. However, TSTS produced the 
rating for sentence pair 8 as 0.224, which is in the Low similarity group. This happens 
because after translating into Thai, the word ‘payment’ in the sentence ‘Cannot afford 
payment’ is translated into word ‘เงนิ’ (Money). Therefore, the word ‘payment’ in the 
sentence ‘My accommodation payment’ is translated into ‘เงนิคา่’ (Payment). This makes 
the meanings in Thai and English more different because the word ‘เงนิคา่’ (Payment) in 
Thai can only be used in some specific content, while the word ‘เงนิ’ (Money) is generally 
used .     
A Conversational Agent has the capacity to go back, correct and disambiguate use of any 
incorrect sense misunderstandings through dialogue, which is why 80% accuracy is 
approaching workabl,e whereas it would be too low for applications such as information 
retrieval. Therefore, this supports the view that TSTS could be used to create the Thai 
semantic-based Conversational Agents. 
8.5 Conclusion 
The aim of the research is to propose a Thai sentence semantic similarity measure 
(TSTS). This chapter described how the first sentence semantic similarity measures 
works and also discussed the experiment result and how correlations coefficient of 0.809 
(P-Value < 0.01) was obtained. This measure performs better than STASIS when used 
with the Thai sentence pairs and should be useful in Thai semantic similarity. TSTS is 
considered to be a starting point for a Thai sentence measure which can be used to create 
semantic-based Conversational Agents in future. However, there are a number of aspects 
















This chapter summarises the work and contributions in relation to the research aims and 
objectives of this thesis. The contributions of the thesis are also concluded. Finally, 
recommendations for the direction of future research are given. 
 
9.2 Summary of the Work 
This research has proposed three Thai word similarity measures, two Thai word 
benchmark datasets, one Thai sentence similarity measure, and one Thai sentence 
benchmark dataset. These are the outcomes of the work to answer the research questions as 
follows: 
• Can a semantic-based Conversational Agent be developed in Thai? 
Chapter 2 established that this research question cannot be given an immediate answer 
‘YES’. The Thai language simply does not yet have the resources to support this. 
Therefore, the main focus of this work is to create a suitable framework to support future 
work in the development of Conversational Agents. This chapter provided a background to 
this thesis that introduced related research, including English word similarity measures, 
non-English similarity measures, English sentence similarity measures, non-English 
sentence similarity measures, the fundamentals of the Thai language and the current state 
of research in Thai WordNet. Also, the potential for a Thai similarity measure was 
reviewed and discussed. This found no research about Thai similarity measures. Therefore, 
as a starting point to develop a new Thai similarity measure, the STASIS architecture was 
selected. 
• Can an English word similarity measure be developed for the Thai language by 
translating Thai words into English? 
Chapter 3 proposed the first Thai word measure (TWSS), which was developed directly 
from Li’s measure (Li et al., 2003). This work answers this research question. TWSS was 
created based on the conversion of Thai words to English for Li’s measure to be applied. 
Moreover, a 30 Thai word pair benchmark dataset (TWS-30) was also presented in this 
chapter. In an evaluation of TWSS with TWS-30, a correlation coefficient of 0.823 (P-
value < 0.01) was obtained, providing supporting evidence for the research question. This 
result was promising. However, this measure could not be used to fully predict those word 
pairs that relate to Thai culture as TWS-30 was built based on an English dataset 
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(Rubenstein and Goodenough, 1965). Thus, to experiment on words relating to the Thai 
culture, a more effective evaluation is needed. 
• Can a WordNet based English word similarity measure produce a similarity rating 
between words based on Thai culture? 
Chapter 4 presents the methodology for the creation of a 65 Thai word pairs benchmark 
dataset based on Thai culture (TWS-65) which addresses this research question. The 
evaluation of a subset of TWS-30 and TWS-65 human ratings has shown that both datasets 
are not significantly different. In addition, a correlation coefficient of 0.807 was obtained 
between TWS-65 human ratings and TWSS ratings. TWSS uses the English-based 
WordNet to perform the rating. Hence, it results in an inefficient rating performance of 
these word pairs which are related mainly to the Thai culture. Therefore, the limitations of 
TWSS mean it should be considered as a pathway to a final Thai word similarity measure. 
• Can a search engine provide an alternative natural language resource for a Thai 
word similarity measure? 
Chapter 5 presented the investigations undertaken in considering this research question. 
This chapter proposed a word similarity measure based on a lexical chain that was created 
from a mini corpus produced by a search engine (LCSS). The aim of this algorithm is to 
overcome the problem with TWSS. A training dataset (TWS-30) and a testing dataset 
(TWS-51) were also presented. The training dataset was used to find the most suitable 
Alpha parameter in LCSS. The testing dataset was used to evaluate the LCSS algorithm. A 
correlation coefficient of 0.723 (P-value < 0.01) was obtained. Both the TWSS and LCSS 
perform quite well on their own. However, evidence shows that each contributes a 
different insight into the similarity process. Therefore, a combination of TWSS and LCSS 
may be more effective. 
• Can a combination of TWSS and LCSS provide a better model of human 
perception of Thai word semantic similarity than either separately? 
Chapter 6 proposed a word measure that was created from a combination of TWSS and 
LCSS, called nTWSS, to addresses this research question. The correlation coefficient 
between nTWSS ratings and TWS-51 human ratings was r = 0.867 (P-Value < 0.01), a 
significant improvement on TWSS or LCSS alone. Accordingly, nTWSS can be used to 
develop a Thai sentence similarity measure. 
• Can a Thai word measure be used to develop a Thai sentence similarity measure? 
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Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 presented the investigations undertaken in considering the 
research question  
Chapter 7 presents the first Thai sentence benchmark dataset (TSS-65). Following 
O’Shea’s procedure (O’Shea, 2008), TSS-65 was created by replacing the words with a 
definition, shown in Section 7.2.1. Comparing TSS-65 and TWS-65, a correlation 
coefficient of 0.896 (P-value < 0.01) was obtained indicating general consistency between 
derived sentences and the word. This paved the way for the development of the new Thai 
sentence similarity measure. 
Chapter 8 proposed the first Thai sentence semantic similarity measure (TSTS). The 
sentence measure is developed from STASIS; nTWSS is used to calculate the semantic 
similarity between two words. Word order is not taken into account. In this measure, the 
correlation coefficient between TSS-65 and TSTS was r = 0.809 (P-value < 0.01).  
• Is the developed Thai sentence similarity measure feasible for use in developing 
Thai Conversational Agents 
In Chapter 8, an experiment was conducted to answer the research question: ‘Is the 
developed Thai sentence measure feasible to use to develop Thai Conversational Agents?’ 
In this simple experiment, TSTS predicted the categories low, medium, and high similarity 
with 80% accuracy between sentence pairs from a Conversational Agent log file. 
Furthermore, the crucial function of STSS in a Conversational Agent is to find rules that 
capture attributes accurately; therefore, the higher performance of TSTS in this 
circumstance is important. Medium and Low similarity matches against rules normally 
leading to disambiguation of user meaning or the firing of off-topic ‘chat’ rules.  Because 
Conversational Agents inherently do multiple interactions to disambiguate 
misunderstandings, this is approaching a usable performance. Therefore, this supports the 
view that TSTS could be used to create Thai semantic-based Conversational Agents. 
 
9.3 Summary of Contribution 
The contributions in this thesis are: 
• Review and discussion of Thai natural language resources 
• Creation of the first Thai word semantic similarity measure (TWSS) 




• Application of the methodology to rating TWS-30 
• Evaluation of TWSS with TWS-30 
• Creation of a 65 Thai word pairs benchmark dataset (TWS-65) 
• Application of the methodology to rating TWS-65 
• Evaluation of TWS-30 with TWS-65 
• Evaluation of TWSS with TWS-65 
• Creation of a word similarity measure based on a lexical chain created from a 
search engine (LCSS) 
• Creation of a testing dataset (TWS-51) 
• Evaluation of LCSS with TWS-51 
• Creation of a new word measure specifically for the Thai language (nTWSS) 
• Evaluation of nTWSS with TWS-51 
• Creation of a 65 Thai sentence pairs benchmark dataset (TSS-65) 
• The application of the methodology to rating TSS-65 
• Evaluation of TWS-65 with TSS-65 
• Creation of the first Thai sentence similarity measure (TSTS) 
• Evaluation of TSTS with TSS-65 
• An illustration of the use of TSTS with representative dialogue utterances for a 
future Thai Conversational Agents. 
These contributions are expected to provide a substantial starting point for research in the 
new fields of Thai word semantic similarity, Thai semantic sentence similarity, and Thai 
Conversational Agents. 
 
9.4 Future Work 
There are a number of potential directions in which this research could be continued in the 
future. These directions are as follows: 
• Creation of Thai semantic-based Conversational Agents that use the TSTS 
algorithm.  
• For nTWSS, non-linear approaches may be more appropriate when combining two 
different measures of similarity; this was suggested by O’Shea (O’Shea et al., 
2008). As nTWSS was created by a linear combination of TWSS and LCSS using 
the δ parameter, replacing this with an artificial neural network trained to combine 
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the two components should improve the overall performance. However, a larger 
Thai word dataset is needed to do this. 
• In LCSS, a Thai sentence extraction algorithm (Sornlertlamvanich, 2000) is used as 
mentioned in Section 5.2.4. This algorithm extracts Thai words from a Thai 
sentence with the accuracy of 85%. Unfortunately, this is the most precise 
algorithm available at that time. If the accuracy of the algorithm can be improved, 
the nTWSS is also likely to be improved. 
• Machine Learning can be applied to predicting the next word in a lexical chain in 
the LCSS algorithm. The current algorithm is programmed to find any lexical chain 
that is available from the lexical database. This process take a long time, causing 
the algorithm to perform slowly. The next word in a Lexical chain can be predicted 
by Machine Learning, which will save time to process. Also, the best Lexical chain 
may be chosen without a calculation. 
• According to O’Shea et al. (2013), STSS-131 used the best practice established 
from STSS-65 to rate a more representative set of English sentences. This can also 
be done with TSS-65. A more representative set of Thai sentences should provide a 
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Appendix 1.1 Ethics Statement 
แบบสอบถามการทดลองความคลา้ยคลงึกันของความหมายของคํา 
เราอยากจะขอการมสีว่นรว่มในการศกึษาทางวทิยาศาสตรค์วามหมายและคลา้ยคลงึกันของ
คําดว้ยเหตผุลทางจรยิธรรม ที%เรา จะตอ้ง ขออนุญาต ลว่งหนา้ และ แจง้ใหค้ณุทราบสิ%งที%คณุ
กําลัง เห็นพอ้งที%จะ เราไดใ้ห ้คําตอบของคําถาม ทางจรยิธรรมที%สําคัญดา้นลา่ง  
 
สิ>งที>คณุจะ ถามฉนั จะ ทําอยา่งไรหากคณุเห็นดว้ย  
ถา้คณุตกลง ขอใหก้รอกแบบสอบถาม โดยใหค้า่ความคลา้ยคลงึกันของความหมาย จาก 65 
คู ่ของคํา  
คณุจะถกูถามคําถามบางอยา่งเกี%ยวกับตัวเองคอื ชื%อ อาย ุ และ ระดับการศกึษาสงูสดุของคณุ 
คณุจะถกูขอใหย้นืยันวา่คณุเป็นเจา้ของภาษาไทย เราขอขอ้มลูสว่นบคุคลบางสว่น เพราะ 
การศกึษาทางวทิยาศาสตร ์บางครั6งผลที%ไดรั้บน่าแปลกใจ ซึ%งจะตอ้งมกีารวเิคราะหข์อ้มลู  
 




สําหรับคําตอบสําหรับคําถามเกี%ยวกับตัวเองจะถกูเก็บไว ้ ไมเ่กนิความจําเป็นที%ตอ้งตรวจสอบ 










Appendix 1.2 Instructions 
การสาํรวจ: ความคลา้ยคลงึกนัของความหมายของคาํ 
ขอขอบคณุทกุทา่นที%เป็นอาสาสมัคร ที%จะเขา้รว่มในการศกึษานี6 คณุสามารถจะถอนตัว กอ่นที%
จะเริ%ม แบบสอบถามหรอื ที%จดุใด ๆ ในขณะทําแบบสอบถาม 
จะมแีบบสอบถาม ชดุของบัตรใหก้ับคณุ และ แผน่บันทกึที%จะเขยีนการตดัสนิของคณุ (โปรด
อยา่เขยีนอะไรบนบัตร) บัตรที%ไดรั้บจะลําดับแบบสุม่ 




หลังจากนั6น โปรดอตัราความคลา้ยคลงึกันของความหมายของแตล่ะคูข่องคํา โดยการเขยีน 
ตัวเลขระหวา่ง 0.0 (ความคลา้ยคลงึกันของความหมายตํ%าสดุที%) และ 4.0 (ความคลา้ยคลงึกัน
ของความหมายสงูสดุ) บนแผน่บันทกึ คณุสามารถใชท้ศนยิมสองตําแหน่ง (เชน่ 2.2) 
หากคณุมปัีญหาใด ๆ คําถามหรอืความคดิเห็น โปรดพดูคยุกับนักวจัิย 










Appendix 1.3 Sample Card 
 
คูท่ี% 10 
คําที% 1 เด็กผูช้าย 









ระหวา่ง 0.0 (ความคลา้ยคลงึกันของความหมายตํ%าสดุที%) และ 4.0 (ความคลา้ยคลงึกันของ
ความหมายสงูสดุ) บนแผน่บันทกึ คณุสามารถใชท้ศนยิมสองตําแหน่ง (เชน่ 2.2) 
 
คูท่ี% 01  คูท่ี% 41  คูท่ี% 56  
คูท่ี% 05  คูท่ี% 47  คูท่ี% 57  
คูท่ี% 09  คูท่ี% 48  คูท่ี% 58  
คูท่ี% 13  คูท่ี% 49  คูท่ี% 59  
คูท่ี% 17  คูท่ี% 50  คูท่ี% 60  
คูท่ี% 21  คูท่ี% 51  คูท่ี% 61  
คูท่ี% 25  คูท่ี% 52  คูท่ี% 62  
คูท่ี% 29  คูท่ี% 53  คูท่ี% 63  
คูท่ี% 33  คูท่ี% 54  คูท่ี% 64  




































0.0 ประโยคที%มคีวามหมายไมเ่กี%ยวขอ้งกัน  
  
1.0 ประโยคที%มคีวามคลมุเครอืในความหมาย  
  
2.0 ประโยคที%พอจะมคีวามหมายเหมอืนกัน  
  
3.0 ประโยคที%เกี%ยวขอ้งอยา่งมากในความหมาย  
  
4.0 ประโยคที%มคีวามหมายเหมอืนกัน  
  
คณุสามารถใชท้ศนยิมหนึ%งตัว ตัวอยา่งเชน่ถา้คณุคดิวา่ความคลา้ยคลงึของความหมายเป็น
ครึ%งหนึ%งระหวา่ง 3.0 และ 4.0 คณุสามารถใชค้า่ 3.5  
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ระหวา่ง 0.0 (ความคลา้ยคลงึกันของความหมายตํ%าสดุที%) และ 4.0 (ความคลา้ยคลงึกันของ
ความหมายสงูสดุ) บนแผน่บันทกึ คณุสามารถใชท้ศนยิมสองตําแหน่ง (เชน่ 2.2) 
คูท่ี% 01  คูท่ี% 32  คูท่ี% 63  
คูท่ี% 02  คูท่ี% 33  คูท่ี% 64  
คูท่ี% 03  คูท่ี% 34  คูท่ี% 65  
คูท่ี% 04  คูท่ี% 35  คูท่ี% 70  
คูท่ี% 05  คูท่ี% 36  คูท่ี% 71  
คูท่ี% 06  คูท่ี% 40  คูท่ี% 72  
คูท่ี% 10  คูท่ี% 41  คูท่ี% 73  
คูท่ี% 11  คูท่ี% 42  คูท่ี% 74  
คูท่ี% 12  คูท่ี% 43  คูท่ี% 75  
คูท่ี% 13  คูท่ี% 44  คูท่ี% 80  
คูท่ี% 14  คูท่ี% 45  คูท่ี% 81  
คูท่ี% 15  คูท่ี% 46  คูท่ี% 82  
คูท่ี% 16  คูท่ี% 50  คูท่ี% 83  
คูท่ี% 20  คูท่ี% 51  คูท่ี% 84  
คูท่ี% 21  คูท่ี% 52  คูท่ี% 85  
คูท่ี% 22  คูท่ี% 53  คูท่ี% 90  
คูท่ี% 23  คูท่ี% 54  คูท่ี% 91  
คูท่ี% 24  คูท่ี% 55  คูท่ี% 92  
คูท่ี% 25  คูท่ี% 56  คูท่ี% 93  
คูท่ี% 26  คูท่ี% 60  คูท่ี% 94  
คูท่ี% 30  คูท่ี% 61  คูท่ี% 95  





Appendix 2.1 Instructions for High Similarity Word Pairs 
การสาํรวจ: ความคลา้ยคลงึกนัของความหมายของคาํ 
ขอขอบคณุทกุทา่นที%เป็นอาสาสมัคร ที%จะเขา้รว่มในการศกึษานี6 คณุสามารถจะถอนตัว กอ่นที%
จะเริ%ม แบบสอบถามหรอื ที%จดุใด ๆ ในขณะทําแบบสอบถาม 
จะมแีบบสอบถาม ชดุของคําใหก้ับคณุ และ แผน่บันทกึที%จะเขยีนการตัดสนิของคณุ  
กรณุาเลอืกคําจากสองกลุม่ กลุม่ละคําที%คณุคดิมคีวามคลา้ยคลงึกันของความหมายของคํา
มากที%สดุ และกรอกลงในแผน่บันทกึ 
หากคณุมปัีญหาใด ๆ คําถามหรอืความคดิเห็น โปรดพดูคยุกับนักวจัิย 




Appendix 2.2 List of Theme Words 
กลุม่ของคาํ 
กลุม่ A      กลุม่ B 
1. นักบวช      1. ภเูขา 
2. อัญมณี      2. รถยนต ์
3. โรงภาพยนต ์     3. หนังสอื 
4. เด็กผูช้าย      4. พอ่มด 
5. ผา้ฝ้าย      5. ขา้รับใช ้
6. อาหาร      6. อาจารย ์
7. ลงุ       7. เครื%องมอื 
8. ทาส       8. เพชรพลอย 
9. การเดนิทาง      9. ชายฝั%ง 
10. ลายมอืชื%อ      10. พระ 
11. นักมายากล     11. พงไพร 
12. รถเกง๋      12. โรงละคร 
13. สนัุข      13. ถว้ย 
14. เที%ยงวนั      14. สสุาน 
15. วดั       15. การทอ่งเที%ยว 
16. ฝั%งทะเล      16. ผา้ไหม 
17. นติยสาร      17. โบสถ ์
18. คร ู       18. ผลไม ้
19. เนนิเขา      19. เด็กหนุ่ม 
20. อปุกรณ์      20. หมา 
21. แกว้      21. กลางวนั 
22. ป่าชา้      22. ตน้ไม ้
23. พชื       23. ป้า 





Appendix 2.3 High Similarity Word Pairs Recording Sheet 
แผน่บนัทกึคูข่องคาํที>มคีวามคลา้ยคลงึกนัของความหมายของคาํมากที>สดุ 
กรณุาเลอืก 20 คูข่องคําจากสองกลุม่ กลุม่ละคําที%คณุคดิมคีวามคลา้ยคลงึกันของความหมาย
ของคํามากที%สดุ และกรอกลงในแผน่บันทกึ 
กลุม่ A กลุม่ B กลุม่ A กลุม่ B 
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    





Appendix 2.4 Instructions for Medium Similarity Word Pairs 
การสาํรวจ: ความคลา้ยคลงึกนัของความหมายของคาํ 
ขอขอบคณุทกุทา่นที%เป็นอาสาสมัคร ที%จะเขา้รว่มในการศกึษานี6 คณุสามารถจะถอนตัว กอ่นที%
จะเริ%ม แบบสอบถามหรอื ที%จดุใด ๆ ในขณะทําแบบสอบถาม 
จะมแีบบสอบถาม ชดุของคําใหก้ับคณุ และ แผน่บันทกึที%จะเขยีนการตัดสนิของคณุ  
กรณุาเลอืกคําจากสองกลุม่ กลุม่ละคําที%คณุคดิมคีวามคลา้ยคลงึกันของความหมายของคํา
มากที%สดุที%ไมซ่ํ6ากับการทดลองที%แลว้และกรอกลงในแผน่บันทกึ 
หากคณุมปัีญหาใด ๆ คําถามหรอืความคดิเห็น โปรดพดูคยุกับนักวจัิย 








กรณุาเลอืก 21 คูข่องคําจากสองกลุม่ กลุม่ละคําที%คณุคดิมคีวามคลา้ยคลงึกันของความหมาย
ของคํามากที%สดุที%ไมซ่ํ6ากบัการทดลองที%แลว้และกรอกลงในแผน่บันทกึ 
กลุม่ A กลุม่ B กลุม่ A กลุม่ B 
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    





Appendix 3.1 Instructions (for TSS-65) 
การสาํรวจ: การเลอืกความหมายที>เหมาะสมของคาํ 
ขอขอบคณุทกุทา่นที%เป็นอาสาสมัคร ที%จะเขา้รว่มในการศกึษานี6 คณุสามารถจะถอนตัว กอ่นที%
จะเริ%ม แบบสอบถามหรอื ที%จดุใด ๆ ในขณะทําแบบสอบถาม 
จะมแีบบสอบถาม ชดุของความหมายใหก้ับคณุ และ แผน่บันทกึที%จะเขยีนการตัดสนิของคณุ  
กรณุาเลอืกการเลอืกความหมายที%เหมาะสมของคําและกรอกลงในแผน่บันทกึ 
หากคณุมปัีญหาใด ๆ คําถามหรอืความคดิเห็น โปรดพดูคยุกับนักวจัิย 





Appendix 3.2 Sample Question Sheet 
 
ความหมาย คาํ ตน้ไม ้ กรณุาเลอืก 
1 ตน้ไมค้อืพชืคอืสิ%งมชีวิติสเีขยีวชนดินงึ 
2 ตน้ไมค้อืคํารวมเรยีกพชืทั%วไป โดยปกตชินดิมลีําตน้ 
3 ตน้ไมค้อืไมย้นืตน้ขนาดใหญ ่
4 ตน้ไมค้อืพชืที%มอีายยุนืยาว 





Appendix 4.1 Ethics Statement (for TSS-65) 
แบบสอบถามการทดลองความคลา้ยคลงึกันของความหมายของประโยค  
เราอยากจะขอการมสีว่นรว่มในการศกึษาทางวทิยาศาสตรค์วามหมายและคลา้ยคลงึกันของ
ประโยค ดว้ยเหตผุลทางจรยิธรรม ที%เรา จะตอ้ง ขออนุญาต ลว่งหนา้ และ แจง้ใหค้ณุทราบสิ%ง
ที%คณุกําลัง เห็นพอ้งที%จะ เราไดใ้ห ้คําตอบของคําถาม ทางจรยิธรรมที%สําคัญดา้นลา่ง  
 
สิ>งที>คณุจะ ถามฉนั จะ ทําอยา่งไรหากคณุเห็นดว้ย  
ถา้คณุตกลง ขอใหก้รอกแบบสอบถาม โดยใหค้า่ความคลา้ยคลงึกันของความหมาย จาก 65 
คู ่ของประโยค   
คณุจะถกูถามคําถามบางอยา่งเกี%ยวกับตัวเองคอื ชื%อ อาย ุ และ ระดับการศกึษาสงูสดุของคณุ 
คณุจะถกูขอใหย้นืยันวา่คณุเป็นเจา้ของภาษาไทย เราขอขอ้มลูสว่นบคุคลบางสว่น เพราะ 
การศกึษาทางวทิยาศาสตร ์บางครั6งผลที%ไดรั้บน่าแปลกใจ ซึ%งจะตอ้งมกีารวเิคราะหข์อ้มลู  
  




สําหรับคําตอบสําหรับคําถามเกี%ยวกับตัวเองจะถกูเก็บไว ้ ไมเ่กนิความจําเป็นที%ตอ้งตรวจสอบ 












Appendix 4.2 Instructions (for TSS-65) 
การสาํรวจ: ความคลา้ยคลงึกนัของความหมายของประโยค  
ขอขอบคณุทกุทา่นที%เป็นอาสาสมัคร ที%จะเขา้รว่มในการศกึษานี6 คณุสามารถจะถอนตัว กอ่นที%
จะเริ%ม แบบสอบถามหรอื ที%จดุใด ๆ ในขณะทําแบบสอบถาม 
จะมแีบบสอบถาม ชดุของบัตรใหก้ับคณุ และ แผน่บันทกึที%จะเขยีนการตดัสนิของคณุ (โปรด
อยา่เขยีนอะไรบนบัตร) บัตรที%ไดรั้บจะลําดับแบบสุม่ 
บัตรแตล่ะใบ จะมสีองประโยค เขยีนไว ้กรณุาเริ%มตน้ดว้ยการอา่นบัตรแตล่ะใบ และคดิเกี%ยวกับ
ความคลา้ยคลงึกันของความหมายของสองประโยค  
กรณุาจัดเรยีงบัตรแตล่ะใบ ใหอ้ยูใ่นลําดับความคลา้ยคลงึกันของความหมายของประโยค ให ้
เป็นสี%กลุม่ 
หลังจากนั6น โปรดอัตราความคลา้ยคลงึกันของความหมายของแตล่ะคูข่องประโยค  โดยการ
เขยีน ตัวเลขระหวา่ง 0.0 (ความคลา้ยคลงึกันของความหมายตํ%าสดุที%) และ 4.0 (ความ




หากคณุมปัีญหาใด ๆ คําถามหรอืความคดิเห็น โปรดพดูคยุกับนักวจัิย 










Appendix 4.3 Sample Card (for TSS-65) 
 
คูท่ี% 63 
ประโยค ที% 1 วดัคอืที>สถานที>พกัพงิทางศาสนาพทุธ 





Appendix 4.4 Sample Rating Sheet (for TSS-65) 
 
แผน่บนัทกึอตัราความคลา้ยคลงึกนัของความหมายของแตล่ะคูข่องประโยค  
โปรดอัตราความคลา้ยคลงึกันของความหมายของแตล่ะคูข่องประโยค  โดยการเขยีน ตัวเลข
ระหวา่ง 0.0 (ความคลา้ยคลงึกันของความหมายตํ%าสดุที%) และ 4.0 (ความคลา้ยคลงึกันของ
ความหมายสงูสดุ) บนแผน่บันทกึ คณุสามารถใชท้ศนยิมสองตําแหน่ง (เชน่ 2.2) 
คูท่ี% 01  คูท่ี% 32  คูท่ี% 63  
คูท่ี% 02  คูท่ี% 33  คูท่ี% 64  
คูท่ี% 03  คูท่ี% 34  คูท่ี% 65  
คูท่ี% 04  คูท่ี% 35  คูท่ี% 70  
คูท่ี% 05  คูท่ี% 36  คูท่ี% 71  
คูท่ี% 06  คูท่ี% 40  คูท่ี% 72  
คูท่ี% 10  คูท่ี% 41  คูท่ี% 73  
คูท่ี% 11  คูท่ี% 42  คูท่ี% 74  
คูท่ี% 12  คูท่ี% 43  คูท่ี% 75  
คูท่ี% 13  คูท่ี% 44  คูท่ี% 80  
คูท่ี% 14  คูท่ี% 45  คูท่ี% 81  
คูท่ี% 15  คูท่ี% 46  คูท่ี% 82  
คูท่ี% 16  คูท่ี% 50  คูท่ี% 83  
คูท่ี% 20  คูท่ี% 51  คูท่ี% 84  
คูท่ี% 21  คูท่ี% 52  คูท่ี% 85  
คูท่ี% 22  คูท่ี% 53  คูท่ี% 90  
คูท่ี% 23  คูท่ี% 54  คูท่ี% 91  
คูท่ี% 24  คูท่ี% 55  คูท่ี% 92  
คูท่ี% 25  คูท่ี% 56  คูท่ี% 93  
คูท่ี% 26  คูท่ี% 60  คูท่ี% 94  
คูท่ี% 30  คูท่ี% 61  คูท่ี% 95  
คูท่ี% 31  คูท่ี% 62  
 
